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Zusammenfassung

Das zelluläre Leben ist auf Biomembranen angewiesen. Diese Membranen trennen das

Zellinnere von ihrer Umgebung ab und teilen die Zelle in etliche kleinere Kompartimente

auf, sogenannte Organellen. Membranen nehmen eine aktive Rolle in der Aufrechterhal-

tung vieler Zellfunktionen ein und stellen dabei nicht nur passive Barrieren dar. Lipide

und Proteine bilden die Hauptbestandteile von Membranen und ihre Zusammensetzung

unterscheidet sich von Organelle zu Organelle. Proteine können in mehrere Kategorien

eingeteilt werden. Einige von ihnen werden bei der Translation in die Membran inseriert

und bleiben mithilfe Ihrer Transmembrandomänen verankert. Andere lösliche Proteine wer-

den zwar bei der Translation durch die Membran transportiert, bleiben aber nicht mit dieser

assoziiert. Diese können posttranslationalen Modifikationen unterzogen werden, bevor sie

ihre Zielmembran erreichen. Proteine, die vollständig löslich sind, werden ohne jegliche

Membranassoziation im Zytosol translatiert. Mithilfe von speziellen Membranbindungs-

domänen können diese Proteine aber zu spezifischen Organellen rekrutiert werden. So sind

diese drei Proteinkategorien auf die korrekte Funktion von Organellen angewiesen. Da die

Lipidzusammensetzung einer Organelle einen Einfluss auf die Funktion von Proteinen hat,

muss die ständige Produktion und Wiederverwertung von Lipiden aufrechterhalten wer-

den. Dadurch schafft es die Zelle, sich auf Veränderungen ihrer Umgebung anzupassen. Im

umgekehrten Sinne muss auch die Membran die richtige Lipidzusammensetzung aufweisen,

um die korrekte Proteinfunktion zu ermöglichen. Die Membranen von Organellen haben

sich also auf ihre Proteinbestandteile angepasst und umgekehrt. So sind zum Beispiel einige

eukaryotische Proteine darauf spezialisiert, die Lipidzusammensetzung von Membranen

zu erkennen. Während das Protein Mga2 die Membranfluidität registriert, dient Ire1 als

mechanischer Sensor und passt sich an die Steifigkeit der näheren Umgebung an. Diese

Sensoren regulieren die Lipidhomöostase in der Zelle, indem sie auf die Veränderungen der

Membraneigenschaften reagieren und Signale an nachgeschaltete Prozesse senden.

In dieser Thesis wurden Molekulardynamik (MD) Simulationen verwendet, um die

Interaktion verschiedener Proteine mit Biomembranen zu untersuchen. MD-Simulationen

ermöglichen es, die Wechselwirkungen von Proteinen mit Lipiden im atomistischen Detail

zu studieren. Dabei dienen MD-Simulationen als ein sogenanntes “Computermikroskop”,

welches eine höhere zeitliche und räumliche Auflösung erlaubt als gängige experimentelle

Methoden. Diese Thesis ist in mehrere Kapitel aufgeteilt, welche sich mit unterschiedlichen

Aspekten der Protein-Lipid-Interaktion auseinandersetzen. So wird zuerst die Sensorfähigkeit

von amphipathischen Helices (AHs) von Opi1 und PIP5K untersucht, welche es ihnen

ermöglicht, die Lipidzusammensetzung von Biomembranen zu detektieren. Darüber hinaus

beschäftig sich ein Kapitel mit der Faltung der Opi1 AH an Lipid-Wasser-Grenzflächen.

Das darauf folgende Kapitel zeigt die Konformationsdynamik der HIV-1 Env Glykopro-

teine in Biomembranen. Im letzten Kapitel wird die Leistung von MD-Simulationen getunt,
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wodurch eine effizientere Nutzung der verfügbaren Rechenkapazitäten ermöglicht wird.

Die Lipidhomöostase wird durch unterschiedliche zelluläre Signalwege reguliert. Dabei

steht in S. cerevisiae die Phosphatidsäure (PA) im Mittelpunkt. Mit ihrer Hilfe können

komplexere Phosphoglyceride produziert werden. Zu diesen zählen Phosphatidylcholin

(PC), Phosphatidylethanolamin (PE), Phosphatidylinositol (PI), Phosphatidylserin (PS)

sowie Phosphatidylglycerol (PG). Wenn ausreichend PA in der Membran des endoplas-

matischen Retikulums (ER) vorhanden ist, kann diese als Vorprodukt zur Produktion

weiterer Phosphoglyceride genutzt werden. Die dafür benötigten Gene werden hierbei aktiv

im Zellkern von S. cerevisiae transkribiert. Die Phosphoglycerid-Synthese wird herunter-

reguliert, wenn PA nicht im ausreichenden Ausmaß verfügbar ist. Das Protein Opi1 ist

in der Lage das Vorhandensein von PA zu ertasten und ist somit in die Regulation der

Phosphoglycerid-Synthese in S. cerevisiae involviert. Dabei vermittelt die Membranbinde-

domäne des Proteins in der Anwesenheit von PA die Interaktion mit dem ER. Wenn der

Vorrat des Lipids verbraucht wurde, begibt sich Opi1 in den Zellkern der Zelle und reguliert

dort die Transkription von denjenigen Genen herunter, die für die Phosphoglycerid-Synthese

verantwortlich sind. Die PA-Bindedomäne von Opi1 wurde als AH charakterisiert, da sie

in der Präsenz von Liposomen eine α-helikale Sekundärstruktur aufweist. In dieser The-

sis wurde die Lipiderkennung der Opi1 AH mithilfe von atomistischen MD-Simulationen

untersucht. Hier konnte gezeigt werden, dass die AH ihre α-helikale Sekundärstruktur

nach Einbettung in Biomembranen beibehielt. Gleichzeitig wurde die Interaktion von

den negativ geladenen Lipiden PA und PS an zwei gegenüberliegenden Regionen der AH

beobachtet. Diese beiden Regionen bestehen aus jeweils drei positiv geladenen Resten,

welche in der Thesis als “KRK-Motiv” und “3K-Motiv” bezeichnet werden. Die Anord-

nung dieser Aminosäuren auf der α-helikalen Windung steuert zur Lipidspezifität der AH

bei. Das “3K-Motiv” bildet eine schmale Bindungstasche, welche nur Platz für die kleinen

Kopfgruppen von PA Lipiden bietet. Obwohl PS Lipide binden können, werden diese durch

elektrostatische Interaktionen ihrer größeren Kopfgruppe in einem größeren Abstand gehal-

ten. Unter Vorhandensein von PA und PS in der gleichen Biomembran wurde beobachtet,

dass PA die Fähigkeit besitzt, die Bindetaschen für sich zu beanspruchen und so PS zu

vertreiben. Die kleine Kopfgruppe von PA ermöglicht eine bessere Bindung an das “3K-

Motiv”. Mithilfe dieser simplen Motive ist es der AH von Opi1 möglich, zwischen den

Kopfgruppen von verschiedenen Lipidspezies zu unterscheiden. Diese Ergebnisse tragen

dazu bei, den molekularen Mechanismus dieses Membransensors besser zu verstehen.

Das Protein PIP5K katalysiert die Reaktion von Phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphat

(PI4P) zu Phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphat (PI(4,5)P2). Phosphatidylinositole sind

essenzielle Botenstoffe in der Lipid-Signalübertragung und dem Membrantransport. Die

Erkennung von PI4P durch PIP5K erfolgt durch eine sogenannte “Spezifitätsschleife” (engl.

“specificity loop”). Obwohl die Sekundärstruktur in den vorhandenen Kristallstrukturen

von PIP5K nicht aufgelöst ist, konnte gezeigt werden, dass diese Spezifitätsschleife bei

Membranbindung eine AH bildet. In dieser Thesis wurden atomistische MD-Simulationen

genutzt, um die Lipidbindung von PI4P an die PIP5K AH zu charakterisieren. In mehreren

Simulationen konnte gezeigt werden, dass PI4P in der Lage ist, an beide Seiten der AH
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von PIP5K zu binden. Die Aminosäuren sind im Gegensatz zu denen auf der AH von

Opi1 nicht in spezifischen Bindetaschen lokalisiert. Stattdessen finden sich die basischen

Aminosäuren auf der gesamten AH verteilt. Der großen, geladenen Kopfgruppe von PI4P

ist es möglich, sich großflächig auf die AH zu legen und damit mit mehreren positiv gelade-

nen Aminosäuren gleichzeitig zu interagieren. Ebenfalls wurde in den Simulationen gezeigt,

dass PI4P in der Lage ist, andere geladene Lipide wie z. B. jene mit PS Kopfgruppe, von

der AH zu verdrängen. Hierzu reicht es mit seiner großen Kopfgruppe über das andere

Lipid hinweg und beansprucht die elektrostatischen Interaktionen mit der AH für sich. Die

hochgeladene Oberfläche dieser AH hat sich auf die Bindung von PI4P Lipiden spezialisiert,

wodurch diese im nahe gelegenen katalytischen Zentrum zu PI(4,5)P2 umgewandelt werden

können.

Im ungebundenen Zustand weisen AHs keine Sekundärstruktur auf und bilden diese erst

nach oder während der Membranbindung aus. AHs werden zuerst durch elektrostatische

Wechselwirkungen an Biomembranen rekrutiert, woraufhin sie Sekundärstrukturen aus-

bilden und sich in die Membran inserieren. Mithilfe von atomistischen MD-Simulationen

wurde in dieser Thesis die Rekrutierung, Assoziation, Insertion und Faltung der Opi1 AH

an Biomembranen untersucht. Hierzu wurde eine vollständig entfaltete Opi1 AH oberhalb

Biomembranen unterschiedlicher Lipidzusammensetzung platziert. Obwohl Membranen

mit einer Zusammensetzung von 100% PC in der Lage waren, die AH zu rekrutieren,

wurde keine dauerhafte Assoziation beobachtet. Hingegen konnten Membranen mit PE

oder PA Lipidkopfgruppen die AH permanent rekrutieren und binden. Auf die Rekru-

tierung der Opi1 AH folgte in jeder Simulation die Insertion einer von zweien hydrophoben

Aminosäuren, L113 oder I117. In einer Simulation wurde darüber hinaus die Faltung von

zwei α-helikalen Windungen beobachtet. Ein konserviertes Glycin G120, welches beidseitig

von je einem Lysin umgeben ist, stoppte die weitere Faltung. Darauf Folgende in vivo

Experimente konnten zeigen, dass Glycin G120, für die Regulation der Opi1 AH Mem-

branbindung verantwortlich ist. Eine G120W Punktmutation führte zum Komplettverlust

der PA-Sensitivität, wodurch Opi1 auch nach dem Erschöpfen der PA Vorräte durchge-

hend an der ER Membran gebunden blieb. Um zu testen, ob sich die Faltung mithilfe

von Punktmutationen auch in Simulationen zeigen lässt, wurde die AH mit einer G120A

Einfach- und G120A/K121A Doppelmutation simuliert. In diesen Simulationen wurde

die zeitweise Bildung einer α-helikalen Sekundärstruktur beobachtet, wobei die AH sich

nie vollständig in die Biomembran inserierte. Um den Faltungs- und Insertionsprozess zu

beschleunigen, wurde auf ein sogenanntes “enhanced sampling” Verfahren zurückgegriffen.

Hierfür wurde die partiell gefaltete AH aus einer früheren Simulation genommen, und es

wurde Kraft auf die φ und ψ Diederwinkel des Polypeptid-Rückgrates ausgeübt. Dadurch

konnte die vollständige α-helikale Sekundärstruktur der Opi1 AH generiert werden, welche

sich anschließend in die Biomembranen inserierte. Diese Simulationen tragen zum besseren

Verständnis der Interaktion von ungefalteten AHs an Biomembranen sowie ihrer Insertion

und Faltung an der Lipid-Wasser-Grenzfläche bei.

Künstliche Membranen werden häufig zur Strukturaufklärung eingesetzt, um die native

Membranumgebung von Proteinen zu imitieren. Während solche künstlichen Membranen
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leichter zu handhaben sind und zur Stabilisierung des Proteins beitragen können, unterschei-

den sie sich in ihren biophysikalischen Eigenschaften von den Membranen in lebendigen

Zellen. Beispielsweise werden für Kernspinresonanz Experimente häufig Bizellen genutzt.

Diese setzen sich in vielen Fällen aus den kurzkettigen Lipiden 1,2-Dimyristoyl-sn-Glycero-

3-Phosphatidylcholin (DMPC) und 1,2-Dihexanoyl-sn-Glycero-3-Phosphatidylcholin (DHPC)

zusammen. Mithilfe solcher Bizellen und Kernspinresonanz wurde kürzlich die Tertiärstruk-

tur der Transmembrandomäne (TMD) des HIV-1 Virushüllen Glykoproteins Env gelöst.

Trotz gleicher experimentaler Bedingungen wird die Struktur von unterschiedlichen Forschungs-

gruppen sowohl als Trimer als auch als Monomer beschrieben. Die Trimerstruktur zeigt

eine C3-Symmetrie, während die Monomerstruktur eine überaus lange TMD beschreibt.

Die Unterschiede in diesen Strukturen wurden zum Anlass genommen, um deren Sta-

bilität und Dynamik mithilfe von MD-Simulationen zu untersuchen. Als Erstes wurde

die Monomerstruktur der TMD in Biomembranen simuliert, wessen Lipidzusammenset-

zung die der Virushülle imitieren soll. Die Simulationen zeigten, dass die konservierte

Aminosäure R696, welche sich in der Mitte der TMD befindet, sich nach nur wenigen

Nanosekunden in Richtung der Lipid-Wasser-Grenzfläche umorientiert. Diese Umorien-

tierung, in der Thesis als “schnorcheln” bezeichnet, beeinflusst die Gesamtkonformation

der TMD. Darüber hinaus wird durch den geladenen Rest Wasser in den hydrophoben

Bereich der Membran gezogen. In den Simulationen der C3-symmetrischen Trimerstruktur

wurde ebenfalls Wasser durch die drei R696 Aminosäuren in die Membran gezogen, wodurch

die symmetrische Struktur am C-terminalen Ende auseinanderfiel. Um zu testen, ob das

Fehlen der N-terminalen Membran-Proximalen Erweiterten Region (MPER) oder die unter-

schiedliche Lipidzusammensetzung der Membranen zum Auseinanderfallen der Strukturen

führte, wurden neuen Simulationen aufgesetzt. Hierfür wurde die ebenfalls veröffentlichte

C3-symmetrische MPER-TMD Trimerstruktur in DMPC Membranen simuliert. Erneut

wurde die Dissoziation der C-terminalen Region der TMD in sechs unabhängigen Simulatio-

nen beobachtet. Die zwei α-helices der MPER Region sind durch eine kurze, unstrukturierte

Region miteinander und der TMD verbunden. Die unstrukturierte Region zwischen der

MPER Region und der TMD formte in allen Simulationen nach kurzer Simulationszeit eine

α-helikale Sekundärstruktur und wurde somit zur Erweiterung der TMD. Überraschender-

weise formten sich durch diese Umstrukturierung die Epitope von breitneutralisierenden

Anti-HIV-Antikörpern (bnAbs). Das co-kristallisierte Epitop in den Kristallstrukturen der

bnAbs wurde mit dem Simulationsepitop überdeckt, wodurch die Übereinstimmung der

Strukturen gezeigt werden konnte. Zum Abschluss wurde ein Volllänge Modell des HIV-

1 Env-Glykoproteins, ohne die C-terminale Domäne modelliert. Anhand dieses Modells

wurde die Zugänglichkeit des Epitops dargestellt. Obwohl das Modell keine Glykosylierung

aufweist, dient es zur Veranschaulichung wie Antikörper an die Virushüllenproteine von

HIV-1 binden können.

In dieser Thesis wurden MD-Simulationen verwendet, um die Dynamik von Proteinen zu

untersuchen, welche von Doppellipidschichten umgeben sind. Mithilfe von MD-Simulationen

kann die zeitliche Entwicklung von Partikelsystemen berechnet werden. Die Bewegung der

Teilchen folgen dabei den Regeln eines “Kraftfeldes”, welches die Potenziale von intra-
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und intermolekularen Wechselwirkungsenergien definiert. Dabei werden die Dehnung und

Stauchung der Bindungslängen zwischen Atomen, die Oszillation ihrer Bindungswinkel und

Torsionsschwingungen sowie die Wechselwirkungen durch hydrophobe und elektrostatische

Kräfte berücksichtigt. Die Zeitentwicklung wird in kleinen Schritten in der Größenordnung

von 10−15 s berechnet, während biologische Prozesse auf der Größenordnung von 10−9 s

bis 103 s ablaufen. Da zur Beobachtung dieser Prozesse viele Zeitschritte berechnet werden

müssen, werden Supercomputer wegen ihrer enormen Rechenkapazität eingesetzt. Diese Su-

percomputer bestehen aus Hunderten bis Tausenden einzelner Rechenknoten, welche jeweils

mehrere CPUs und GPUs enthalten können. Die Zeitentwicklung von MD-Simulationen

wird mit spezialisierter Software berechnet, die in der Lage sind, die heterogene Super-

computer Hardware zu nutzen. Gleichzeitig ist es möglich, verschiedene Einstellungen

vorzunehmen, um die Berechnungsgeschwindigkeit anzupassen. In dieser Thesis wurde

das Softwarepaket MDBenchmark entwickelt, welches es den Nutzer*Innen erlaubt, die

bestmöglichen Einstellungen für Ihre MD-Simulationen herauszufinden. MDBenchmark

wurde verwendet, um Skalierungsstudien an 23 repräsentativen MD-Systemen durchzuführen.

Hierbei wurde die Anzahl der “message passing interface” (MPI) Ranks und “open multiple

process” (OpenMP) Threads variiert, während jedes System gleichzeitig auch von 1–10

Rechenknoten skaliert wurde. Auf reinen CPU-Knoten, d. h. Knoten ohne GPUs wird die

höchste Berechnungsgeschwindigkeit erreicht, wenn die Anzahl der MPI Ranks der Anzahl

der physischen Kerne entspricht. Auf gemischten CPU-GPU-Knoten hängt die Anzahl der

MPI Ranks allerdings von der Systemgröße ab. Ein System mit 300 t Atomen erreicht

die höchste Berechnungsgeschwindigkeit mit nranks = 10. Im Gegensatz dazu erreichen

Systeme mit mehr als 1 M Atomen die beste Berechnungsgeschwindigkeit mit denselben

Einstellungen wie reine CPU-Knoten. Diese Skalierungsstudien haben des Weiteren gezeigt,

dass der Übergang von einem zu zwei gemischte CPU-GPU-Knoten nur zu einer geringen

Leistungssteigerung führt, da nicht alle Ressourcen voll ausgenutzt werden. Um das Poten-

zial der übrigen Ressourcen zu testen, wurden statt einer mehrere Simulationen auf einem

einzigen gemischten CPU-GPU-Knoten berechnet. Wenn bis zu vier unabhängige Simula-

tionen auf demselben Knoten ausgeführt werden, kann die kumulierte Gesamtleistung der

Simulationen um einen Faktor von 1.5 bis 4 gesteigert werden. Diese Skalierungsstudie zeigt,

dass MDBenchmark dabei helfen kann, die Berechnungsgeschwindigkeit von Simulationen

in nur wenigen Schritten zu steigern, ohne detaillierte Kenntnisse über die Funktionsweise

von Supercomputern zu haben.

Diese Thesis trägt zum besseren Verständnis von Protein-Lipid-Interaktionen aus

der Perspektive verschiedener Proteine bei. Während AHs die Lipidzusammensetzung

von Biomembranen spüren und unterscheiden können, müssen sie sich zunächst Falten

und in die Membran inserieren. Die Stabilität der Tertiärstruktur der HIV-1 Virushüllen

Env-Glykoproteine ist von der Lipidzusammensetzung abhängig und die Dynamik ihrer

Struktur kann mit MD-Simulationen untersucht werden. Mit Hilfe des MDBenchmark-

Softwarepakets, welches hier vorgestellt wurde, lässt sich die Berechnungsgeschwindigkeit

dieser MD-Simulationen verbessern.
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Summary

Lipid membranes are a crucial part of biological life. Membranes separate the cellular

inside from the outside environment, but also divide the cell into further compartments,

so-called organelles. Membranes are not only passive barriers but also play a crucial role

in all aspects of the cellular function. The constituents of membranes, lipids, and proteins,

interact in synergy and orchestrate what we know as life. Proteins can be divided into

three categories. Upon translation of proteins, some are inserted into the membrane and

remain anchored with the help of transmembrane domains, while others remain soluble but

are transported through the membrane. All of these proteins undergo further processing

in specialized organelles, before arriving at their final destination. Other soluble proteins

are translated in the cytosol without any membrane anchorage, but some have special

membrane-binding domains that recruit them towards lipid bilayers. All of these proteins

are dependent on the proper function of organelles. And because the lipid composition

of an organelle directly affects its function, the production and recycling of lipids have

to be kept up constantly to allow the cell to adapt to changes in the internal or external

environment. Vice versa the membrane must also have the correct lipid composition to

allow for proper protein function. Both organellar membranes, as well as proteins, have

adapted to one another. For example, some eukaryotic proteins are specialized to sense the

lipid composition of membranes, i.e., the protein Mga2 senses the fluidity of the membrane,

whereas Ire1 is a mechanical sensor that adapts to its stiffness. These sensors can react to

changes in the membrane properties and signal to downstream processes that ultimately

adapt the lipid homeostasis of the cell.

In this thesis, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are used to study the interaction

of different proteins with lipid bilayers. MD simulations can be used as a “computational

microscope” to gain atomistic insights into the interactions between proteins and lipids that

can barely be accessed in such detail by experimental methods. The different chapters of

this thesis address the lipid sensing functionality of amphipathic helices (AHs) when bound

to membranes, the folding of AHs at lipid-water interfaces, as well as the conformational

dynamics of the HIV-1 Env glycoproteins in viral-like and experimental bilayers. In the

last chapter, the possibilities to enhance the performance of MD simulations are explored,

leading to the more efficient usage of computational resources.

The regulation of lipid homeostasis is orchestrated through a variety of cellular pathways.

In the presence of phosphatidic acid (PA), the cell is able to produce the more complex

glycerophospholipids (GPLs) phosphatidylcholine (PC), phosphatidylethanolamine (PE),

phosphatidylserine (PS), phosphatidylinositol (PI) and phosphatidylglycerol (PG). The

genes responsible for this de novo synthesis are actively transcribed in the cell nucleus of

S. cerevisiae when PA is abundant. In contrast, when PA is depleted from the endoplasmic

reticulum (ER) membrane, the biosynthesis of GPLs has to be downregulated. In S. cere-
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visiae the protein Opi1 is at the center of the GPL de novo synthesis. Its membrane-binding

domain retains it at the ER membrane when PA is present and Opi1 shuttles into the

nucleus to downregulate the biosynthesis of GPLs in its absence. Opi1 was characterized

to contain a PA-binding domain, as it lacks any specificity to PA in its absence. This

domain was also shown to have an amphipathic character and to fold into an AH in the

presence of PA containing liposomes. In this thesis, the lipid recognition of the Opi1 AH

was studied with extensive atomistic MD simulations. After being embedded into lipid

bilayers, the AH stayed associated and a fully folded α-helix in all simulations. At the same

time, negatively charged lipids such as PA and PS were recruited to two distinct regions

of opposite sides of the AH. These two regions are composed of three positively charged

residues each and were named “KRK motif” and “3K motif”. The residues in both regions

are located on different heights of separate turns along the α-helix and provide the lipid

specificity. The “3K motif” forms a narrow binding pocket that only allows PA lipids to

come into proximity. PS lipids are also able to bind but remain at a bigger distance to the

AH. In mixed bilayers with both PA and PS present, PA outcompetes PS for interactions

at both motifs. More specifically, the small headgroup of PA allows for a more intimate

binding to the “3K motif”, whereas PS lipids are held at a bigger distance. These simple

motifs of three basic residues allow the Opi1 AH to differentiate between the headgroups

of lipids. These results help to better understand the molecular mechanism of membrane

sensing.

Similar to Opi1, the protein PIP5K catalyzes the phosphorylation from phosphatidyli-

nositol 4-phosphate (PI4P) to phosphatidylinositol (4,5)-biphosphate (PI(4,5)P2). Phos-

phoinositides are required for lipid signaling and membrane trafficking. A “specificity loop”

in PIP5K is responsible for PI4P recognition, but its secondary structure is missing in

available structures. This specificity loop was later shown to be an AH, similar to that

of Opi1. In this thesis, extensive atomistic MD simulations were used to characterize the

lipid-binding of PI4P to the PIP5K AH. PI4P was shown to be able to bind to both

sides of the PIP5K AH in simulations. In contrast to the Opi1 AH, the residues are not

localized to two distinct binding pockets but are found all around the AH. The charged and

bulky headgroup of PI4P wrapped around the AH when in proximity and stably interacted

with multiple charged residues at once. If other lipids such as 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphoserine were interacting with one of the positively charged residues on the AH,

PI4P was able to outcompete them by reaching over their smaller headgroups in multiple

instances. The highly charged surface of the AH was made to recruit PI4P lipids and allow

for its proximal catalytic side to phosphorylate the lipid to PI(4,5)P2.

The sensing of folded and embedded AH in lipid bilayers is predated by the insertion of

the unstructured region into the membrane. AHs are recruited to membranes by charged

interactions, followed by folding and insertion into the membranes. In this thesis, the

recruitment, tethering, insertion, and folding of the Opi1 AH to membranes was studied

using extensive atomistic MD simulations. A fully unfolded Opi1 AH was placed above lipid

membranes of different lipid compositions containing PC, PE, and PA lipids to study the

recruitment. Recruitment to 100% PC membranes was observed, but the association was
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never permanent. In contrast, the AH is permanently recruited to membranes containing PE

or PA. After recruitment, two hydrophobic residues, L113 and I117 tethered the unfolded

Opi1 AH to the membrane. The partial folding of two α-helical turns were observed in one

simulation instance. The folding stopped at a highly conserved glycine roughly at the center

of the AH. This glycine, G120, is surrounded by one lysine on each side that disallowed

further folding. In vivo experiments have confirmed that G120 acts as a regulator of

Opi1 function. Replacement of this residue with a more hydrophobic tryptophan keeps the

protein at the ER, independent of the PA abundance. This led to the assumption that G120

acts as a switch, both slowing down folding as well as speeding up the dissociation from

the membrane. The ability of G120A single mutants and G120A/K121A double mutants

to more quickly fold in lipid bilayers was assessed with additional atomistic simulations.

Partial folding was observed in multiple simulations, but the AH never properly inserted

into the lipid-water interface. Enhanced sampling methods were used with the partially

folded AH embedded in the lipid bilayer, to better understand the folding process. The AH

was successfully folded by applying a force on the φ and ψ dihedral angles of residues located

on separate helical turns. In these simulations, all turns folded outside of the membrane,

and the AH inserted in a single step. These simulations help to better understand the

sensing of AHs at lipid bilayers and how they fold at the lipid-water interface.

Structures of membrane proteins are often solved in artificial membranes that mimic the

native environment. These membranes are easier to handle and manage to properly stabilize

the protein, but differ in their biophysical properties. For example, bicelles that are com-

monly used in NMR experiments are composed of the very short 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-

3-phosphocholine (DMPC) and 1,2-dihexanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DHPC) lipids.

Recent experimental studies have solved the NMR structure of the TMD of the HIV-1

Env glycoprotein gp41. Although the experimental procedures were identical, the solved

structures were not. The first structure of HIV-1 gp41 TMD revealed a C3 symmetric

bundle of α-helices. In contrast, the second structure has revealed a monomeric TMD.

Although it is clear that the HIV-1 Env glycoprotein is a homotrimer, these differences

in the tertiary structure are important to better understand its function. In this thesis,

these differences are addressed with MD simulations. First, the monomeric conformations

of the gp41 TMD were simulated in viral-like bilayers. The simulations show that the

highly conserved R696, which is found at the center of the TMD, can snorkel towards the

lipid-water interface and thus affects the conformation of the TMD. The snorkeling of the

charged R696 pulls water into the membrane and prevents the TMD to rotate around

its principal axis. After simulating the monomeric structure, the published C3 symmetric

trimeric structure of gp41 TMD was simulated in the same viral-like bilayer, with the Cα

atoms of R696 centered in the hydrophobic bilayer core. In both repetitions of the simula-

tion, all three arginine side chains snorkeled towards the cytosolic leaflet of the membrane.

This led to the introduction of water molecules into the hydrophobic core of the membrane

and ultimately to the dissociation of the C-terminal regions of gp41 TMD. This opening of

the structure was permanent and the initial C3 symmetric structure was not assumed again.

New simulations were set up to test if the lack of the membrane-proximal extended region
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(MPER) domain or the difference in bilayer composition to the experiments destabilize

the trimeric structure. The trimeric gp41 MPER-TMD structure was placed in a simple

DMPC model bilayer to mimic bicelles. In all six independent simulations, the C-terminus

of the TMDs dissociated after the introduction of water molecules due to R696 snorkeling.

The trimers lose their C3 symmetry after dozens of nanoseconds and equilibrate in either

an almost symmetrical conical or unsymmetrical tent-shaped conformation. The MPER

region initially resembles two α-helices that are connected by a short unstructured loop.

The C-terminal helix of MPER also forms an angle with the TMD. In all simulations, this

C-terminal MPER helix disappears and becomes part of an elongated TMD. Also, the

conformational rearrangement of the MPER surprisingly recovers the epitopes of broadly

neutralizing HIV-1 antibodies (bnAbs). Structures of bnAbs in complex with their epitope

are available on the PDB. This epitope is part of the MPER-TMD junction and considers

a consecutive α-helix in most cases. Superimposing the bnAbs onto the recovered epitope

from simulations shows that the experimentally solved bnAbs can indeed bind to the

recovered epitope. Finally, a model of the full-length HIV-1 Env glycoprotein was built

to showcase how the bnAb can reach its epitope. This model lacks glycans that would

complete the picture, but already establishes a first look at the bound state. These results

show that MD simulations can analyze the stability of NMR structures and also recover

epitopes of bnAbs to complete the full picture of the bound target.

In this thesis, MD simulations were used to study the dynamics of proteins surrounded

by lipid bilayers. In MD simulations the evolution of particle systems is computed over

time. The particles obey the rules of a so-called “force field” that defines the interaction

energies between bonded and non-bonded atoms. Here, the stretching motions of atomistic

bonds, their rotation around angles, and limitation by dihedrals, as well as interactions

through hydrophobic and electrostatic forces are taken into account. The time evolution is

computed in steps on the order of 10−15 s. Given that biological processes happen on the

10−9 s to 103 s timescale, a lot of MD steps have to be computed. Supercomputers, also

called high-performance clusters, are used to calculate the trajectories of MD simulations.

These supercomputers are composed of hundreds to thousands of single computing nodes,

each containing CPUs and GPUs. MD simulations are calculated with highly optimized

software that can make use of the heterogeneous hardware, but the environment also

allows to adjust the settings and thus change the speed of the calculations. Inexperienced

researchers might not be aware of the best settings to choose, and the defaults provided

by the supercomputers are not necessarily the best for every simulation. In this thesis,

the software package MDBenchmark was developed to help researchers benchmark their

simulations and in this way try out different settings quickly. The software is written in

Python and published on PyPI and conda-forge. Extensive documentation can be found

online that describes the installation process and helps users to get started. As a proof

of concept, MDBenchmark was used to perform scaling studies of 23 representative MD

systems. The numbers of message passing interface (MPI) ranks and open multi-processing

(OpenMP) threads were tuned, while each system was scaled from 1–10 nodes. On CPU-

only nodes, those without any GPUs, the number of MPI ranks should equal to the number
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of physical cores for the best performance. In the case of the tested MPCDF cluster cobra,

nranks = 40 for all systems independent of their size. In the presence of GPUs, on mixed

CPU-GPU nodes, the number of MPI ranks strongly depends on the system size. A system

with 300 k atoms achieves the highest performance on nranks = 10, whereas systems with

more than 1 M atoms require the same settings as on CPU-only nodes, such that nranks = 40

delivers the best results. Hyperthreading does not make a difference on mixed CPU-GPU

nodes but is beneficial on CPU-only nodes. These scaling studies revealed that going from

one to two mixed CPU-GPU nodes leads to a small increase in performance and that

not all resources are fully utilized. To test this, multiple simulations were run on a single

mixed CPU-GPU node. The results highlight the opportunity to run up to four independent

simulations on the same node and achieve higher overall performance. While each simulation

instance produces a shorter trajectory, the total length of all trajectories combined is

increased by 1.5 to 4-fold. This scaling study shows that usage of MDBenchmark can help

researchers achieve better performance of their simulations without in-depth knowledge of

the underlying supercomputer theory.

In summary, this thesis contains the investigations of protein-lipid interactions from

the perspectives of different proteins. AHs can sense the lipid composition, but must first

fold and embed into the membrane. The oligomeric conformation of viral proteins depends

on the correct lipid composition and their structural dynamics can be studied with MD

simulations. The calculation efficiency of these simulations can be enhanced with the

MDBenchmark software package that was presented in this thesis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Cellular life in its current form could not exist without membranes. The oily film with a

width of ∼30�A engulfs all living cells and brings them into existence. Without a membrane,

the cellular constituents would freely diffuse and mix with the outside environment. It is

the actual membrane that holds all the molecular machines and their co-factors together,

leading to the emergence of life. Like a modified version of a Russian “Matrjoschka”,

more membrane compartments are found inside the main cellular body. Similar to how

the outer cellular membrane separates the cellular interiority from the outside world, the

cells’ membrane compartments separate their interior from other parts of the cell. This

has allowed biological life to grow in complexity. Like a well-oiled factory with different

departments in charge of various parts of a product, the cellular compartments all work

in symphony to arrive at a selfish outcome: proliferation of their genes [1]. These cellular

compartments are called organelles and are highly specialized in form and function. Each

organelle can be identified by shape, contents, localization inside of the cell, or contacts

formed with other organelles. Although all organelles can be differentiated from one another,

they for the most part share the same building block: lipids.

1.1 Structure of lipids
Lipids serve multiple functions in the cellular context. They provide the structural com-

ponents for membranes, store energy and heat, are used as signaling molecules, establish

platforms for protein recruitment, and act as substrates for post-translational protein mod-

ifications [2–7]. Their amphipathic nature allows them to be used as building blocks of

cellular membranes: they are built from two distinct regions, a polar headgroup and apolar

acyl chain. Due to their hydrophobic properties the acyl chains tend to self-assemble, and

depending on the type and amount, form micelles, liposomes or planar lipid bilayers [8, 9].

In the biological context liposomes and differently shaped lipid bilayers are of biggest

importance. The secret of how lipids come together to form these distinct organelles of

varying forms and functions lies in their structural variety.

Lipids share similar structural motifs, but are also very distinct from one another and

can be divided into eight different categories depending on their backbone, acyl chain and

general structure [10]. In the following, a short overview of the categories relevant for this

thesis is given. Fatty acids are composed of a single hydrocarbon chain that is terminated by

a carboxylic acid. They can be found in an esterified form in lipid droplets, which are used

by eukaryotic cells for energy storage. This class of lipids is also used as a building block
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Molecular mechanism of membrane sensing

for another important and well known lipid class: glycerophospholipids (GPLs). GPLs are

the most abundant type of lipid found in eukaryotic cells as they are the building blocks

of membranes. Their name indicates the three building blocks that compose each GPL

(Figure 1.1A). The glycerol backbone is esterified to two fatty acids. These hydrophobic

acyl chains vary in their length and degree of saturation. In addition, a phosphoric acid is

also esterified to the glycerol. In turn, different headgroups are esterified to the phosphoric

acid, changing the chemical variety of the GPLs. Instead of the phosphoric acid a third acid

chain can be esterified to the glycerol backbone to produce a glycerolipid. Glycerolipids are

primarily used for energy storage. Sphingolipids are more complex than GPLs. They share

a common sphingoid base backbone, mostly sphingosine (Figure 1.1B). A single acyl chain

is amide-linked to the sphingoid base. Without a headgroup this lipid is called ceramide.

Its hydroxyl group can be esterified with a phosphocholine or phosphoethanolamine to

produce sphingomyelin. The plasma membrane (PM) is abundant in sphingolipids, where

they add to the bilayers mechanical stability. Another lipid class found predominantly in

the PM are sterols, who belong to the group of steroids. They have a very distinct shape

and structure, compared to GPLs and sphingolipids. They are made up of a four-core ring

structure with a carbon chain on the hydrophobic side and a hydroxyl group defining the

polar side (Figure 1.1C). Sterols such as cholesterol are used by the cell to control the

fluidity of a membrane. When lipids of different classes and species come together, their

chemical and physical properties affect the properties of the formed membranes, such as

fluidity and shape.

Figure 1.1: Diversity of different lipid species. (A) GPLs are made of three distinct parts: two acyl
chains (blue), a glycerol backbone (red) and a head group (green). (B) Sphingolipids consist of an
N-acyl chain (blue) connected to a sphingoid base (red) and a head group (green). (C) Cholesterol
has a hydrocarbon tail (blue) connected to fused rings (red) with a hydroxyl group (green). Adapted
from Takeshi Harayama et al. (2018) [11].

1.2 Membrane properties
The esterified headgroup of lipids, as well as their acyl chains influence the physico-

chemical properties of membranes. A variety of different headgroups can be esterified

to the glycerol backbone of GPLs: phosphatidic acid (PA), phosphatidylethanolamine

(PE), phosphatidylserine (PS), phosphatidylcholine (PC), phosphatidylglycerol (PG) and

phosphatidylinositol (PI). PA is the simplest GPL with a single hydrogen atom as a head-

group. PE is the second smallest headgroup with an ethanolamine group. The addition of

a carboxylic acid produces the PS headgroup. The other two lipid headgroups have either

an inositol ring or a glycerol esterified to the phosphate moiety. The mixture of lipids with

different headgroups has specific effects on lipid bilayers. PC and PS headgroups tend
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to adapt a cylindrical shape, because their headgroup has a similar breadth as the lipids

acyl chains (Figure 1.2A). These cylindrical lipids favor flat lipid bilayers. In contrast, the

smaller PE and PA headgroups invoke a negative curvature due to their conical shape,

where the headgroup occupies less area than the acyl chains (Figure 1.2B). When the

headgroup is larger than the acyl chains, as is the case of PI, a positive curvature is in-

duced by the inverted-conical lipid shape (Figure 1.2C). For example, inclusion of PE into

PC membranes leads to curvature stress. The curvature stress leads to membrane fission,

fusion and budding [12].

Figure 1.2: Physicochemical properties of membranes induced by lipids. (A) Headgroups of similar
breadth as that of acyl chains lead to a cylindrical shape and flat membranes. (B) A headgroup
smaller in breadth than the acyl chains produced a conical shaped lipid and negative curvature. (C)
Broad headgroups, like those of PI lipids, lead to positive curvature. (D) The level of acyl chain
saturation results in liquid-ordered and liquid-disordered domains in membranes. Adapted from
Takeshi Harayama et al. (2018) [11].

The membrane properties of a lipid bilayer are not only affected by lipid headgroups.

The length and saturation of each acyl chain influences the overall membrane properties

as well. Long and unsaturated acyl chains, as found for example in sphingolipids, lead

to thicker and less fluid membranes. This is owed to the tighter packing of hydrophobic

acyl chains and in turn stronger lipid-lipid interactions [6,13]. In complex membranes with

different lipids species, lipids and cholesterol like to segment into different phases depending

on their ratio [13]. In membranes with a high amount of lipid packing, liquid-ordered (Lo)

phases start to segregate (Figure 1.2D). The PM is said to contain such Lo phases due

to its high contents of sphingolipids and cholesterol [14]. These phases were named “lipid

rafts”. In contrast, liquid-disordered (Lo) phases contain lipids with a low lipid packing, i.e.,

found in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). These two phases can be differentiated in their

fluidity. Due to its high abundance in sphingolipids, GPLs with high saturation and long

acyl chains, as well as cholesterol, Lo phases have a low fluidity. This affects the diffusion of

proteins that move slower through these phases. In contrast, Ld phases contain lipids with

unsaturated acyl chains, which make it harder for lipids to pack together tightly, increasing

the overall membrane fluidity. As a general rule of thumb, the sn-1 fatty acids of GPLs

are often saturated and the sn-2 fatty acids contain one or multiple double bonds [3]. In

the PM acyl chains of GPLs vary in length between 14 and 24 carbons [15]. The N-acyl

chains of sphingolipids are saturated and on average longer than those of GPLs [2].
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1.3 Membrane compositions in organelles
Cellular organelles are functionally specialized compartments that require certain lipid and

protein compositions for their identity. Eukaryotic organelles are characterized by their

specific charge distribution and lipid packing. For example, the ER, lipid droplets, nuclear

envelope and cis-Golgi have a low abundance of anionic charges and a high abundance

of unsaturated lipids [13, 16]. In contrast, the membranes of the trans-Golgi, endosomes

and PM have a high abundance of anionic and saturated lipids. The ER and PM form the

two extremes of cellular organelles (Figure 1.3). They are connected through the secretory

pathway, which is managed by the Golgi apparatus. The Golgi is the cellular hub for lipid

and protein sorting, as well as post-translational modifications of different kinds. Lipids

are understood to shuttle between the ER and PM through vesicular, non-vesicular and

membrane contact site (MCS) mediated transport [9, 17,18]. The differences that are seen

with the extremes, the ER and PM, provide a platform for lipid-protein interactions tuned

for certain proteins. For example, the high PS content of the PM allows targeting of the

oncogene K-Ras through electrostatic interactions [19,20]. K-Ras is a relay for signals from

the outside environment to the cell nucleus.

Figure 1.3: The ER and PM form two lipid bilayer extremes. Lipids are for the most part produced
at the ER or the trans-Golgi. Organellar identity is kept up through lipid segregation. Two differ-
ent processes, vesicle mediated through the trans-Golgi, and non-vesicle mediated through MCSs
exchange lipids between organelles. The ER has a low surface charge with many packing defects
and a relatively thin membrane, whereas the PM is thicker with many saturated lipids and a high
abundance of anionic charged lipids. Adapted from Holthuis et al. (2014) [9].

The targeting of proteins to specific membranes is organized by the abundance of

lipids in specific organellar membrane leaflets. Lipids are not equally distributed among

all organelles and leaflets, but are localized in certain asymmetries [13]. Although PS is

synthesized in the ER, it is only found in the lumenal facing leaflet [21]. At the PM in

contrast, PS is found facing the cytosol [9]. Monounsaturated acyl chains are mostly found

at the ER, nuclear envelope and cis-Golgi, contributing to the conical shape of the lipid [13].

This physicochemical effect is similar to the contribution of small headgroups to curvature

stress. The conical shape of lipids leads to so called “packing defects”. These can be thought

of as holes in the lipid-water interface of a membrane, exposing the apolar innards with
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hydrophobic patches [22, 23]. Proteins containing the amphipathic lipid packing sensor

(ALPS) motif are sensitive to these lipid packing defects. Due to the nature of lipid

distribution across organelles, lipid packing defects are predominantly present at the start

of the secretory pathway, at the ER, nuclear envelope or cis-Golgi [24].

Lipids can be transferred between organelles in different ways. In the vesicular pathways

lipids are transported between the ER and PM through the trans-Golgi network using

COPI and COPII vesicles. COPI vesicles for example are less abundant in cholesterol

and sphingolipids, than their parental Golgi membranes [25]. This sorting is caused by

the curvature of the membranes [26, 27]. Another type of lipid sorting can be induced

by protein-lipid interactions. BAR domains are excluded from budding vesicles and are

found in the tubular neck region, connecting the vesicle and parent membrane [28]. The

interaction of phosphatidylinositol (4,5)-biphosphate (PI(4,5)P2) lipids with these BAR

domains lowers their diffusion coefficient by ∼2-fold and excludes them from the budding

vesicle [29]. Sterols are highly abundant in the late secretory pathway and kept at low

abundance levels in the ER. Nevertheless, 5% of the ER are made up of sterols that act as

regulatory elements for sterol synthesis. Proteins of the sterol regulatory element-binding

protein (SREBP) family are activated when sterols levels in the ER deviate too much from

the 5% optimum [30]. PC is a cylindrical lipid that forms flat bilayers. Its depletion causes

the PE density to increase, leading to curvature stress and in turn the exposure of packing

defects. These packing defects recruit the CCTα AH to the ER membrane, which will be

touched upon later [31].

1.4 Proteins sensing membrane properties

Various membrane property sensors have evolved in different organisms, allowing the

host to react to changes in temperature or nutritional availability. They have evolved to

monitor the physical and chemical properties of organelle lipid bilayers [16]. DesK is a well

understood membrane property sensor found in Bacillus subtilis. It reacts to temperature

changes by sensing the bilayer thickness, as a function of its fluidity (Figure 1.4). A lower

temperature reduces the bilayer fluidity and results in a thicker membrane. This change in

membrane thickness triggers a conformational change in the DesK protein which in turn

autophosphorylates and activates itself. This activated version of DesK then activates the

transcriptional factor DesR, which upregulates the transcription of a fatty acid desaturase.

The change in fluidity again deactivates DesK by autodephosphorylation [32,33].

As the ER is the main site for protein folding, it also reacts to protein folding stress.

To alleviate the aggregation of misfolded proteins at the ER, the organelle is expanded

after the unfolded protein response (UPR) has been activated [34,35]. The UPR consists

of three branches: (i) IRE1 signaling through XBP1, (ii) ATF6 and (iii) PERK acting via

eIF-2α. All branches are activated when misfolded proteins accumulate in the ER, but only

the first one will be explained in more detail. The activation of the UPR downregulates the

translation, increase chaperone expression and/or induce cell death through apoptosis [36].

Ire1 contains a single spanning transmembrane domain and is monomeric when inactive

(Figure 1.5). Its N-terminal unfolded protein sensor domain resides in the lumen of the
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Figure 1.4: Regulation of membrane saturation by DesK/DesR in Bacillus subtilis. The membrane
bound DesK senses the fluidity of membranes. Under physiological conditions its phosphatase
function dominates and continuously dephosphorylates DesR. Upon activation through decreased
membrane fluidity and increased rigidity, the activity of DesK shifts towards its kinase function,
activating DesR. In turn, DesR acts as a transcription factor of ∆5–Des, which restores membrane
fluidity by oxidation of lipid acyl chains. DesK shifts back into its deactivated phosphatase dominant
form and again dephosphorylates DesR. Adapted from Holthuis et al. (2014) [9].

ER, where misfolded proteins can accumulate after their translation. The protein forms

higher oligomers upon its activation, when unfolded proteins are bound and the chaperones

Kar2/BiP dissociate [37, 38]. Upon oligomerization, its cytosolic endoribonuclease domain

is activated, leading to the splicing of the XBP1/Hac1 mRNA [39]. The translocated

product of this unconventionally spliced mRNA then mediates different downstream events

of the UPR [39]. Although initially described as a protein folding sensor, Ire1 was found

to be sensitive to changes in the lipid environment as well. Indeed, when the unfolded

protein-sensing domain is removed, the remaining protein maintains its ability to activate

the UPR [40, 41]. A recent study has shown that activation of IRE1 by lipids requires

a highly conserved AH [42]. This AH senses the elasticity of the membrane, which is a

function of its lipid saturation.

Figure 1.5: Ire1 senses the membrane elasticity as a function of its lipid saturation. Under physio-
logical conditions Ire1 is found in a monomeric conformation, with its N-terminal unfolded protein
sensor domain bound to the chaperones Kar2/BiP. Upon activation the protein oligomerizes, ac-
tivating its endoribonuclease domain. Subsequent unconventional splicing of XBP1 mRNA leads
to the translation of XBP1, which in turn upregulates the transcription of UPR. Ultimately un-
saturated lipids are produced to ease the stress on the ER membrane. Ire1 can be activated by
supplementing saturated fatty acids (SFAs). Adapted from Holthuis et al. (2014) [9].

CCTα is a membrane sensor that controls the synthesis of PC. As mentioned earlier,

PC tends to form flat lipid bilayers due to its cylindrical shape. As it is one of the main

building blocks of membranes, its biogenesis is required upon membrane expansion. CCTα

is mostly soluble and shuttles between its soluble and membrane bound form (Figure 1.6).
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When sufficient PC is present in the ER membrane, no “packing defects” between the lipids

are present and CCTα is found in its completely soluble form, where it is auto-inhibited by

its C-terminal M-domain [43]. Upon depletion of PC lipids, and a density increase of conical

lipids, the abundance of packing defects increases on the lipid-water interface [22,23]. This

allows the M-domain to tether itself to the membrane and form an AH [44, 45]. In its

active form CCTα then catalyzes the formation of cytidine diphosphate (CDP)-choline, a

crucial step in the PC synthesis. Intriguingly, the activity of CCTα is regulated through a

feedback loop by its downstream product. Here, the general shape of the lipids is crucial

for sensing by CCTα.

Figure 1.6: CCTα regulates the synthesis of PC. The cylindrical shape of PC does not allow for
“packing defects” in the membrane, forcing CCTα to stay completely soluble and deactivated. When
PC is depleted, the density of other lipids such as PE increases, leading to more packing defects on
the cytosolic side of the ER. The M-domain of CCTα undergoes a conformational change, tethers to
the membrane and forms an AH. This activates CCTα and allows the production of CDP-choline.
Adapted from Holthuis et al. (2014) [9].

Another membrane sensor is Ole1, the sole fatty acid desaturase in yeast. It catalyzes the

oxidation of the ∆9 bond of GPLs. Ole1 is activated by the membrane-bound transcription

factors Mga2 and Spt23, whose cytosolic domains are able to shuttle into the nucleus

after cleavage and regulate the expression of Ole1. This cleavage reaction is dependent

on the degree of membrane saturation and thus fluidity [46]. A recent study combining

both computational and molecular biological experiments has revealed that Mga2 is indeed

activated by its rotational flexibility, which is ultimately affected by the degree of saturation

of the lipids in a lipid bilayer [47].

The sensors described above can be categorized into three distinct classes [48]. Sensors

in class I recognize the surface properties of membranes. The packing density of surface

molecules can be recognized by proteins containing the ALPS motif [49]. In addition, the

surface charge is sensed by class I sensors. Class II sensors instead are able to sense the lipid

packing density with their amino acid side chains, i.e., Mga2 uses its tryptophan residue to

asses the degree of lipid saturation [47]. Similar to class II sensors, proteins of the class III

family use a transmembrane domain (TMD) to sense the membrane properties. The TMD

acts across the width of the bilayer by stretching, squeezing or bending. All three of these

mechanic effects are affected by the bending rigidity and thickness of the membrane [50].
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1.5 Biosynthesis of glycerophospholipids
The de novo synthesis of GPLs is tightly regulated. The expansion of the ER, upon protein

folding stress, requires the synthesis of new lipids. These lipids are immediately built into

the membrane and extend the volume of the organelle. As in any process, the product

can only be produced when sufficient amounts of reagent are available. Producing and

maintaining the machinery required to drive the reaction from reagent to product requires

energy. It is not feasible to upkeep the machinery responsible for a downstream product,

when one of the upstream reagents is not available. In this case, one is interested to regulate

or entirely shutdown the downstream process and save energy, until sufficient amount of

the upstream reagent are available. In a cellular context, PA is the main precursor for all

GPLs. It is used up in various pathways to produce other lipids, among others PC, PE

or PI. As the de novo synthesis of GPLs from PA is a multi-step process, cells require to

know when PA is depleted to stop producing the machinery for downstream reactions. In

S. cerevisiae, the abundance of PA is observed by the protein over-production of inositol

(Opi1). Its name stems from the observation that Opi1 deletion mutants produce the sugar

inositol to such extent that they start to secrete it into the outside environment.

Figure 1.7: PA is at the center of phospholipid biosynthesis. It is produced in a multistep reaction
from Acyl-CoA. The enzyme Cds1 converts PA to cytidine diphosphate-diacylglycerol (CDP-DAG).
From here PI, PS, PE, PC or PG (not pictured) can be produced. PC and PE can also be generated
without CDP-DAG through the Kennedy pathway and exogenous choline/ethanolamine (green box).
The steps for PE are not pictured. Inositol can be produced by conversion of glucose-6-phosphate
or through exogenous uptake (blue boxes). PA can be transformed to diacylglycerol (DAG) and
subsequently to triacylglycerol (TAG) for lipid storage in lipid droplets (magenta box). Solid arrows
show a single reaction, whereas dashed arrows indicate a multistep process. Adapted from Henry
et al. (2014) [51]. This figure is licensed under a CC BY-NC-SA license.

All GPLs are synthesized from the single chained fatty acid lyso-PA, which is metab-

olized into PA. Now a decision is made whether to metabolize PA into CDP-DAG and

produce new membranes or rather into DAG for lipid storage. In the CDP-DAG pathway

the enzyme Cds1 converts PA into CDP-DAG [52]. CDP-DAG is then converted to PC in

five steps. First, PS is generated by converting CDP-DAG through the Cho1 enzyme [53].
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Next, PS has to be shuttled into the inner mitochondrial membrane to be converted to

PE by Psd1, or into the Golgi where Psd2 resides [54, 55]. After this conversion, PE has

to be shuttled back into the ER for the next three methylation reactions that convert

it to PC. The first is catalyzed by Cho2, whereas the Opi3 protein is responsible for

the last two methylations [56]. If PA is not present in sufficient amounts, then S. cere-

visiae is unable to generate GPLs through the CDP-DAG pathway. Instead, it can use

the Kennedy pathway to synthesize both PC and PE from exogenously supplied choline

and ethanolamine, respectively [57]. The kinases Eki1 and Cki1 produce ethanolamine-

phosphate and choline-phosphate [58, 59], respectively, which in turn are used up by Ect1

and Pct1 to generate CDP-ethanolamine and CDP-choline [60,61]. At the final step DAG,

in combination with CDP-ethanolamine or CDP-choline is used by Ept1 or Cpt1 to pro-

duce either PE or PC [62,63]. Interestingly, both pathways are used even in the absence of

exogenous ethanolamine and choline [64]. CDP-DAG can also be used to produce PI with

the Pis1 enzyme [65]. PI is shuttled from the ER into the PM to generate phosphatidyli-

nositol 4-phosphate (PI4P) and PI(4,5)P2. The sugar inositol plays a major role in the

biogenesis of phospholipids in yeast. Inositol can be produced from glucose-6-phosphate

that is obtained in the glycolysis pathway [66]. The sugar is essential for the synthesis

of PI, sphingolipids and also glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) anchors [67–69]. As men-

tioned above, PI competes with PS for the pool of available CDP-DAG molecules. When

exogenous inositol is taken up, the production of PI is increased [70]. This in turn leads

to the depletion of PA and TAG levels, as the latter are transformed back into DAG and

ultimately PA. PA can also be converted into DAG by the Pah1 enzyme if membrane

expansion is not required [71]. DAG is then converted into TAG and transferred to lipid

droplets. Here, it can be converted back to DAG, monoacylglycerol (MAG) or into free

fatty acids [72,73]. The lipid droplets provide storage of GPL building blocks in the form

of TAG and steryl esters [74].

Different genes are tightly regulated by the presence and absence of inositol. In the

absence of inositol, most de novo GPL synthesis is active. All of these genes contain the 5’-C

ATGTGAAT-3’ consensus [75]. This consensus is known as the inositol sensitive upstream

activating element (UASINO) [76]. The two transcription factors Ino2 and Ino4 form a

heterodimer and bind the UASINO to induce the transcription of genes under this promoter

control [77]. S. cerevisiae is auxotrophic for inositol and can produce it autonomously,

if it is not present in the environment. In this case, the transcription of the INO1 gene

is upregulated. Upon addition of external inositol yeast cells were shown to inhibit their

inositol production, pointing to a downregulation of gene transcription by inositol [78]. In

opi1− cells, when the Opi1 protein is absent, the cell maintains its production of inositol

independent of its abundance. This has led to the name of Opi1 [79, 80]. As mentioned

previously, PA levels are depleted by production of PI when inositol is supplemented. Opi1

was shown to contain a “PA-binding motif” that is responsible for the recognition of PA

lipids [70]. Opi1 is bound to the ER when PA is present, but dissociates from the membrane

on its depletion (Figure 1.8). It then shuttles into the nucleus to interact with Ino2 [81].

This interaction leads to the downregulation of almost all enzymes involved in the de novo
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Figure 1.8: Opi1 senses PA at the ER membrane and downregulates GPL biosynthesis in the
nucleus. (A) In the presence of PA at the ER membrane, Opi1 recognizes the charged headgroups
and is retained at the cytosolic leaflet, interacting with Scs2. PA acts as a precursor of GPLs and the
transcription of enzymes involved in the de novo synthesis of lipids commences in the nucleus. (B)
Upon PA depletion, by addition of inositol and production of PI, Opi1 shuttles into the nucleus and
interacts with Ino2 which causes a transcription repression, downregulating the de novo synthesis
of GPLs. Adapted from Henry et al. (2014) [51]. This figure is licensed under a CC BY-NC-SA
license.

synthesis of GPLs, as all of them are under control of the UASINO promoter.

1.6 Different tastes of amphipathic helices
AHs are a versatile structural motif that is used for various functional roles. All AHs are

defined by three key parameters: (i) size of hydrophobic residues and their density per

turn, (ii) the nature, charge and distribution of polar residues and (iii) the length of the

AH. Their functions range from bilayer deformation, sensing membrane curvature [82],

recognition of specific lipids, coating lipid droplets [83], and protecting membranes from

stress [84]. Hydrophobic residues are distributed at every third or fourth (N + 3 / N + 4)

position along an AH. Their hydrophobic face allows them to form even in stably folded

proteins and cover the hydrophobic inside [85]. Most recently and prominently, they are

found to negotiate the interaction between soluble proteins and membranes, and also act

as sensors for membrane embedded proteins, as described earlier [42,86].

Pex11 is a highly conserved protein that is found in the lumenal leaflet of peroxisomes.

Its structure is predicted to contain two TMDs, with an N-terminal AH (Figure 1.9A). Its

apolar face is rich in bulky hydrophobic residues, whereas its hydrophilic face is lined with

polar amino acids. Upon membrane binding the AH of Pex11 induces tubulation, followed

by fission that is catalyzed by Dnm1 [87]. The expression level of Pex11 modulates the

abundance of peroxisomes in cells.

Arf1 is a G protein involved in the vesicular trafficking of cellular contents. Its hy-

drophobic face is highly tuned, as each of the three turns contains either a combination of
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Figure 1.9: Different types of AHs. (A) Pex11 is a peroxisomal protein found inside of peroxisomes.
It initiates the tubulation of peroxisomal membranes. (B) The Arf1 AH is folded both in solution
and when bound to membranes. Proteins of its family are responsible for various functions, i.e.,
recruitment of proteins for the formation of COPI vesicles. (C) The heat shock protein Hsp12
stabilizes the PM of yeast cells upon sudden increases of temperature. (D) Proteins with an ALPS
motif are insensitive for charged membranes, but are very specific for highly curved membranes.
(E) Proteins of the perilipin family coat the outside of lipid droplets and are able to replace their
monolayer of lipids. They are characterized by their extraordinary length. Adapted from Giménez-
Andrés et al. (2018) [49].

Leu-Phe or Ile-Phe amino acids (Figure 1.9B). The AH is folded even in solution, but not

necessarily embedded in the membrane. In its inactive form, Arf1 is bound to a guanosine

diphosphate and the AH buries its hydrophobic face inside of the soluble protein. When a

nucleotide exchange factor replaces the guanosine diphosphate with a guanosine triphos-

phate, the AH does not maintain the contact with the soluble protein and instead embeds

into a lipid bilayer [88]. The hydrophobic face of Arf1 is tuned to such extent that it is able

to bind to membranes of varying degrees of saturation and charges [89,90]. This membrane

insensitivity allows Arf1 and proteins of the ARF family to be involved in different cellular

functions, such as COPI vesicle formation, adaptation of membrane lipid composition and

also the formation of viral membranes [91]. It has also been shown to regulate the activity

of PIP5K at Golgi membranes [92,93].

Heat shock proteins are expressed in response to a sudden change in temperature. In

yeast, Hsp12 is used to stabilize the fluidity of the plasma membrane when temperatures

rise above a critical level [84] (Figure 1.9C). Hsp12 is a small protein of only 109 amino

acids, but contains a total of four AHs that are unfolded in solution. They fold upon heat

stress and independently bind to the plasma membrane [84,94].

The ALPS motif combines a special family of AHs. They are characterized by their

polar, but almost neutral hydrophilic face (Figure 1.9D). This makes proteins with an ALPS

motif insensitive to charged membranes. Instead, their extended hydrophobic face provides

a sensitivity to highly curved membranes [95]. In contrast to the AH of Arf1, the ALPS

protein GMAP-210 has only one hydrophobic residue per turn on its hydrophobic face.

This feature tunes it to sense the curvature and bulk membrane properties of membranes

between the ER and Golgi [96].

Perilipin coats lipid droplets with its unusually long amphipathic helix. Indeed, the
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AH of perilipin-4 contains 33 amino acid repeats and spans almost 1000 amino acids in

total [97] (Figure 1.9E). Its hydrophobic face is perfectly optimized for lipid droplets, which

are composed of neutral lipids at their core, coated by a monolayer of lipids and proteins [90].

The hydrophobic face has only few bulky residues and thus allows the protein to interact

directly with the neutral core of lipid droplets, replacing the phospholipid monolayer [97].

These different modes of interaction show how AHs can sense, among others, bulk

membrane properties and recognize specific lipid types. A detailed view of the mechanism

of sensing is currently missing.

1.7 Viral replication in host organelles

Viruses often use the ER membrane as a platform to set up their replication machinery.

To do this, they alter the fatty acid metabolism in the host [98]. Lipid rafts are used

by various pathogens including HIV-1 in different stages of their lifecycle. For example,

during the infection, immune evasion and the exit of assembled HIV-1 virions [99–101].

The entry of HIV-1 can be inhibited by alteration of GPL synthesis and the abundance of

cholesterol [102, 103]. Viruses are internalized after interacting with the receptors in the

hosts plasma membrane. They use the hosts cellular machinery to produce all building

blocks required for another round of productive infections [104]. The successful infection

of a virus requires the presence of cellular organelles [105,106]. If the virus is unsuccessful

and is trapped in an unsupported organelle or is degraded inside a cellular compartment,

the infection is considered to be “nonproductive”. Only if the viral machinery is able to

generate more viral particles the infection event is called “productive”. Viruses have evolved

to manipulate the host immune response and hide in plain sight. They use the endoplasmic

reticulum-associated degradation (ERAD)-dependent proteasomal degradation to degrade

certain proteins that report on cellular infections. For example, the herpes simplex virus

blocks the transporter associated with antigen processing-mediated peptide transport [107].

Ultimately, major histocompatibility complex class I is unable to present viral peptides on

the cellular membrane, failing to report a viral infection. Instead, HIV-1 uses its Vpu protein

to induce degradation of CD4 receptors through ERAD [108,109]. The downregulation of

the CD4 receptor, which HIV-1 interacts with before entering the host, plays an important

role in the stable infection of HIV-1. This downregulation helps HIV-1 evade the cellular

immune response in different ways. By removing CD4 from the cellular surface, further

infections of the same cell, so called “superinfections” can be mitigated [110]. In addition,

the longer retention of CD4 in the ER before its degradation allows for interactions with

the synthesized Env precursor [108].

HIV-1 belongs to the Retroviridae family [111]. Viruses of this family carry their genome

as single stranded RNA and first reverse-transcribe it to produce DNA, out of which the

cellular polymerases produce mRNA. The HIV-1 genome contains a total of nine open

reading frames that encode 15 proteins, out of which the precursor polyproteins Gag, GagPol

and Env are the major components [112]. All three of them are proteolytically cleaved

during a certain point in the lifecycle of the virus. Gag is composed of the four proteins

matrix, capsid, nucleocapsid and p6, and is cleaved after budding to initiate the finalization
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of viral maturation. Env, also known as gp160, is cleaved into gp120 and gp41, producing

two separate parts that interact through non-covalent bonds. These two glycoproteins,

gp120 and gp41, are essential for binding to host cells and viral fusion. GagPol contains

the three enzymes protease, reverse transcriptase and integrase. These GagPol proteins

are essential for viral function and localize inside the virion [113]. Six additional proteins

are encoded by the HIV-1 genome: two regulatory proteins, Tat and Rev, as well as four

accessory proteins Vif, Vpr, Vpu and Nef. Vpu is involved in the assembly of virions,

whereas the other three localize inside the finished viral particles [114].

To enter a host cell, HIV-1 must first bind a receptor on the host cell membrane.

CD4 is the surface protein that HIV-1 interacts with for cell entry. It belongs to the

Immunoglobulin superfamily and is found on the cellular membranes of macrophages and

T cells [115]. In addition to CD4, HIV-1 must interact with either of two co-receptors, CCR5

or CXCR4, to enter its host cell [116–118]. These two chemokine receptors belong to the G-

protein coupled receptor superfamily, identified by their characteristic seven transmembrane

domains. These receptors are commonly used in signal transduction pathways and HIV-

1 uses them to prepare cells for virion production [119]. HIV-1 has evolved to hide its

co-receptor interacting surfaces until gp120 interacts with CD4. By hiding its functional

surfaces from antibody recognition the virus is able to evade the immune system of its

host [120].

The replication cycle of HIV-1 can be divided into the early and late phase. All events

leading up to the integration of viral DNA into the host genome are part of the early

phase. The late phase includes the production of all viral machinery, trafficking through

the host cell, assembly of new virions, as well as the budding and maturation of viral

particles (Figure 1.10). After entering the host cell, the virus particle must translate its

genome, replicate its proteins, assemble a particle and finally exit the host cell [104]. The

single-stranded RNA genome of HIV-1 is first reverse-transcribed to DNA by the reverse

transcriptase enzyme that HIV-1 carries inside its virion. The newly synthesized viral DNA

is translocated into the nucleus through the nuclear pore using a pre-integration complex.

This pre-integration complex is composed of the viral proteins Vpr, matrix and integrase.

These three proteins all contain the nuclear localization sequence [121–123]. This allows

them to enter the nucleus through the nuclear pore complex after interacting with nuclear

transport receptors. Nuclear localization sequences are also found in the nucleoproteins

of the influenza virus [124]. Inside the nucleus the viral DNA is integrated into the hosts

genome using the viral integrase enzyme [125]. This step finalizes the early phase of HIV-1

infection.

HIV-1 uses the cellular machinery and organelles as a platform to produce new virions.

The late phase of the infection starts with the transcription of the viral genome into mRNA

by cellular polymerases. The mRNAs are subsequently translated by cellular ribosomes into

their respective precursor proteins. The Gag polyprotein is responsible for the assembly,

budding and release of immature viral particles, and is synthesized in the cytosol by

ribosomes. Gag is a 55 kDa precursor protein, whereas GagPol is 160 kDa in size. Gag is

recruited to the inner leaflet of the PM by basic residues found on an α-helix of the matrix
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Figure 1.10: Late phase of HIV-1 infection. Env glycoprotein is translated at the rough ER
and moves through the Golgi and secretory pathway towards the plasma membrane. It is heavily
glycosylated while passing from the ER to the PM. The precursor proteins Gag and GagPol are
translated in the cytosol and migrate to the PM. Gag is recruited to the membrane through the
basic residues of its matrix (MA) domain. Env is incorporated into the Gag lattice. Two copies of
single stranded viral RNA are packed into the budding virion by interactions with the nucleocapsid
(NC). The endosomal sorting complexes required for transport (ESCRT) machinery is recruited
through the p6 domain of Gag, leading to complete viral budding and release. To finalize the
maturation, the protease of GagPol cleaves Gag into its constituents, leading to a rearrangement
in the virion core, ultimately forming the final viral capsid by the capsid (CA) protein. Adapted
from Freed (2015) [126].

domain [127]. More specifically, the basic residues were shown to sense the abundance

of PI(4,5)P2 on the inner leaflet of the PM [128]. Binding of PI(4,5)P2 to the matrix

domain is thought to trigger a conformational change exposing its N-terminal myristic

acid moiety which subsequently tethers the protein at the PM by inserting into the lipid

bilayer. The binding of Gag to the PM leads to the formation of lipid rafts [101,129]. The

Env glycoprotein is synthesized as gp160 at the rough ER by ER-resident ribosomes [130].

Its TMD acts as a hydrophobic stop-transfer signal and prohibits gp160 to be released

into the ER lumen [131]. Instead, the extracellular domain of Env is found inside the

ER lumen and its C-terminal domain (CTD) extends into the cytoplasm. Immediately

after translation, the Env glycoprotein is heavily glycosylated at the ER [132,133]. While

shuttling through the trans-Golgi it also acquires high-mannose oligosaccharides. In fact,

half of Env’s mass is due to N-linked glycans [134]. Env is thought to oligomerize at the ER

and move through the ER-Golgi network as a trimer, but other oligomeric forms such as

dimers and tetramers were also observed [135,136]. While shutting through the Golgi, Env

is proteolytically cleaved by furin and furin-like proteases, producing the two glycoproteins

gp120 and gp41 [137]. They remain stably associated through non-covalent interactions
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after cleavage. These glycoproteins move through the secretory pathway toward the plasma

membrane. More specifically, HIV-1 gp41 has an unusually long TMD that is sorted towards

the thicker PM [138]. The precursor Gag polyprotein is also targeted to the PM through

its matrix domain. Four distinct models try to explain how Gag and Env co-localize during

the assembly of nascent virions (Figure 1.11).

Figure 1.11: HIV-1 Env incorporation into budding viral particles. Four models describe the
incorporation of the Env glycoprotein into budding viral particles. (A) In the “passive incorporation
model” Gag and Env accumulate at the budding viral particle by chance. (B) Direct interactions
lead to enrichment of Gag around Env in the “direct Gag-Env interaction model”. (C) Lipid rafts
provide a platform for both Gag and Env, called the “Gag-Env cotargeting model”. (D) Auxiliary
proteins in the host cell mediate the interaction between Gag and Env in the “indirect Gag-Env
cotargeting model”. Gag is depicted in oval shapes with a black top. Env is shown as blue oval
with a green and yellow membrane anchor. Lipid rafts are shown as red regions in the membrane.
Auxiliary host proteins are shown as magenta triangles. Adapted from Checkley et al. (2011) [130].

In the “passive incorporation model” both Env and Gag come together by pure chance

(Figure 1.11A). This model is supported by the observation that retroviruses are promis-

cuous and tend to incorporate host membrane proteins into virions [139]. In the “direct

Gag-Env interaction model” the CTD of gp41 is thought to interact directly with Gag

promoting a close proximity of both proteins at the PM (Figure 1.11B) [140, 141]. Lipid

rafts might form a platform that helps to associate Gag and Env in an indirect manner, as

proposed in the “Gag-Env cotargeting model” (Figure 1.11C) [142]. The fourth model of

Env and Gag co-localization is the “indirect Gag-Env interaction model” (Figure 1.11D).

Similar to the previous lipid raft model, a cellular protein could negotiate the interaction

between the two proteins. This was shown for AP-1 and AP-2, two proteins involved in

the trafficking and sorting of proteins through the secretory pathways [143]. After Env

incorporation into the lattice formed by the precursor Gag polyprotein, RNA is packed

into the nascent budding virion through interactions with the nucleocapsid domain (Fig-

ure 1.10). Two copies of the viral RNA are packed into every HIV-1 virion [144]. GagPol is

also incorporated into the Gag lattice with its matrix and capsid domains. After the viral

particle is assembled it must undergo a fission event to be released from the hosts PM.

Again, HIV-1 uses the cellular machinery, more specifically endosomal sorting complexes

required for transport (ESCRT), to release its virion [145]. After the budding of the viral

particle has completed, the HIV-1 protease, an aspartyl protease, processes both Gag and

GagPol. This ultimately leads to the rearrangement and morphological change of the capsid

core inside the virion (Figure 1.10) [146]. This rearrangement finalizes the virus maturation

and prepares the particle for a new round of infections.

Conformational dynamics of the HIV-1 glycoproteins could provide more information
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of how the virus uses the membrane-anchored domain to infect its host and how the virus

evades the immune system.

1.8 Molecular dynamics

A laboratory experiment allows the researcher to measure observable from a sample of in-

terest. These experiments are subject to several limitations. First, in a classical biochemical

experiment the properties of an ensemble of molecules are measured. These data are useful

for statistical processes, such as the turnover of an enzymatic reaction. Second, the sample

preparation is a labor intense process with a low yield. Failure of proper experimental

handling can result in loss of the precious sample, forcing the experimentalist to redo

the preparation steps. Third, more often than not it is helpful to know the structure of

proteins of interest. Various imaging techniques such as X-ray crystallography, cryogenic

electron microscopy and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) have been developed over

the last century. Classically they were used to solve static structures of various proteins,

often locked in a certain conformation to discourage the structural flexibility. More recent

advances have allowed electron microscopy specialists to reassemble protein dynamics from

their measurements [147]. Dubbed as the “computational microscope”, molecular dynam-

ics (MD) can be used to study a multitude of processes both in atomistic detail and in

more coarse grained representations [148, 149]. MD simulations bridge the gap between

observations from biochemical assays and static structures solved using imaging techniques.

The concepts of MD are explained in the following sections.

1.8.1 Force fields

The interaction between molecules is mandated by their interaction energy. The forces

that act on each atom in a MD simulation are defined by a so-called “force field”. Such a

force field is defined in terms of a functional form that is used to calculate the potential

energy U for every atom in a system. Different factors contribute to the potential energy of

a force field and are summed up by the bonded and non-bonded forces. The parameters of

a force field are defined to reproduce the observations that are obtained from experiments.

All atoms of a molecule are connected through covalent bonds. These bonds can undergo

compression and stretch motions, atoms can rotate around the bonds by some angle, and

molecules of at least four atoms can be described by a dihedral angle that is formed by

the two planes defined by three atoms each. These three contributions account for the

bonded forces of the potential energy. The bond between two atoms can be thought of

being a spring. It can be approximated by Hooke’s law with a harmonic spring potential

as a function of the bond length r:

Ubonded = U(r) = kr(r − r0)2 (1.1)

where kr is the force constant and r0 is the equilibrium distance of the two atoms. Similarly,

the bond angle φ of three atoms can also be described by a harmonic potential around an
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equilibrium angle φ0:

Uangle = U(φ) = kφ(φ− φ0)2 (1.2)

As mentioned above, four atoms connected in sequence can form two planes. These are

defined by two sets of three atoms each and intersect at an angle φ. This angle describes

the rotation of the middle bond between atoms 2 and 3, numbering all atoms 1–4. The

overlap of the two outer atoms (1 and 4) leads to a potential energy that is defined by the

molecules conformation. The energy can be described with a periodic potential:

Udihedral = U(φ) = kφ(1 + cos(nφ− δ)) (1.3)

with kφ being the energy required to rotate the central bond, the periodicity n and the

offset δ.

Non-bonded interactions can emerge between atoms of the same molecule (intramolec-

ular) or between atoms of two separate molecules (intermolecular). The intramolecular

interactions are modeled with the Lennard-Jones potential. Its functional form combines

the Pauli repulsion, the force disallowing two atoms of being too close, and the London

dispersion attraction, two non-polar atoms interacting through weak attractions. The

Lennard-Jones potential ULJ is generally defined as

ULJ = U(r) = 4ε

[(σ
r

)12
−
(σ
r

)6]
(1.4)

where ε is the depth of the potential well, σ is the radius of the atom and r is the distance

between two interacting atoms. For very close distances the two atoms repel each other

and they do not interact at big distances. Only at a moderate distance do the two atoms

attract each other. The minimum of a Lennard-Jones potential is found at r = 2
1
6σ with a

potential energy of ULJ = −ε.
The intermolecular interactions of two distinct molecules can be modeled using Coulomb’s

law:

UCoulomb = U(r) =
qAqB
4πεr

(1.5)

with qA and qB being the charges of atoms A and B, r their distance and the dielectric

constant ε.

The kinetic energy U is finally defined as a sum of all the parts described above:

U = Ubonded + Uangle + Udihedral + ULJ + UCoulomb (1.6)
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1.8.2 Equations of motion

Newton’s laws of motion have established a framework to calculate the velocity and accel-

eration of a particle as a function of time. MD simulations make use of these equations of

motion to describe the behavior of physical systems. The evolution of particles positions

over time considering the forces that act upon each particle, as described above, are calcu-

lated in small time increments usually on the order of femtoseconds. Newton’s equations of

motions can be summarized with the following definitions. The change of the instantaneous

position r = r(t) over some small period of time dt can be described as

v =
dr

dt
(1.7)

The velocity v of a particle can also change with time, described by the acceleration a:

a =
dv

dt
=

d2r

dt2
(1.8)

To compute the time evolution of all particles, one must also take into the account

the force that acts on each particle at an instantaneous time. The force F that acts on a

particle with mass m and acceleration a is defined by Newton’s second law as F = ma. A

Taylor series approximation can be used to derive the Verlet algorithm, which is commonly

used to compute the trajectories of particles in a MD simulation. The position of a particle

at time t+ ∆t is approximated as follows:

r(t+ ∆t) ≈ r(t) +
dr(t)

dt
∆t+

1

2

d2r(t)

dt2
∆t2 +

1

6

d3r(t)

dt3
+O(4) (1.9)

Similarly, a Taylor series can be evolved at time t−∆t:

r(t−∆t) ≈ r(t)− dr(t)

dt
∆t+

1

2

d2r(t)

dt2
∆t2 − 1

6

d3r(t)

dt3
+O(4) (1.10)

The sum of Equation (1.9) and Equation (1.10) eliminates all terms higher than the

second order, while retaining accuracy up until the third order terms:

r(t+ ∆t) + r(t−∆t) = 2r(t) +
d2r(t)

dt2
∆t2 (1.11)

Solving for r(t+ ∆t) one arrives at Equation (1.12):

r(t+ ∆t) = 2r(t)− r(t−∆t) +
d2r(t)

dt2
∆t2 (1.12)

Substitution of the third term by consideration of Equation (1.8) and Newton’s second

law yields:
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r(t+ ∆t) = 2r(t)− r(t−∆t) +
F(t)

m
∆t2 (1.13)

It is possible to substitute t for t+ ∆t in Equation (1.10) and again form the sum with

Equation (1.9). This allows the computation of the velocity v and position r at the same

time t, as shown in Equation (1.14) and Equation (1.15), respectively.

v(t+ ∆t) = v(t) +
F(t) + F(t+ ∆t)

2m
∆t (1.14)

r(t+ ∆t) = r(t) + v(t) +
F

2m
∆t2 (1.15)

1.8.3 Periodic boundary conditions

Simulations require the evaluation of a lot of interactions at tiny timesteps. Even moderately

sized systems, such as a gram of water, requires 3× 1022 molecules. At the time of writing,

systems with a size of 106−107 atoms are considered to be extraordinary big. To overcome

current computational limitations, periodic boundary conditions (PBC) are utilized to

mimic a seemingly infinite system. In a system with periodic boundary conditions all

atoms are contained within the same box, the unit cell, as in a system without PBCs.

Similarly, all atoms are allowed to move freely and interact with each other. With PBCs

enabled, an atom leaving one side of the box will reenter it at the exact other side.

As described earlier, non-bonded interactions of molecules can be described with the

Lennard-Jones potential (Equation (1.4)) and Coulomb’s law (Equation (1.5)). These

long-ranged interactions need special consideration when imposing PBCs on a system.

As each molecule interacts with its neighbors, those at the borders of the unit cell will

interact with the mirror images of atoms at the opposite side of this very unit cell. As the

London dispersion attraction of the Lennard-Jones potential only converges slowly to zero,

it will generate infinitely many interactions that need to be calculated in a system with

PBCs. To overcome this issue, the interactions are truncated at a certain distance, while

maintaining the continuity of the potential through a switching function. The electrostatic

potential defined by Coulomb’s law is split into a short-range and long-range term that are

calculated in real space and reciprocal space, respectively. The Ewald summation method

or its Particle mesh Ewald variant are often used to compute these long-range interactions

in periodic systems [150].

1.8.4 Thermodynamic ensembles

The laws of thermodynamics govern the interactions of molecules with their environment.

Closed systems are often considered in laboratory experiments, i.e., isothermal titration

calorimetry, and enable researches to observe the heat exchange in biomolecular reactions

to ultimately calculate the thermodynamic properties of a system. In a statistical ensemble,

all possible states of molecules in a given system are considered all at once. This ensemble
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represents all possible states that a system can be in. A statistical ensemble at equilibrium

is called thermodynamic ensemble. Three thermodynamic ensembles are used in MD

simulations.

A system that is not able to exchange heat with the outside environment, where the

volume V and the number of particles N stay the same is called a microcanonical ensemble.

The total energy E stays constant, because there is no heat exchange with the outside.

This ensemble is typically abbreviated NVE.

When the system is coupled to a thermal bath, that is sufficiently larger than the system

itself, it can freely exchange heat and have a fixed temperature T. This canonical ensemble

is abbreviated NVT. As the system can freely exchange heat with the external bath, the

total energy of the system is not constant. Due to the PBCs the system is its own neighbor

and cannot be surrounded by an external bath. Instead, in MD simulations a thermostat is

used. The classic Berendsen thermostat rescales the velocities of all particles at specific time

intervals, keeping the kinetic energy constant [151]. Although the Berendsen thermostat

is widely used to equilibrate systems and relax them towards a target temperature, it

is unable to generate trajectories that are consistent with the definition of a canonical

ensemble. Instead, more sophisticated algorithms such as the Nosé–Hoover thermostat are

able to generate actual NVT ensembles [152]. Even though both the temperature and

average kinetic energy 〈Ekin〉 are fixed in the NVT ensemble, the latter can fluctuate at

an instantaneous time. The two quantities are proportional to each other:

〈Ekin〉 =
3

2
NkBT (1.16)

where N is the number of particles, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature.

The third thermodynamic ensemble that is often used in MD simulations is the

isothermal-isobaric ensemble. Here, the number of particles N, the pressure p and the

temperature T are kept constant. In this ensemble, typically abbreviated NpT or NPT,

the volume of the system is allowed to change such as to keep the pressure constant. The

temperature is kept constant by a thermostat, as described for the NVT ensemble in the

previous paragraph. In addition to a thermostat, an external barostat is used to pressurize

the system. The sides of the simulation box are used as pistons to exert an external force

onto the system. Similar to the NVT ensemble, in the NPT ensemble the volume is scaled at

specific time intervals. The Berendsen barostat can establish the desired pressure [151], but

again other barostats such as the Parrinello-Rahman barostat [153] can better reproduce

the NPT ensemble.
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1.9 Aim of this thesis
The aim of this thesis is to advance the understanding of protein-lipid interactions using

molecular dynamics simulations in conjunction with experiments performed by collabora-

tors. Additionally, to help advance and lower the resource usage of molecular dynamics

simulations a software package was developed to help scientists with the set up of simula-

tions. This thesis is broken down into four separate results chapters:

1. The lipid sensing abilities of the AHs of Opi1 and PIP5K are studied in detail.

The AHs were embedded into lipid bilayers of varying compositions and the lipid

enrichment around each AH was quantified. The specific lipid interactions were used

to identify key residues and corresponding mutants were tested experimentally.

2. The binding of an unfolded Opi1 AH to lipid bilayers was studied in atomistic

detail. The binding to membranes of different lipid compositions revealed preferences

to certain lipid species. A rate-limiting step of α-helix folding was identified in a

conserved glycine and the observation was confirmed experimentally.

3. In the third part, the NMR structures of the HIV-1 Env glycoproteins are stud-

ied, to determine their stability and conformational dynamics. The accessibility of

broadly neutralizing antibodies to its epitopes on gp41 is tested both for the isolated

membrane anchor, as well as for the full length Env glycoprotein.

4. The last part focuses on the optimization of resource usage by molecular dynamics

simulations. Different parameters can be set on supercomputers to improve the

simulation performance and increase efficiency. A Python software was developed to

ease the search for the best parameters.

The thesis ends with a conclusion that brings the results of the different chapters into

perspective.
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Chapter 2

Lipid recognition by amphipathic helices

All investigations in this chapter were performed at the Max Planck Insitute of Biophysics,

Frankfurt am Main, Germany. This chapter contains work from two publications. The

investigations of the Opi1 AH lipid interaction was published in the article: H.F. Hofbauer,

M. Gecht, S.C. Fischer, A. Seybert, A.S. Frangakis, E.H.K. Stelzer, R. Covino, G. Hummer,

R. Ernst. The molecular recognition of phosphatidic acid by an amphipathic helix in Opi1.

J Cell Biol, 217(9):3109–3126, 2018. The investigations of the PIP5K AH lipid interactions

were published in the article: T. Nishimura, M. Gecht, R. Covino, G. Hummer, M.A. Surma,

C. Klose, H. Arai, N. Kono, C.J. Stefan. Osh Proteins Control Nanoscale Lipid Organization

Necessary for PI(4,5)P2 Synthesis. Mol Cell, 75(5):1043-1057.e8, 2019. All simulations, data

analysis and interpretations were carried out by myself. This works contains discussions

with Dr. Harald Hofbauer (Institute of Molecular Biosciences, University of Graz, Graz) and

Prof. Dr. Robert Ernst (Institute of Medical Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Saarland

University, Homburg (Saar)) for the Opi1 AH part, as well as discussions with Dr. Taki

Nishimura (Molecular Cell Biology of Autophagy, The Francis Crick Institute, London) and

Dr. Christopher J. Stefan (MRC Laboratory for Molecular Cell Biology, University College

London, London) for the PIP5K AH part. The work for both publications was supervised

by Dr. Roberto Covino (Frankfurt Institute for Advanced Studies, Frankfurt) and Prof.

Dr. Gerhard Hummer (Department of Theoretical Biophysics, Max Planck Institute of

Biophysics, Frankfurt).

2.1 Introduction
Organelles establish specialized compartments in cells and are identified by their specific

lipid bilayer composition [9, 16]. This composition provides the platform for molecular

processes at organellar surfaces, for example the control of lipid metabolism [154]. Organelles

are required to maintain their surface properties and lipid composition in a process called

lipid homeostasis [155]. The ER membrane is the main site of de novo lipid synthesis and

as such contains the precursors for structural phospholipids and cholesterol, and is also

responsible for the production of ceramides [155,156]. At the same time, the ER contains

only low amounts of sterols and spingolipids, as these are constantly transported through

the secretory pathway to the Golgi apparatus or ultimately to the PM. The ER and PM

can be differentiated by their lipid saturation, where the former has a high content of

unsaturated phospholipids and the latter is mostly composed of saturated lipids [5]. Also,

the two organelles have different compositions of lipid headgroups. While both membranes
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contain PS lipids, only a few percent are found in the ER, whereas high levels of PS are

found in the PM [154]. The major difference is the localization of the lipids in different

lipids. PS headgroups are found on the lumenal side of the ER, whereas they are found on

the cytosolic side in the PM [9,21].

To maintain the distinct properties of organelles through lipid homeostasis, cells have

to resort to various sensors that report on the chemical and physical properties of mem-

branes [50]. A common type of sensor found in eukaryotic cells are AHs. As stated in the

introduction of this work, AHs are α-helical peptides with two distinct sides, one hydrophilic

and the other hydrophobic. They not only deform bilayers, but also sense membrane cur-

vature, recognize specific lipids, coat lipid droplets and protect membranes from stress [49].

In this chapter, two different AHs will be studied. As described in the introduction of this

work, the protein Opi1 serves as a key regulator of phospholipid homeostasis in S. cere-

visiae. In the presence of PA, it is bound to the ER, while it shuttles into the nucleus after

depletion of PA. A “PA-binding motif” was identified to be responsible for the specificity

of Opi1 to PA [70]. The removal of this binding motif deactivates the specificity of Opi1

for PA containing membranes. In a recent publication Hofbauer et al. [157] has shown that

this “PA-binding motif” contains an AH. The second AH is found in the protein PIP5K.

It is responsible for the phosphorylation of PI4P to produce PI(4,5)P2 at the PM. Its

“specificity loop” has been implicated to be responsible for membrane binding and PI4P

recognition [158–161]. The mechanism with which both of these AHs sense their respective

lipid of interest remains elusive and are subject of this chapter.

Aim. Here, extensive all atom MD simulations are used to elucidate the dynamics of both

the Opi1 AH and PIP5K AH in model membranes representing the ER and PM, respectively.

The α-helical peptides were embedded into the lipid bilayers and specific lipid interactions

were studied over the course of extensive equilibrium MD simulations. The results show

how both of these AHs are tuned to sense a specific lipid headgroup, while ignoring others.

Their primary amino acid sequence maps onto the α-helical secondary structure to produce

specific binding motifs. These provide each AH with their own specificity for certain lipid

headgroups and help to explain their molecular sensing mechanism.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations

A 22-mer Opi1 AH peptide (QKLSRAIAKGKDNLKEYKLNMS) was modeled into an ideal

α-helical conformation using UCSF CHIMERA [162] and converted into a coarse-grained

(CG) representation for the MARTINI force field using the martinize.py-tool [163]. A cubic

box of 10 nm3 containing bulk water, a lipid bilayer and 150 m NaCl was assembled using

the insane-tool [164], putting the helical peptide at 4 nm from the bilayers center of mass.

Different bilayer systems with varying ratios of phospholipids were set up. Acyl chains were

kept constant with a ratio of 6:4 between 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl (16:0–18:1) and 1,2-dioleoyl

(18:1), while the headgroup species and ratios were varied. The membranes were composed

of different combinations of four lipid species: 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphate (DOPA),
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1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoserine (DOPS), 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine

(DOPC) and 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC). Their ratios were

varied and the exact membrane compositions are listed in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Lipid compositions used in Opi1 AH simulations. The acyl chain ratio was kept constant,
while the headgroups were varied. Each system was simulated in a single repetition for 3µs each.

System mol% Lipid

20% PA
60% POPC
20% DOPC
20% DOPA

20% PS
60% POPC
20% DOPC
20% DOPS

20% PA/ 20% PS
60% POPC
20% DOPA
20% DOPS

CG simulations were performed using the GROMACS software package version 5.1.3 [165]

with the MARTINI force field version 2.2 [163,166–169]. The integration time step was set

to 20 fs with a neighbor list update every 20 steps. Non-bonded interactions were cut off

at 1.1 nm using the Verlet neighbor list. Temperature was kept constant at 310 K with the

Velocity Rescale [170] thermostat with a characteristic time of 1 ps. Semiisotropic pressure

coupling at 1 bar using the Parrinello-Rahman barostat was used with a characteristic time

of 12 ps [171]. Periodic boundary conditions were imposed in all directions. Each system

was run for a total of 3 µs.

2.2.2 Backmapping of CG systems to atomistic representations

CHARMM-GUI [172,173] was used to lift three Opi1 AH CG systems (20% PA, 20% PS

and 20% PA/PS, see Table 2.1) to an atomistic description in the CHARMM36 force

field [174]. The energy of the system was minimized for 5000 steps, keeping a restraint

on all heavy atoms. The systems were equilibrated in a canonical (NVT) ensemble for

50 ns at a temperature of 310 K with a time step of 1 fs. Next, a constant pressure of

1 bar was established in the isothermal-isobaric (NPT) equilibration during 375 ns with

a time step of 2 fs. Both the Berendsen barostat and thermostat were used during these

two equilibration steps [151]. All non-bonded interactions were cut off at 1.2 nm. The

Parrinello-Rahman barostat with semiisotropic pressure coupling was applied on the pro-

tein, membrane and solvent separately every 5 ps during production simulations [171]. Each

systems was simulated for 10 µs. In all simulations N- and C-terminus were acetylated and

amidated, respectively.

2.2.3 Atomistic simulations of PIP5K AH

A 24-mer peptide (LQSYRLVKKLEHSWKALLHDGDTV) of PIP5K (phosphatidylinositol-

4-phosphate 5 kinase, accession number Q50313) was modeled into an ideal α-helix with
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UCSF CHIMERA [162]. CHARMM-GUI [172,175–178] was used to set up atomistic plasma

membrane-like model systems with the CHARMM36m force field [179]. All simulations

were run using the GROMACS 2018 software package [165]. Two systems with varying

amounts of POPC, DOPS and PI4P were set up, with one also containing cholesterol.

The membrane compositions are listed in Table 2.2. N- and C-terminus were neutralized,

NNEU and CNEU respectively, whereas H391 and H398 were protonated. The peptide

was embedded into the lipid headgroup region during system construction. The AH was

translated by 16�A along the z-axis. First, counter ions were added to neutralize the system

and subsequent ions were added to a total concentration of 150 m NaCl. All systems were

energy minimized with steepest descent and equilibrated in multiple subsequent steps. First

the system was equilibrated in a canonical (NVT) ensemble with a time step of 1 fs for

25 ps, maintaining a constant temperature of 310 K with the Berendsen thermostat [151].

During the equilibration position restraints of 1000 kJ mol−1 nm−2 were applied to all lipid

heavy atoms, whereas restraints on protein backbone heavy atoms were lowered from 4000

to 2000 kJ mol−1 nm−2. The Berendsen barostat was used to keep a constant pressure of

1 bar in the isothermal-isobaric (NPT) equilibration for the first 25 ps with a time step

of 1 fs [151]. All further equilibration steps were performed for 300 ps with a time step

of 2 fs. Here, lipid position restraints were decreased from 400 to 0 kJ mol−1 nm−2 and

protein position restraints were decreased from 1000 to 200 kJ mol−1 nm−2 . During pro-

duction simulations no restraint were applied on the systems. The temperature was kept

at 310 K using the Velocity Rescale thermostat [170] with a characteristic time of 1 ps. The

Parrinello-Rahman barostat [171] was used with semiisotropic pressure coupling to keep

a pressure of 1 bar. The pressure coupling was applied each on the protein, solvent and

membrane with a characteristic time of 5 ps. All non-bonded interactions were cutoff at

1.2 nm in all simulations.

Table 2.2: Lipid compositions used for atomistic simulations of PIP5K with a model plasma
membrane-like bilayer. The time column shows the cumulative simulation time of all repetitions.

System mol% Lipid Repetitions Time (µs)

With Cholesterol

69% POPC

3 23.8
20% Cholesterol
10% DOPS
1% PI4P

Without Cholesterol
89% POPC

1 1010% DOPS
1% PI4P

2.2.4 Analysis of lipid localization

For every frame in the trajectory phosphate atoms belonging to a specific lipid type were

binned according to their x and y positions on a two-dimensional grid, using a bin area

of 1�A2
and a sampling time of 500 ps. The rotation angle for every frame was obtained

by using an in-place least-square fit of the backbone Cα atoms to a reference structure
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of the AH aligned along the x-axis. In every frame, the two-dimensional grid was rotated

by the calculated angle orthogonal to the plane of the membrane, using third order spline

interpolation. By considering periodic boundary conditions, the grid in every frame was

extended and cropped after the rotation to keep the original dimensions. Finally the

lipid density was calculated by averaging all two-dimensional grids along the full 10 µs

simulations. The code to determine the in-place least-square fit was written and provided

by Dr. Roberto Covino.

2.2.5 Calculation of distances

The distance between atom groups of interest was calculated with the distances module in

the MDAnalysis package [180,181]. For lipids the phosphate atom was used as a reference.

In the “3K motif” the center of mass (COM) of Cα atoms of K121, K125 and K128 was

used, whereas in the “KRK motif” the COM of Cα atoms of K112, R115 and K119 were

used. The distance distributions were evaluated by dividing the distances smaller than

13�A into 85 spatial bins and in each frame counted the number of distances in every bin.

2.2.6 Calculation of residence times

For each frame of the trajectory the phosphate atom with the smallest distance to the

reference group was determined. The reference group was defined as the COM of Cα atoms

of all residues in either the “3K motif” or “KRK motif”. The number of consecutive frames

that this specific phosphate atom stayed below the cutoff of 5.5�A were counted. These

consecutive stretches were defined as single “binding events”. The sum of all binding event

durations was calculated and divided by the number of binding events to determine the

average.

2.3 Results

In the following section, the results of atomistic MD simulations of two AHs are described.

The section starts with simulations of the Opi1 AH in model membranes containing

different amounts of negatively charged lipid headgroups, either PA or PS. It reports on

the enrichment of these lipids at specific locations around the AH. Also it shows how in

mixed lipid bilayers, when both PA and PS are included in sufficient amounts, PA stays

enriched at the AH, but PS is depleted from it. The molecular details of these interactions

are studied in detail. Differences between the interactions of the AH with either PA and

PS headgroups are explained. At the end, the residence times of different lipid types

are estimated for various membrane compositions. The section then continues with the

atomistic MD simulations of the PIP5K AH in model PM-like lipid bilayers. Again, the

enrichment of negatively charged lipids is observed at distinct spots around the AH. The

underlying molecular interactions between each lipid (or sterol) and the AH are considered

in detail and explained. The implications on the sensing functionality of these two AHs

are discussed.
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2.3.1 Charged lipids preferentially localize along the Opi1 AH

To study the preference of the AH to interact with different lipid species, the AH was

first modeled as ideal α-helix using UCSF CHIMERA and embedded in a lipid bilayer.

More specifically, after modeling of the α-helix in an atomistic representation, the 22-mer

peptide was coarse-grained for usage with the MARTINI force field. The procedure and

results were previously described [157,182], but will be summarized again in the following

paragraph. Three distinct lipid bilayers were generated, containing either 20% PA, 20% PS

or 20% PA and 20% PS headgroups with the remaining percentage being PC. The exact

lipid compositions and acyl chain contents are listed in Table 2.1. The AH was placed at

a distance of 4�A from the lipid bilayer’s COM. During the CG simulation it embedded

into the membrane. The AHs hydrophobic residues inserted into the membrane, whereas

the hydrophilic residues remained either at the lipid-water interface or pointed towards

bulk solvent. The AH never dissociated from the membrane even after a simulation time of

1 µs. The system was then lifted back into an atomistic representation. The three atomistic

systems were run for 10 µs each, accumulating a total of 30 µs simulation time (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: Snapshot of a fully folded Opi1 AH embedded in a lipid bilayer. The Opi1 AH embeds
into lipid membranes such that it is found at the lipid-water interface, roughly at the height of the
glycerol backbone. The AH is shown as gray ribbon with charged side chains as sticks (light blue:
arginine, blue: lysine, red: aspartate and glutamate). Lipids are shown as densities with carbons in
cyan, phosphates in ocher, oxygens in red and nitrogens in blue. Only the leaflet with the inserted
Opi1 AH is shown. Water and ions are not shown for clarity.

In these extensive atomistic MD simulations the Opi1 AH remained α-helical and did

not dissociate from the membrane. A single glycine (G120) found in the AH was observed

to transiently loose its α-helical structure, but did not lead to further unfolding of the

remaining α-helix. All lipids were mobile and frequently explored the entirety of the lipid

bilayer. Closer inspection revealed a long residence of both DOPA and DOPS lipids around

the AH, but not of DOPC and POPC. Given the negative charge of -1 of both PA and

PS headgroups, the first assumption was to check for electrostatic interactions between

the lipids and the AH. To quantify the accumulation of lipid species around the AH, their

localization probability was computed as an average over the whole 10 µs trajectory. In the

presence of only PA headgroups, distinct spots indicate the accumulation of the lipid at

specific locations around the AH (Figure 2.2A). No lipid accumulation is observed on the

opposite leaflet, indicating that there is no cross-talk between the two leaflets (Figure 2.2B).

The accumulation is most prominent on the right-hand side towards the C-terminal end

of the AH, with some visible density also at the N-terminal top. No lipid accumulation is

observed at the C-terminal left-hand side.
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Figure 2.2: Time-averaged positions of phosphate headgroups in a 20% PA and 80% PC lipid
bilayer. (A) Light yellow region at the origin (0, 0) represents the AH. Darker regions correspond
to a higher density of lipids at that position over the course of the trajectory. DOPA enriches at
distinct spots around the AH. (B) No enrichment of DOPA lipids is visible in the opposite leaflet.

In comparison, in the simulation with PS instead of PA headgroups, the lipid also

accumulates around the AH, but in a different pattern (Figure 2.3A). Again, no lipid

accumulation is observed on the opposite leaflet that does not contain the AH (Figure 2.3B).

Here, the most prominent lipid accumulation is observed at the N-terminal left-hand side.

Two distinct spots are visible, but one is more prominent than the other. Also, similar to the

bilayer with PA headgroups, PS lipids enrich on the right-hand side towards the C-terminus

of the AH. The spots visible in the PS densities are more smeared out (Figure 2.3A), when

compared to those in the PA densities (Figure 2.2A). No accumulation of lipids with PC

headgroups is observed in either of the two leaflets. Electrostatic interactions seem to drive

the enrichment of negatively charged lipids at the positively charged sides of the Opi1 AH.

Figure 2.3: Time-averaged positions of phosphate headgroups in a 20% PS and 80% PC lipid
bilayer. Light yellow region at the origin (0, 0) represents the AH. Darker regions correspond to
a higher density of lipids at that position over the course of the trajectory. (A) DOPS enriches at
distinct spots around the AH. (B) No enrichment of DOPS is visible in the opposite leaflet.

PA headgroups outcompete the bigger PS headgroup at the AH. Both headgroups have

a net charge of -1 and thus are not differentiable by their overall charge alone. To test if
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there is any specificity of the AH for PA over PS headgroups, a mixed bilayer containing

20% DOPA, 20% DOPS and 60% POPC was set up with the Opi1 AH embedded in one

of the leaflets. After a 10 µs equilibrium simulation the localization of the different lipid

species was calculated (Figure 2.4). As described above both PA and PS headgroups are

found in close proximity in membranes only containing one of the two negatively charged

species. In contrast, in a mixed bilayer only PA is enriched at the AH (Figure 2.4A). PS

is only found for short amounts of time at the AH (Figure 2.4B). These observations in a

mixed bilayer point to the ability of the Opi1 AH to differentiate lipids of the same charge.

Figure 2.4: Time-averaged positions of phosphate headgroups in a 20% PA, 20% PS and 60% PC
lipid bilayer. Light yellow region at the origin (0, 0) represents the AH. Darker regions correspond
to a higher density of lipids at that position over the course of the trajectory. (A) DOPA enriches
at distinct spots around the AH. (B) DOPS is depleted from the AH when PA is present in the
same leaflet.

2.3.2 Coordination of lipids is primarily driven by lysines

To better understand the molecular interaction between the AH and charged lipids, the

structure of the Opi1 AH was considered under more detail. The AH includes a total of

eight charged residues. Five lysines are found stretching to the sides of the helix, while one

arginine is placed on top of the N-terminal hydrophilic side of the AH. The two negatively

charged residues D122 and E126 are found on one side of the C-terminus. Figure 2.5

visualizes the eight charged residues. It is possible to divide the positively charged residues

into two distinct groups by their localization along the principal axis of the peptide. Two

lysine residues and one arginine residue, K112, R115 and K119, form the first group at the

N-terminus of the AH and are from here on called “KRK motif” (Figure 2.5). The second

group consists of three lysine residues K121, K125 and K128 close at the C-terminus and

will be called “3K motif”. It is noteworthy that the two lysines K121 and K128 lie on the

same height, while K125 resides slightly shifted to the top of the helical turn (Figure 2.5B,

bottom).
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Figure 2.5: Structure of fully folded Opi1 AH when embedded in a lipid bilayer. Positively charged
residues are shown as blue sticks and negatively charged residues as red sticks. (A) Top view of
Opi1 AH from N- (top) to C-terminus (bottom). Two distinct lysine/arginine rich sides are visible
at the top left and bottom right. (B) The “KRK motif” found at the top left consists of K112, R115
and K119. The “3K motif” consists of three lysines: K121, K125 and K128. Lipids, water and ions
are not shown for clarity.

2.3.3 Phosphate moieties of PA lipids are the major interaction

partners

The PA lipids interact at different positions with the AH. Specific electrostatic interactions

of the phosphate moiety with different parts of the AH are observed throughout the

trajectory (Figure 2.6). The PA lipids are predominantly found at four binding sites of

the AH. Region 1, the “KRK motif”, corresponds to a DOPA lipid interacting with its

PA headgroup with either K112, R115 or K119 (Figure 2.6A). The interactions with both

lysines is mediated by their positively charged nitrogen atoms and the negatively charged

oxygen atom of the phosphate moiety. R115 is observed to align its hydrogens in the

general direction of the negatively charged oxygen atoms of the PA headgroup. Further, the

hydrogen belonging to the hydroxyl-group of the phosphate moiety temporarily aligns itself

to the carbonyl-group of arginines backbone. Electrostatic interactions with involvement

of the backbone oxygen are present in all of the three regions. Region 2 originates from

the interactions between the positively charged nitrogen in the side chain of K112 and

the negatively charged oxygen atoms in the phosphate moiety (Figure 2.6B). Region 3,

the “3K motif”, is formed by various interactions between the positively charged nitrogen

atoms of the lysines K121, K125 and K128 with the phosphate moieties oxygen atoms

(Figure 2.6C). Further the backbone carbonyl oxygen of K121 interacts with the phosphate

moieties hydroxyl hydrogen. The phosphate headgroup seems to fit into the binding motif

that the three lysines provide.

2.3.4 PS headgroups allow for two possible modes of interaction

The same interaction patterns between the AH and DOPS are observed, as already de-

scribed for DOPA in the previous section. Intriguingly, two different modes of interaction

are observed between the serine headgroup and lysines in the “3K motif” (Figure 2.7).
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Figure 2.6: PA interacts with the Opi1 AH at different interaction sites. (A) PA is coordinated by
K112, R115 and K119 at the N-terminal “KRK motif”. (B) PA interacts with K112 at N-terminal
end. (C) PA is coordinated by the three lysines K121, K125 and K128 that form the “3K motif”.
The side view (right panel) shows how the phosphate moiety of PA is wedged between the lysines.
Lipids, solvent and ions are not shown for clarity.

In the first mode, the negatively charged oxygen atoms in the phosphate moiety inter-

act with the positively charged nitrogens found in K121, K125 and K128 (Figure 2.7A).

The second mode is defined by the interaction of the partially negatively charged oxygen

atoms from the serine headgroup with the positively charged nitrogens from the same

three lysines (Figure 2.7B). Depending on the interaction mode, DOPS is held at different

distances to the AH. When the serine headgroup interacts with the lysines, it pushes back

the phosphate moiety and increases its distance to the AH. This way the phosphate is

either found closer to the AH (Figure 2.7A) or further away (Figure 2.7B). The visual

inspection of the lifetimes of both modes indicates that they are short lived. This points

to a possible explanation of why the DOPS localization probability appears to be broader

and less localized (Figure 2.3), when compared to the localization probability of DOPA

(Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.7: The PS headgroup interacts with the “3K motif” in two different modes. Two different
snapshots from the 20% DOPS simulation show possible interaction modes of one DOPS headgroup
with the lysines K121, K125 and K128 that form the “3K motif”. (A) Lysines interact with the
oxygen phosphate of a PS headgroup. (B) Lysines interact with oxygen atoms of the serine side
chain. Lipids, solvent and ions are not shown for clarity.
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2.3.5 The 3K motif provides space only for PA

The distribution of the three lysine residues K121, K125 and K128 along the secondary

structure of the peptide is that of a cage with a boundary to each side (K121 and K128)

and one on top (K125) (Figure 2.6C). As mentioned in the previous sections, the two

lipid headgroups PA and PS show differences in interaction with the “3K motif”. The

phosphate headgroup of DOPA is able to move closer to the AH backbone, while being

encapsulated inside the “3K motif”. Further, interactions with the backbone carbonyl

oxygens are possible, as mentioned in Section 2.3.3. The phosphate head group of DOPS

on the other hand is not able to move as close to the AH backbone. The additional serine

provides steric hindrance for the moiety to get any closer. The two state interaction, as

described in Section 2.3.4, may also keep the phosphate at a distance.

The distance distribution between the Cα atoms of the “3K motif” lysines and all phos-

phates in the leaflet was calculated to quantify the proximity between the AH and various

lipid headgroups. The center of mass of all Cα atoms from the three lysines K121, K125

and K128 was assumed to be the reference point. The distance between the phosphates of

any given lipid and this reference point was calculated for the whole trajectory (Figure 2.8).

In membranes with DOPA content of 20%, the DOPA density peaks at roughly 4.5�A
(Figure 2.8A). Lipids with PC headgroups are excluded up to a distance of 5�A and never

enrich to such high levels as DOPA even at distances of more than 10�A. In membranes

with 20% DOPS lipids, DOPS is almost never found at distances less than 5�A, similar as

lipids with PC headgroups (Figure 2.8B). When both 20% DOPA and 20% DOPS lipids are

present in the same leaflet, DOPA outcompetes DOPS as described in a previous section

(Figure 2.8C). POPC is found at similar densities as for the other two compositions. As

shown earlier, DOPA can interact with the “3K motif” at a closer distance, whereas lipids

with PS headgroups are held at bigger distances.

Figure 2.8: Probability density of the distance between the “3K motif” and phosphates in different
membrane environments. Distance distributions between the combined center of mass of all Cα

backbone atoms from the “3K motif” and every phosphate headgroup in DOPA (blue), DOPS
(orange), DOPC (black) and POPC (gray) lipids. (A) DOPA comes into close proximity of ∼4.5�A,
(B) whereas DOPS is excluded from these close distances. (C) In the presence of both PA and PS
headgroups, PA outcompetes the latter and depletes it from the AH.

The distance distribution at the “KRK motif” shows a similar picture (Figure 2.9). In
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membranes containing both PA and PC headgroups, PA lipids are found at a distance of

∼5�A to the Cα atoms of the three residues that form the “KRK motif” (Figure 2.9A).

Intriguingly, DOPC and POPC are found at closer distances when compared to the “3K

motif”. Also, all three lipids show a different fingerprint. In addition to the first peak at 5�A,

they are found at ∼10�A. In membranes containing PS headgroups, DOPS is predominantly

found at a distance of 6.5�A (Figure 2.9B). Intriguingly, it is also found at smaller distances

like 4�A. The different arrangement of the three residues K112, R115 and K119, each residue

being positioned further up on the α-helical loop, seems to fit the PS headgroup better

than at the “3K motif”. Again, the presence of PA headgroups almost completely depletes

the DOPS lipids from the Opi1 AH (Figure 2.9C).

Figure 2.9: Probability density of the distance between the “KRK motif” and phosphates in different
membrane environments. Distance distributions between the combined center of mass of all Cα

backbone atoms from the “KRK motif” and every phosphate headgroup in DOPA (blue), DOPS
(orange), DOPC (black) and POPC (gray) lipids. (A) DOPA is found at ∼5�A. (B) DOPS appears
most prominent at ∼8�A. (C) In the presence of both PA and PS headgroups, PA outcompetes PS
from the AH almost completely.

2.3.6 PA lipids can reside longer at the Opi1 AH

DOPS lipids stay at the “3K motif” for significantly shorter times than DOPA. The

observations from the previous chapters have revealed that PS headgroups interact in two

modes with the “3K motif”: (i) the lipids’ phosphate moiety interacts with the positively

charged lysines, (ii) the oxygen atoms in the lipids’ serine headgroup interact with the

charged lysines. Visual inspection of the trajectories revealed a difference in the times that

either DOPA or DOPS reside at the “3K motif”. To quantify this observation the average

residence time of all lipids at both the “3K motif” and the “KRK motif” was calculated

over the whole trajectory in simulations containing either 20% PA or 20% PS. Figure 2.8

showed that only PA is able to come into contact of less than 5�A. To make the comparison

viable lipids were considered to be in the “bound state” if they were at most 5.5�A away

from either of the motifs. Again, the reference position inside the motifs was defined by

the COM of the three residues Cα atoms. A residence event was defined by counting the

number of consecutive frames in which the closest lipid to either of the two motifs is closer

than 5.5�A. The mean and standard error of the mean was calculated from all observed
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residence events for each lipid species (Figure 2.10). ∼ 60 events were observed for the three

lipids at the “3K motif”, where DOPA resides the longest 86.6 ns ± 0.91 ns (Figure 2.10A).

The residence time of DOPS is lower by 2.5-fold with 34.0 ns ± 8.6 ns. POPC resides for

an even shorter time of 15.7 ns ± 3.8 ns.

At the “KRK motif” the residence times are not differentiable. While DOPA has a

residence time of 60.7 ns ± 12.6 ns, DOPS shows a similar residence time with a very high

standard error of 50.4 ns ± 18.7 ns (Figure 2.10B). The high standard error of DOPS also

overlaps with the average residence times of POPC (33.2 ns ± 6.6 ns). Only a low number

of events was observed for DOPS (n = 28) leading to a high standard error. A longer

simulation would be required to increase sampling and achieve a better estimate of the

residence time at the “KRK motif” for DOPS.

Figure 2.10: Residence times of different lipid species at the “3K motif” and “KRK motif”. The
average residence times for the different lipid species found either in the (A) 20% PA or (B) 20% PS
system. Only lipid headgroups with a maximal distance of 5.5�A to the average center of mass of
backbone Cα atoms of the “3K motif” were considered.

2.3.7 PIP5K AH interacts with a variety of lipids

The previous sections showed how the Opi1 AH interacts with negatively charged lipid

headgroups and specifically prefers PA over PS. This sensing functionality allows the AH to

act as a sensor and retain Opi1 at the ER membrane in the presence of PA. As stated earlier,

in the absence of PA the Opi1 protein dissociates from the membrane and shuttles into

the nucleus to interact with Ino2/Ino4 and ultimately downregulate de novo synthesis of

GPLs. Similarly, a “specificity loop” in PIP5K was shown to provide the overall membrane

targeting and substrate specificity [158–160]. The protein catalyzes the phosphorylation

of PI4P to PI(4,5)P2. This loop was shown to be unstructured when PIP5K is in solution,

but to fold into an AH upon membrane binding [161]. Intriguingly, the AH is in close

proximity to the catalytic aspartate residue of PIP5K [161]. To test if the AH of PIP5K is

able to enrich specific lipids similar to the AH of Opi1, multiple simulations were set up.

Experimental data by Taki Nishimura has shown that the presence of PS headgroups

and sterols enhances the activity of PIP5K [183]. To get insights on how the AH of

PIP5K interacts with different lipids, atomistic MD simulations were set up. Two different

membrane compositions were considered and a fully folded PIP5K AH was embedded into
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the bilayers at the lipid-water interface. The two membrane compositions are differentiated

by the presence and absence of cholesterol and the mol% of POPC (Table 2.2). The

low mol% of 1% PI4P in each bilayer represents the low abundance of the lipid in the

PM. This resulted in only three PI4P lipids per leaflet. Three repetitions of the system

with cholesterol were set up independently, to randomly distribute the PI4P lipid on the

membrane. These repetitions were run for a total of 23.8 µs, one for 10 µs and the other

two for almost 7 µs each. The system without cholesterol was run in a single repetition for

10 µs.

Figure 2.11: Time-averaged positions of different atoms in a plasma membrane-like model bilayer.
(A) DOPS enriches at both sides of the AH, but most prominently on the right hand side. (B)
Cholesterol enriches only on the right-hand side. (C) PI4P shows a density only on the left-hand
side of the AH. The sensitivity of this panel was increased to make the lipid visible given its low
abundance. (D) POPC does not significantly enrich at the AH.

The AH looses structure both at the N- and C-terminus, but remains fully α-helical

at its core (R384–H398) and never dissociates from the membrane in the simulations.

The lipid localization probability was calculated for all systems (Figure 2.11). DOPS is

enriched at the PIP5K AH on the two sides, but most prominently on the right-hand

side (Figure 2.11A). In contrast, cholesterol is only enriched at a narrow patch on the

right-hand side (Figure 2.11B). PI4P is seen to permanently associate with the AH, never

fully dissociating over the course of the 10 µs simulation. Two distinct spots can be seen

for PI4P on the left-hand side of the AH (Figure 2.11C). In a different instance of the

simulation PI4P is observed to also permanently interact at the opposite side of the AH.

No clear enrichment can be observed for the highly abundant POPC at the PIP5K AH,

indicating an affinity for charged interactions of the AH (Figure 2.11D). The single 10 µs

simulation of the PIP5K AH embedded into a membrane without cholesterol shows the

same behavior of the lipid enrichment around the AH. The absence of cholesterol did not
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affect the binding affinity in the atomistic MD simulations.

2.3.8 PIP5K AH is lined with charged residues on all sides

Similar to the previous approach with the Opi1 AH, the PIP5K AH was studied under more

detail to better understand the molecular interactions between its residues and charged

lipids. The AH of PIP5K is lined with 6 positively charged residues, R384, K387, K388,

H391, K394 and H398, as well as three negatively charged residues: E390, D399 and D401

(Figure 2.12). Both K388 and K394 are located at almost the same height, pointing directly

into the lipid-water interface, whereas all other positively charged lipids are situated on top

of their respective helical turns. R384, K387, H391 and H398 are able to interact with lipids

on both sides of the PIP5K AH, because of their positions. The negatively charged residue

E390 is found at the center of the AH pointing to the side, whereas D399 and D401 are

located at the C-terminus positioned clearly above the lipid-water interface (Figure 2.12B).

Figure 2.12: Structure of fully folded PIP5K AH embedded in a model PM-like lipid bilayer.
Positively charged residues are shown as blue sticks and negatively charged residues as red sticks.
(A) Top view of PIP5K AH from N- (top) to C-terminus (bottom). The left side contains only
positively charged residues, whereas the right side also contains two negatively charged residues.
(B and C) Side views of PIP5K AH highlighting its charged sides. Lipids, water and ions are not
shown for clarity.

2.3.9 PI4P interacts with PIP5K AH through electrostatic network

The PIP5K AH interacts with different kinds of lipids in various ways, but most prefer-

entially with PI4P. Visual inspection reveals different forms of interactions between the

membrane embedded PIP5K AH and negatively charged lipids in the multi-microsecond

atomistic MD simulations. Although only three PI4P molecules were placed into each

leaflet they associate with the AH after several hundreds of nanoseconds. A closer look at

the association process reveals an interesting event. Multiple DOPS molecules are found
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close to the AH by chance, interacting with the positively charged residues. The negatively

charged oxygen atoms of a single PI4P molecule, that is several lipid shells away from

the AH, starts interacting with the positively charged nitrogen on the serine headgroup of

these DOPS lipids. As these lipids are already in close proximity to the PIP5K AH, they

ultimately lead the PI4P lipid towards the charged side chains of the AH they themselves

are interacting with. The diffusion of this PI4P lipid appears to be directed towards the

AH and it ultimately associates in close contact with it, displacing any DOPS molecules

at the same binding area.

Figure 2.13: Charged lipids interact with PIP5K AH. Three snapshots of lipid interactions at
different positions of the AH are shown. (A) PI4P is bound between R384 and K388. A single
cholesterol is found at the opposite side. (B) PI4P is wedged between K388 and H391. (C) PI4P
interacts at the opposite side of the AH, wedged in between K387 and K394. Two DOPS lipids
interact with the AH as well. Colors are the same as in Figure 2.12. The Membrane, water and
ions are not shown for clarity.

The interaction between PI4P and the PIP5K AH has three possible stable states

(Figure 2.13). In the most prominent state, that was also highlighted in a previous section

(Figure 2.11C), the lipid is found between R384 and K388, interacting also with K387 and

H391 (Figure 2.13A). PI4P provides many oxygen atoms bound either to its two phosphate

moieties or to the inositol ring. This allows the lipid to interact with four charged residues

of the AH at the same time. In this way it also occupies the possible interaction partners for

other charged lipids like DOPS. The polyunsaturated acyl chain of PI4P wraps underneath

the AH and fills the void created by the peptide. In one simulation, the PI4P lipid was

accompanied by a cholesterol molecule that wedged its hydrophobic carbon chain into the

same void (Figure 2.13A). It also transiently interacted with K387 through its oxygen

atom on its head, keeping it associated to the AH. In the second state of PI4P interaction

with the PIP5K AH, the lipid is found between K388 and H391 (Figure 2.13B). Although

its acyl chains and glycerol backbone are positioned at a slightly different spot along the

AH, its large inositol headgroup with the additional phosphate group is able to reach over

towards both R384 and K387. In this way, PI4P manages to interact in a similar fashion

with the AH as in the first state. In the third state, which is observed only in one of

the three independent trajectories, PI4P is found at the opposite side of the AH with

two DOPS lipids also interacting with the peptide (Figure 2.13C). Here, the interactions
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between PI4P and the PIP5K AH are limited to K387, H391 and K394. In this third state

a DOPS lipid is interacting with R384 and K388, but might be replaced by a PI4P lipid

approaching from the same side. Besides these three stable states, PI4P was also observed

to approach the AH from the N-terminus interacting only with R384, before ultimately

shifting into the state 1 interaction (Figure 2.13A). This observation highlights the very

stable interaction between the many negatively charged oxygen atoms with the positively

charged side chains of PIP5K AH.

2.4 Discussion

Homeostasis of the lipid environment is a crucial task for cells, as quick adaptation of

lipid compositions to specific circumstances can decide between life and death. Membrane

property sensors in the form of AHs are found throughout different biological domains [31,

86]. They act as curvature sensors, actively deform membranes or coat lipid droplets [49].

Specific AHs have evolved to sense lipid packing defects in membranes. These AHs contain

ALPS motifs that report on the accessibility of the hydrophobic membrane core from

the lipid-water interface [23]. These AHs sense bulk membrane properties, whereas others

are able to determine the presence of specific lipid species. In this chapter, insights into

the sensing mechanism mediated by the AH of Opi1 and PIP5K were presented. Opi1 is

the main gate keeper in phospholipid homeostasis found in S. cerevisiae [184]. The AH

is anchored to the membrane through its hydrophobic interface, while the hydrophilic

residues are free to interact with the solvent and the polar lipid atoms. While bound to

the ER membrane it interacts with PA lipids, which serve as precursors for the de novo

synthesis of other GPLs. Upon depletion of PA, the Opi1 AH dissociates from the ER

membrane and shuttles into the nucleus to downregulate the transcription of genes involved

in the de novo synthesis of GPLs [70]. When embedded in the ER membrane the AH is

able to discriminate different lipid species based on their headgroups. Although highly

abundant, lipids with PC headgroups do not enrich at the AH in the simulations reported

in this chapter. Instead, only negatively charged lipid species are able to accumulate at the

AH and only in specific regions. In the simulations two charged lipid headgroup species

were tested: PA and PS. Both have a net charge of -1 in the used force field and only

differ by their headgroup. Both lipids accumulate at either of two distinct motifs: the “3K

motif” and “KRK motif”. The two motifs are found on opposing sides of the AH. They are

composed of three positively charged residues, either lysine or arginine. The arrangement

of these residues forms some sort of cage that provides enough space for the headgroup of

PA, but not PS. While the latter is able to interact with the “3K motif” in two modes,

either with its phosphate moiety or the oxygen on the serine headgroup, its residence time

is significantly lower than that of PA. These two modes compete for the interaction with

the lysines in the “3K motif” and allow PA lipids to displace them. Short lived interactions

between the two competing interaction partners in PS lead to a lower efficiency in binding,

while PA only presents one group for interaction.

The second studied AH in this chapter was that of PIP5K. The proteins function is

to phosphorylate PI4P and produce PI(4,5)P2. To do this, it must bind a molecule of
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adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and hydrolyze it to adenosine diphosphate (ADP). The

phosphate is transferred to the inositol group of PI4P to produce PI(4,5)P2. A conserved

asparate residue in the catalytic center of PIP5K is responsible for this phosphorylation

reaction [161,185,185]. This asparate residue is found both close to the “specificity loop” of

PIP5K, which folds into its AH upon membrane binding and the ATP binding domain [161].

The simulations in this thesis have shown that PI4P is able to interact with the PIP5K AH

in three major interaction modes. Two of these modes only differentiate by the position of

the glycerol backbone of the lipid. It might be wedged between two specific residues along

one side of the AH. The inositol headgroup of PI4P is big enough to interact with the

positively charged residues on top of the PIP5K AH independent of its position. Even in

the third mode the inositol group interacts with almost the same residues as in the other

two modes. These observations, in combination with the position of the AH in the overall

PIP5K structure, highlight the specific function of this AH. While the soluble domain

of PIP5K binds ATP and contains the catalytic asparate residue, the responsibility of

the AH is to bind a PI4P molecule and position its inositol group such that it can be

phosphorylated. Future work could try to include the AH in the overall structure, to better

understand if PI4P must be bound on either of the two sides to reach the catalytic asparate

residue.

The localization of the positively charged residues at the side of an α-helix may be

a conserved motif that nature uses for lipid sensing with AHs. The current scientific

literature does not include any examples of further AHs that sense lipid species with their

specific arrangement of charged residues. Other proteins, especially membrane spanning

transmembrane domains, are known to organize certain lipids around their perimeter to

help with proper function [186,187]. In general, AHs appear to be the perfect protein sensor

for sensing at the lipid-water interface. Their hydrophobic side allows the α-helices to insert

into the membranes and anchor the remaining protein at the lipid-water interface. The

hydrophilic side then is responsible for the actual sensing. The differences in the sequences

of the two AHs and the positions of these residues along the side of the α-helices show

how simple motifs can have distinct and complex functions. The sequence of amino acids

and their location on the α-helix may be the toolkit used to sense the variety of lipids on

a cellular membrane. Mutations of these specific residues should produce mutants with a

different affinity, either lower affinity to its preferred lipid or increased affinity to a different

lipid species.
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Chapter 3

Interaction of Opi1 AH with membranes

The investigations of the conformational dynamics of the Opi1 AH comprise computational

and experimental work and were performed at the Max Planck Insitute of Biophysics,

Frankfurt am Main, Germany. The flotation experiments were carried out by Dr. Harald

Hofbauer (Institute of Molecular Biosciences, University of Graz, Graz) and myself. The

growth tests of different S. cerevisiae strains were carried out by Dr. Harald Hofbauer. All

experiments were supervised by Prof. Dr. Robert Ernst (Institute of Medical Biochemistry

and Molecular Biology, Saarland University, Homburg (Saar)). All simulations, data analysis

and interpretations were carried out by myself under the supervision of Dr. Roberto Covino

(Frankfurt Institute for Advanced Studies, Frankfurt) and Prof. Dr. Gerhard Hummer

(Department of Theoretical Biophysics, Max Planck Institute of Biophysics, Frankfurt).

3.1 Introduction
To maintain proper membrane functionality living cells resort to lipid homeostasis. Different

proteins adopt the lipid composition to the current needs, depending on the available lipid

precursors and the general state and lifecycle of the cell. The Opi1 AH is a key regulator

of GPL de novo synthesis [70,184]. As mentioned previously, the protein is bound at the

ER membrane when PA lipids are abundant. PA is the precursor for the de novo synthesis

of GPLs. S. cerevisiae will keep producing various GPLs when PA is abundant. After

depletion of PA, Opi1 must translocate into the cell nucleus and acts as a transcriptional

repressor. It interacts with the transcriptional factors Ino2/Ino4 which are responsible for

the active transcription of genes involved in the de novo synthesis of GPLs [184]. The

interaction with Opi1 deactivates Ino2/Ino4 and ultimately downregulates the transcription.

A machinery of proteins has to be produced to upkeep the de novo synthesis of GPLs.

This sole production of the machinery costs energy. Cells must therefore tightly regulate

this process as to not waste energy for the production of proteins when the precursor PA

is depleted. In the previous section it has been shown how the fully folded AH of Opi1 is

able to differentiate between different lipid headgroups when it is embedded into a lipid

bilayer. Steric interactions between arginine and lysine residues allow the AH to recognize

PA lipids and differentiate these from other charged lipid species, i.e., PS lipids.

While the folded function of the AH was studied in the previous chapter, the remaining

lifecycle of the Opi1 AH remains unresolved and multiple questions remain unanswered:

how does the AH decide to bind membranes? Does it fold into an α-helical conformation

before or during the insertion into the membrane? What is the sequence of these processes?
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Does the Opi1 AH follow the normal lifecycle of generic AHs? AHs are described to first

be recruited to lipid bilayers by charged interactions, followed by insertion of hydrophobic

residues into the bilayer. This tethering keeps the AH close to the membrane, where it is

able to fold and insert into the bilayer [86,188]. The work in this chapter tries to answer

the above questions using both computational and experimental methods and proposes a

possible mechanism how α-helices might fold on lipid membranes.

Aim. Atomistic MD simulations are required to understand the dynamics of tethering

and folding of AH to lipid bilayers. No computational studies of the Opi1 AH are available

at the time of writing. The aim of this project was to understand the membrane recruitment,

membrane tethering through hydrophobic residues and subsequent folding and insertion

of the AH. The results reveal a functional role of a key glycine residue. It plays a role in

the initial binding process to membranes, as well as when the AH decides to unbind again.

3.2 Methods
The following section describes the used methods. It includes the set up and procedure

of the MD simulations. The procedures to analyze different observable of interest are

described. Additionally, two enhanced sampling methods are described.

3.2.1 Atomistic MD simulation

All systems in this chapter were set up using CHARMM-GUI [172, 175–178], if not men-

tioned otherwise. Two sequences of different lengths were used for all simulations (Ta-

ble 3.1).

Table 3.1: Sequences of Opi1 AH used for atomistic molecular dynamics simulations.

No. Residues Length Sequence

1 111–132 22 QKLSRAIAKGKDNLKEYKLNMS
2 107–136 30 TNKRQKLSRAIAKGKDNLKEYKLNMSIESK

The TIP3P water model was used with the CHARMM36 force field [189] and the

GROMACS 5.1 software package [165]. Ions were added for a total concentration of NaCl

0.15 m. Each system was energy minimized using steepest descent followed by a multi-step

equilibration. The system was first equilibrated in the canonical (NVT) ensemble with an

integration timestep of 1 fs for 50 ps, maintaining a temperature of 310 K using the Berend-

sen thermostat [151] during the first two steps. Position restraints of 1000 kJ mol−1 nm−2

were applied to lipid heavy atoms in this initial phase. Restraints on backbone heavy

atoms of the protein were lowered from 4000 to 2000 kJ mol−1 nm−2, whereas restraints

on protein side chain heavy atoms were lowered from 2000 to 1000 kJ mol−1 nm−2. The

system was equilibrated for further 300 ps by using an integration time step of 2 fs in the

remaining four equilibration steps. The Berendsen barostat was used with a timestep of

1 fs to keep a constant pressure of 1 bar isothermal-isobaric (NPT) [151]. Lipid position

restraints were decreased from 1000 to 0 kJ mol−1 nm−2, and protein position restraints

were released. During the production simulations no restraints were applied on the system.
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The Velocity Rescale thermostat [170] was applied with characteristic times of 1 ps to keep

a constant temperature of 310 K. The Parrinello-Rahman barostat [171] was applied with

semiisotropic pressure coupling and characteristic times of 5 ps to keep a constant and

pressure of 1 bar. The thermostats were applied independently on protein, membrane, and

solvent. Throughout all simulations non-bonded interactions were cutoff at 1.2 nm. All

molecular dynamics systems reported in this chapter are listed in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Molecular dynamics simulation systems of Opi1 AH used in this chapter. All simulations
start in an unfolded conformation above the membrane. The cumulative simulation time is listed
for all repetitions of a single membrane composition or construct.

# Sequence Mutation Lipid composition Reps Time (µs)

1 22-mer – 70% PC / 20% PA 1 18.8
2 22-mer – 70% PC / 20% PA 6 10.0
3 22-mer – 100% PC 10 22.8
4 30-mer – 100% PC 5 20.2
5 30-mer – 70% PC / 30% PE 5 21.8
6 30-mer – 50% PC / 30% PE / 20% PA 5 22.2
7 30-mer – 70% PC / 20% PA 5 22.7
8 22-mer G120A 70% PC / 20% PA 5 71.5
9 22-mer G120A/K121A 70% PC / 20% PA 2 31.5

3.2.2 Secondary structure calculations

The secondary structure assignment was performed with STRIDE [190]. STRIDE assigns

the structure by considering the hydrogen bond energy, as well as backbone torsional angle

information. STRIDE assigns one of six possible secondary structure codes to each amino

acid. These six codes were mapped onto a simpler representation of three possibilities:

α-helix (H), β-sheet (B) and coil (C) (Table 3.3). In every frame t the fraction f(s, t) of a

secondary structure s was calculated by dividing the number of structures s by the number

of residues N : f(s, t) = s(t)/N .

Table 3.3: STRIDE secondary structure codes and mappings used for analysis.

STRIDE Code Description Mapping

H α-helix H
G 310-helix H
I π-helix H
E Extended conformation B
T Turn B

B/b Isolated bridge C
C Coil C

3.2.3 Distance calculations between peptide and membrane

For every frame the distance between Cα atom and the membrane COM was calculated

in the z direction. Out of all distances only the minimal distance was saved, resulting in

a single distance per frame. The distances of the whole trajectory were binned and the
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resulting histogram was smoothed by Gaussian kernel density estimation as implemented

in scikit-learn [191].

3.2.4 Calculation of backbone dihedral angles

The intersection angle between two planes is called dihedral angle. A minimum of three

points are required to define a geometrical plane. The heavy atoms of a protein backbone

can be used as such points. A total of three backbone dihedral angles are defined for all

amino acids: ω between Ci−1 and Ni, φ between Ni and Ci
α, as well as ψ between Ni+1 and

Ci+1
α , with i begin the index of the residue. The planarity of the peptide bond allows ω to

only adapt one of two angles: 0 deg and 180 deg. In contrast, φ and ψ are able to rotate

freely (except for proline).

With n̂A and n̂B being the normal vectors of the two planes, the dihedral angle ϕ can

be expressed as the dot product of both vectors divided by their lengths:

ϕ =
n̂A · n̂B
|n̂A||n̂B|

(3.1)

The φ and ψ dihedral angles were calculated for every residue in every frame using the

implementation available in MDAnalysis [180,181].

3.2.5 Sequence similarity analysis

The full sequence of Opi1 from the reference strain S288C (systematic name: YHL020C;

SGD ID: S000001012) was used to perform a search for similar sequences on NCBI using

the non-redundant protein sequences (nr) database (dated 2020/07/16) with the blastp

algorithm [192]. The maximum number of aligned sequences was set to 20000, with an

expected threshold of 10 and a word size of 3. Sequences were scored using the BLOSUM62

matrix with no compositional adjustments [193]. Regions of low compositional complexity

were masked to exclude spurious results. The search returned a total of 716 sequences.

These sequences were filtered by only considering organisms in the class of Saccharomycetes

and sequences with at least 40 % identity. A multiple sequence alignment (MSA) was

performed on the remaining 92 sequences using COBALT [194]. A visual representation of

the sequence similarity in the MSA was created with WebLogo [195]. The MSA residues

429–455, corresponding to residues 109–136 in the original Opi1 sequence, were used for

the visual representation.

3.2.6 Biased molecular dynamics simulations

Two different enhances sampling methods were used to accelerate the sampling and com-

plete the folding of the Opi1 AH.

Adiabatic bias molecular dynamics

Adiabatic bias molecular dynamics (ABMD) simulations were run to fold the Opi1 AH, as

implemented by PLUMED [196,197]. ABMD connects different conformational endpoints
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by addition of a ratchet-and-pawl restraint to the system. All fluctuations that move the

system closer to the desired value of a collective variable (CV) are left untouched. A

harmonic potential is applied onto all fluctuations that would decrease the CV. The system

is allowed to proceed towards the CV using thermal fluctuations, but kept from distancing

itself with an external time-dependent biasing potential V (t):

V (ρ(t)) =

k
2 (ρ(t)− ρm(t))2, ρ(t) > ρm(t),

0, ρ(t) ≤ ρm(t),
(3.2)

where

ρ(t) = (S(t)− Starget)2. (3.3)

is the distance S along the CV of the instantaneous configuration of the system with

respect to the target value Starget, and

ρm(t) = min
0≤τ≤t

ρ(τ) + η(t) (3.4)

is the minimum distance along S that has been reached until time t. η(t) is additional

white noise acting on the bias position. The damping factor κ was varied in some of the

simulations.

The correct choice of CV is important for biased simulations. The alpharmsd CV probes

the α-helical content of a protein. Six consecutive amino acids are considered to be part of

a “block”. A block is superimposed on an ideal α-helix and the root-mean-square deviation

(RMSD) is calculated. The RMSD is transformed to a value between 0 and 1 with a

switching function and all possible six residue blocks are summed:

s(r) =
∑
i

1− ( rir0 )6

1− ( riro )12
, (3.5)

with r0 = 0.08 nm. The harmonic bias applied by ABMD acts on the CV, which is just

the number of blocks that are in an α-helical conformation.

Steered molecular dynamics

Steered MD simulations add a time-dependent, harmonic potential V (s, t) on a CV [198].

In contrast to ABMD, the harmonic potential always acts on the system, even if it is

moving towards the CV through thermal fluctuations. The bias is defined for tn and is

linearly interpolated for all values between t0 and tn:

V (s, t) =
κ(t)

2
(s− s0(t))2, (3.6)
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with s being the instantaneous CV, κ(t) is the interpolated spring-constant and s0(t) is

the target value at time t. The bias was applied sequentially one residue at a time. tn was

set to 1 ns. The dihedral angles φ and ψ were used as CV for steered MD.

3.3 Results
In the following section, the results of atomistic MD simulations of Opi1 AH are summa-

rized. It starts with the generation of unfolded conformations for two different lengths of

the Opi1 AH. The structures of these unfolded conformations are subsequently used in

membrane binding simulations, where tethering and partial folding of the unfolded pep-

tides is observed. The observation of partial folding leads to an analysis of the sequence

similarity in Saccharomycetes and experimental work performed by Dr. Harald Hofbauer.

After the functional role of G120 is established in experiments, additional membrane bind-

ing simulations containing single and double point mutations are evaluated. Finally, two

different biasing schemes are used to complete the folding of the AH while tethered to lipid

bilayers.

3.3.1 Generation of unfolded Opi1 AH conformations

Unfolded conformations of the Opi1 AH peptide were generated by running high temper-

ature molecular dynamics simulations. To this end, two sequences of the peptide with

different lengths were used: a 22 amino acid stretch that encompasses only the AH and

another 30 amino acid stretch that pads the AH by four residues on each side (Table 3.1).

The two sequences were modeled as an ideal α-helices with UCSF CHIMERA [162], in-

serted into their respective simulation box and solvated with TIP3P water. In the following

these two construct will be referred as 22-mer and 30-mer indicating their sequence length.

The set up and simulation procedure for the 22-mer AH was described previously [182]. In

brief, the 22-mer AH was modeled as ideal α-helix and simulated using replica-exchange

molecular dynamics (REMD) at 25 different temperatures (310 K to 351 K) for 121.5 ns

each, accumulating a total of 3037.5 ns. These biased simulations at elevated temperatures

explored different conformations of the 22-mer peptide, but ultimately unfolded the struc-

ture. Multiple fully and partially unfolded α-helical structures were assessed visually and

extracted for further use.

The 30-mer peptide was simulated in a single unbiased instance at 400 K for 612 ns.

Figure 3.1A shows the simulation box setup with the α-helical Opi1 30-mer AH centered

in a cubic box surrounded by water and ions. Simulating this construct at these high

temperatures led to immediate destabilization of protein secondary structures. A fully

unfolded and almost stretched out 30-mer peptide is shown in Figure 3.1B.

The secondary structure was assigned using the STRIDE software. For every time

step the structural ratio of one of three states, α-helix (H), β-sheet (B) and coil (C)

was determined and plotted as a function of time (Figure 3.2). The 30-mer loses its

α-helical secondary structure in the first tens of nanoseconds and adopts both coiled

and β-sheet secondary structures for the remaining simulations. A single fully unfolded

structure was selected by only considering structures with 29 non-structured residues, and
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Figure 3.1: Simulation snapshots of Opi1 30-mer at 400 K. (A) Initial structure of Opi1 30-mer
AH in the cubic simulation box surrounded by water and ions. (B) Unfolded structure after 270 ns
of simulation at 400 K. Colored beads show sodium (brown) and chloride (pink).

N- and C-termini that are separated by at least 60�A. This structure was used for the

30-mer simulations described in the following sections.

Figure 3.2: Structural composition of Opi1 30-mer peptide at 400 K. The secondary structure of
each amino acid was evaluated at every timestep and ratios were calculated. The colored solid lines
show α-helix (orange), β-sheet (blue) and coiled (green) secondary structures. All data was window
averaged over 1.25 ns and shaded areas indicate the standard deviation.

3.3.2 Recruitment and tethering to membranes

To test whether a specific lipid composition is required to enhance insertion and folding

of the Opi1 AH into the membrane, systems of different membrane compositions were

investigated. All membranes were composed of 50% DOPC, with the remaining 50% of lipids

divided between POPC, 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (POPE)

and 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphate (POPA). While the 22-mer peptide was

simulated only with PC and PA headgroups, the 30-mer peptide was also simulated in

the presence of PE headgroups. The exact membrane compositions are listed in Table 3.4.

Although membranes without PA headgroups do not bear any charges, the size of the

headgroup affects the biophysical properties of the lipid bilayer [199]. PE headgroups are
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the smallest uncharged GPL headgroup and contribute to the exposure of hydrophobic

patches on the membrane surface.

Table 3.4: Membrane compositions used for binding simulations with unfolded Opi1 peptides.
The 22-mer simulations were performed with compositions A and D, whereas the 30-mer peptide
simulations were performed with all four membrane compositions.

# A B C D

50% DOPC 50% DOPC 50% DOPC 50% DOPC
50% POPC 30% POPE 30% POPE 30% POPC

20% POPC 20% POPA 20% POPA

Figure 3.3: Initial structure of Opi1 30-mer binding simulations. The unfolded Opi1 AH (orange)
was placed at 50�A from the membrane center. Lipids are shown as sticks in cyan (carbons), red
(oxygens), ocher (phosphate) and blue (nitrogen). Ions are shown as transparent beads and water
as transparent surface. The borders of the simulation box are shown for clarity.

Lipid interactions of 22-mer Opi1 peptide

A simulation box with the 22-mer Opi1 peptide was set up to study its binding to lipid

bilayers. An unfolded 22-mer Opi1 peptide was positioned 50�A from the 70% PC and

30% PA membrane (no. 1 in Table 3.2). In addition to this single simulation, a total

of 16 additional simulations were set up: six simulations in the presence and ten in the

absence of 30% PA lipids (no. 2 and 3 in Table 3.2). The systems were set up using ten

different conformations of the Opi1 22-mer peptide, some fully unfolded and others with a

remaining α-helical secondary structure. The results were previously described [182], but

will be summarized again in the following paragraph.

In all simulations the peptides were recruited to the lipid-water interface in less than

100 ns. The initial recruitment of the peptides is independent of its secondary structure and

appears to only depend on the membrane charge. The peptides lysine and arginine residues

mediated the ionic interactions with the phosphate moieties in the PA lipid headgroups.

Once recruited to the membrane, the 22-mer peptide did not dissociate from the lipid-

water interface in the presence of PA headgroups. In the absence of PA, the peptides

continuously associated and dissociated from the membrane. Tethering to the membranes

was only observed in the six systems with membranes containing PA lipids. The two
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hydrophobic residues L113 and I117 tethered the 22-mer peptide to the membrane. Either

of the residues was able to tether the peptide to the membrane and no preference for one

over the other was observed. All 22-mer peptides lost their α-helical secondary structure,

if any was present at the beginning of the simulation.

Lipid interactions of 30-mer Opi1 peptide

Additional simulations with the Opi1 30-mer were set up to test whether the above ob-

servations are biased by the sequence and/or length of the peptide. In addition to the

two previous membrane compositions, two new compositions containing PE headgroups

were used (Table 3.4). In every simulation box a lipid bilayer of a different composition

was set up. The unfolded Opi1 30-mer AH from the previous section (Section 3.3.1) was

placed at a distance of 50�A from the membrane center (no. 4–7 in Table 3.2). The box was

solvated with water and 0.15 m NaCl (Figure 3.3). For every membrane composition five

independent repetitions were set up, for a total of 20 systems. Each system was equilibrated

separately and run as production simulation for up to 4.5 µs at 310 K. The minimal distance

between the Cα atoms of the unfolded peptide and the membrane center was calculated

and is shown for every membrane composition in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Distance distributions of backbone Cα atoms to membrane center for four different
membrane compositions. Only the minimum distance out of all 30 backbone Cα atoms was consid-
ered for every frame. The distributions of each membrane composition (A-D) contains data for all
five replicas. The membrane compositions are listed in Table 3.4. The mean and extreme values
are shown with horizontal lines. The 25% and 75% quantiles are indicated as dotted lines.

On average, the 30-mer peptide has the highest distance to 100% PC membranes

(Figure 3.4A). The addition of 30% PE leads to a reduction of the mean distance from

27.4�A (100% PC) to 20.3�A (Table 3.5). Further addition of PA to the membrane again

decreases the mean distance to 16.7�A. Surprisingly, running a simulation with only PC

and PA headgroups reveals that the sole presence of PA is sufficient to keep the Opi1

AH close to the lipid-water interface (Figure 3.4D). The high distance of more than 40�A
observed for all membrane compositions is a result of the initial set up of the systems. As

described above, the peptide was initially placed at 50�A from the membrane center.

The minimal distances of the individual trajectories are shown as a function of time in
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Table 3.5: Mean, minimal and maximal distances between Cα atoms of unfolded Opi1 AH and
membrane center for all four membrane compositions (A-B) as listed in Table 3.4.

# Mean distance (Å) Min. distance (Å) Max. distance (Å)

A 27.4 6.5 51.5
B 20.3 6.1 50.9
C 16.7 4.8 45.8
D 16.4 5.2 50.4

Figure 3.5. The Opi1 AH constantly associates and dissociates to membranes with 100%

PC lipid headgroups in three of the five systems (Figure 3.5A). In two cases, the 30-mer

peptide tethers itself to the membrane and remains at close distance (blue and orange

traces in Figure 3.5). In systems with 30% PE the 30-mer peptide associates and dissociates

from the membrane at first, but remains tethered in all five independent repetitions after

3 µs. The addition of PA headgroups leads to the immediate recruitment of the AH to

the lipid-water interface in all five independent repetitions (Figure 3.5C). Dissociation is

not observed with this membrane composition containing lipids with both PE and PA

headgroups. Similarly, and as already described above, the sole presence of lipids with PA

headgroups is sufficient to recruit the AH to the lipid-water interface in tens of nanoseconds

and keep it close to the membrane for the whole simulation.

Tethering to the membrane via hydrophobic residues

Visual inspection of the trajectories revealed that the 30-mer peptide tethers itself to

the membrane with either L113 or I117, similar to the 22-mer peptide described above.

PA containing membranes recruit the unfolded Opi1 AH in dozens of nanoseconds to

the lipid-water interface, where the peptide is kept close by electrostatic interactions.

Most GPLs are partially charged, whereas PA bears 1–2 negative charges on its small

headgroup. The smaller PE headgroups expose both the partially charged phosphate

moiety and hydrophobic parts of the bilayer. These partial charges recruit the peptide to

the membrane and hydrophobic residues can insert into the membrane core when transient

hydrophobic defects are exposed at the lipid-water interface. To quantify the preference

of one hydrophobic residue over the other, the distance between the residues’ Cα atom

and the membrane center was calculated. The distance density for the two hydrophobic

residues L113 and I117 in four different membrane compositions is shown in Figure 3.6.

In 100% PC membranes the two residues are predominantly found in the untethered

state and a big distance from the membrane center (Figure 3.6A). In one case the unfolded

peptide does indeed tether itself to the membrane, as can be seen by the L113 density

around 20�A. As described in the previous section, the addition of PE reduces the average

distance between the unfolded 30-mer peptide and the membrane. The effect of PE can also

be observed in the distance densities of L113 and I117 (Figure 3.6B). Here, both residues

are able to insert into the membrane and thus tether the unfolded peptide (distances less

than 20�A). I117 is able to tether itself at closer distances than L113. The addition of lipids

with PA headgroups further decreases the average distance between the unfolded 30-mer
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Figure 3.5: Distances of backbone Cα atoms to membrane center for four different membrane
compositions as a function of time. (A) The Opi1 AH continuously dissociates from membranes
with 100% PC headgroups. (B) Addition of PE headgroups allows the peptide to tether at the
lipid-water interface. (C) The peptide is recruited and tethered immediately in presence of PE and
PA headgroups. (D) The sole presence of PA headgroups is sufficient to tether the peptide to the
membrane. In each panel, five traces from independent simulations are shown as colored lines. Solid
colored lines show the 50 frame average and shaded areas indicate the standard deviation. The
horizontal gray line indicates a distance of 15�A.

peptide and the membrane. At the same time the presence of PA headgroups decreases

the average distance of L113 to 25�A (Figure 3.6C). The same holds true for I117, where

a bimodal distribution can be observed. Whereas the average distance between unfolded

peptide and the membrane does not change in a membrane only composed of PC and PA

headgroups, the distance distribution of L113 and I117 does (Figure 3.6D). The distance

distribution of L113 changes to a bimodal one, with distances similarly close as seen for

I117. I117 shifts to higher average distances and its distribution looks more similar to that

of L113. Therefore, in a mixed PC/PA membrane the preference of one over the other

residue disappears, while I117 is found closer to the membrane more often in PE containing

membranes.

Experimental validation of I117 tethering

To validate the functional role of L113 and I117 in membrane tethering, in vitro experiments

using a truncated Opi1 construct were performed. The experimental set up and results

were already described earlier [182]. In brief, the 180 residue construct was overexpressed in

E. coli cells and subsequently purified. The protein quality was verified by sodium dodecyl

sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and size exclusion chromatography.
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Figure 3.6: Distance distribution of L113 and I117 Cα atoms to the center of membranes of various
compositions. (A-B) The two residues are found at large distances in membranes containing only PC
or some amounts of PE lipids. (C-D) Inclusion of PA lipids is sufficient to tether both hydrophobic
residue to the membrane. The exact membrane compositions are listed in Table 3.4.

Liposomes were extruded with either 100% PC or 80% PC and 20% PA lipids. The purified

Opi1 construct was mixed with liposomes and incubated to allow for protein-lipid binding.

Subsequently, a sucrose gradient was layered on top, followed by centrifugation in an

ultracentrifuge at 240 000×g. The density difference between the sucrose gradient and the

liposomes forced the liposomes to float to the top of the gradient. Unbound protein does

not float to the top and is thus expected to be found at the bottom of the gradient. By

separating the gradient in four equally sized parts it was possible to estimate the amount

of protein that was bound to liposomes.

Figure 3.7: Bulky residues favor tethering of Opi1 AH in lipid membranes. Flotation assays of the
Opi1 AH with membranes containing 20% PA (blue) or 0% PA (orange). Maltose-binding protein
(MBP) was used as a negative control. Mutating I117 to alanine leads to a binding reduction in 20%
PA membranes, whereas the I117W mutation does not show significant differences. The binding to
uncharged (0% PA) membranes is unaffected by the mutations. Each data point shows the average
out of 3 experimental repetitions with the error bars showing the standard deviation. The data
was previously published in [182]. The figure was reproduced for this thesis.

Figure 3.7 shows the quantification of the in vitro experiments described above. MBP

was used a negative control to account for its unspecific binding of the proteins to liposomes.

5–7% of bound protein can be attributed to unspecific binding to liposomes, as shown with

the MBP data independent of the membrane composition. In the absence of PA the three

Opi1 constructs show a small increase of bound protein in comparison to the MBP control.
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The two mutants do not show any differences to the wild type construct. In contrast, the

presence of 20% PA shows a clear difference of bound protein depending on the size of

the residue found at position 117. 30% of the wild type construct is bound to liposomes,

but only 20% of the I117 to alanine (I117A) mutant. This decrease in binding can be

attributed to the hydrophobicity of the residue and its potential to anchor the protein

in the membrane. Intriguingly, mutations to the most hydrophobic residue tryptophan

(I117W) do not lead to a significant increase in binding capacity.

3.3.3 Secondary structure formation at lipid-water interfaces

The Opi1 30-mer peptide forms secondary structures when close to lipid-water interfaces.

The visual inspection from the previous section has revealed that the unfolded peptide

tethers itself to the membrane through its hydrophobic residues L113 and/or I117. The

tethering does not require the peptide to be fully unfolded and can occur after partial

secondary structure formation.

Transient secondary structure formation at membranes of varying

compositions

The secondary structure composition of all five repetitions in each of the four membrane

compositions from the previous Section 3.3.2 was calculated to quantify the different

observed structures (Figure 3.8).

In the absence of either PE or PA headgroups, the 30-mer peptide shows a preference to

predominantly form β-sheet structures (Figure 3.8A). In these simulations (repetitions 1, 4

and 5 of A) more than 50% of residues form β-sheets. This secondary structure formation

is reversible, allowing the peptide to explore further conformations. The quantification

in Figure 3.8 does not account for the difference of the observed structures. Figure 3.9

shows snapshots from these simulations, with the exact frames indicated as vertical line in

Figure 3.8. Visual inspection of the β-sheet structure, as indicated in the first repetition in

Figure 3.8A, shows a coiled conformation of the Opi1 30-mer, folded onto itself (Figure 3.9).

In contrast, the fourth repetition in Figure 3.9A clearly shows a β-sheet that is not tethered

to the membrane but kept close at its lipid-water interface through electrostatic interactions.

The lack of secondary structure as shown in the second repetition in Figure 3.8A represents

the conformation and tethered state that the unfolded 30-mer is usually found in throughout

most of these independent simulations (Figure 3.9A, second repetition). In this case, the

peptide is tethered to the membrane through L113 and Y127.

The addition of lipids with PE headgroups reduces the propensity of the 30-mer peptide

to form β-sheets (Figure 3.8B). An interesting “circular” conformation can be seen in the

fifth repetition in Figure 3.9B, where the unfolded peptide appears to be folded upon itself

in a circular fashion, while tethered to the membrane through I117. The formation of an

α-helical secondary structure can be observed predominantly in PA containing membranes

(Figure 3.8C-D). Additionally it is observed at the beginning of the first 100% PC simulation

(Figure 3.8A, first column). In most of the cases the α-helix forms at the C-terminal end of

the Opi1 30-mer peptide, as illustrated in the snapshots in the fourth and fifth repetitions in
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Figure 3.8: Structural composition of Opi1 30-mer peptide in simulation boxes with membranes
of varying lipid compositions. Every row shows a single membrane composition with columns
indicating one of the five independent repetitions. The exact membrane compositions are listed in
Table 3.4. (A) Membranes with 100% PC show a high percentage of β-sheet secondary structures.
(B) The addition of 20% PE reduces the amount of observed β-sheet secondary structures. (C)
Membranes containing both PE and PA show some propensity of α-helices. (D) The presence of PA
headgroups is sufficient to reduce the structural ratio of β-sheet and increase the α-helix propensity.
The secondary structure of each amino acid was evaluated at every timestep. The colored solid
lines show α-helix (orange), β-sheet (blue) and coiled (green) secondary structures. The data was
window averaged over 1.25 ns and shaded areas indicate the standard deviation. Vertical black lines
indicate the frames that were used for snapshot renders in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9C and the fifth repetition in Figure 3.9D. This C-terminal helix always includes

Y127. In the fourth and fifth repetitions of simulation C, the C-terminal helix is found

outside of the membrane, whereas it embeds into the lipid-water interface for hundreds of

nanoseconds in the fifth repetition (Figure 3.9D). The 30-mer peptide is held close at the

lipid-water interface after formation of the short 2-turn α-helical stretch by the peptides

charged arginine and lysine residues. The insertion of the short 2-turn α-helix happens in

an instant as soon as a suitable hydrophobic patch appears on the membrane surface. The

insertion of this short α-helix is not stable, the helix dissociates and unfolds after some time.

The snapshot in the first repetition of D shows another conformation where the peptide is

collapsed onto itself, without any apparent secondary structure (first column of Figure 3.8D

and first repetition of Figure 3.9D). These observations highlight the propensity of the Opi1

30-mer to explore different conformations at lipid-water interfaces. Furthermore, folding of

the AH at membrane surfaces does not necessarily include the insertion of the folded helix

into the membrane. The lipids in the membrane must be pushed aside by the protein to

allow for proper insertion.
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Figure 3.9: Snapshots of Opi1 30-mer peptide at the lipid-water interface of membranes with
different lipid compositions. The letters of the labels in the top left corners differentiate membrane
compositions as in Table 3.4, whereas the numbers indicate the simulation repetition the snapshot
was taken from (columns in Figure 3.8). The Opi1 30-mer AH is colored as in Figure 3.3. Lipid
phosphate moieties are shown as colored beads: DOPC (green), POPC (magenta), POPE (white)
and POPA (lime green). Water and ions are not shown for clarity.

Folding and insertion of a short α-helical turn

The stable insertion of a short α-helix was observed in a single simulation (no. 1 in Table 3.2)

and already described earlier [182]. The simulated 22-mer peptide is first recruited to the

lipid-water interface, after which its two hydrophobic residues L113 and I117 tether it to

the membrane. After 1.8 µs of simulation, I117 is pushed out from the membrane and an

α-helix spanning 1.5 turns is formed between residues L113 and I117, and subsequently

embeds into the membrane. Figure 3.10 shows a representative structure of the partially

folded AH after 2.5 µs. The two hydrophobic residues I113 and L117 are shown to tether

the short α-helix at the lipid-water interface, whereas K112 and R115 snorkel towards the

solvent. The α-helical secondary structure does not continue past A118 which is followed

by K119, G120 and K121. These residues, especially G120, appear to slow down the folding

of the remaining 22-mer peptide.

Figure 3.10: Partially folded Opi1 22-mer AH from unbiased simulations. The panels show the
same snapshot after 2.5 µs of simulation from different angles. (A) Front view looking onto the
N-terminus. (B) Side view from N- to C-terminus (left to right, respectively). (C) Back view looking
onto the C-terminus. Residues of interest are annotated in every panel.

The dihedral angles φ and ψ are plotted as a function of time in Figure 3.11 and follow

the whole 18 µs simulation. The dihedral angles of a proteins backbone adopt distinct φ

and ψ angles in α-helices: −90 deg to −35 deg and −70 deg to −15 deg, respectively. The

φ dihedral angles of L113–A116 adopt values of around −60 deg initially in the simulation,

whereas their ψ angles adopt positive values. All five residues are α-helical after 2.5 µs. Once

formed, the α-helix remains folded for a total of 10 µs. After around 12 µs of simulation

time the short α-helix dissociates from the membrane and subsequently unfolds in solution.
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Intriguingly, most φ dihedrals remain close to the α-helical values, whereas the ψ dihedrals

are again found in values above 0 degrees. This observation highlights that insertion of the

Opi1 AH is not permanent. The biological function of Opi1 requires the AH to dissociate

from the ER membrane upon depletion of PA lipids.

Figure 3.11: Backbone dihedral angles φ and ψ showing the folding of a 1.5 turn α-helix spanning
residues L113–I117 in the Opi1 22-mer peptide. A 5 residue α-helix is formed and stably inserted
into the membrane for 10 µs from 2.0 µs to 12.0 µs. Each line shows the dihedral angle of a different
residue. The gray area indicates the common φ (−90 deg to −35 deg) and ψ (−70 deg to −15 deg)
dihedrals found in α-helices.

3.3.4 G120 mediates the AH folding and unfolding

Although initial folding of the α-helix was observed after 2 µs, subsequent folding of the

Opi1 AH did not occur after an extensive atomistic equilibrium simulation. While the lack

of conformational sampling might be an issue, a detailed look at the amino acid sequence

of the Opi1 AH offers another explanation. Folding of the first 1.5 turns stops right before

the three residues 119–KGK–121, in the following referred to as “KGK motif”. The glycine

amino acid is known to be a so called “helix breaker” because of its high conformational

flexibility [200] and therefore unlikely to be found in an α-helical structure. The bare

presence of G120 suggests a functional role in the Opi1 AH. And as described earlier

(see Chapter 2), the folded and membrane-inserted AH has a tendency to transiently kink

at G120. Additionally, the two lysine residues flanking G120 must end up on different sides

of the AH after folding. This allows to question: how would such a sequence fold into a

helical turn? When folding on the membrane, one of the lysine residues has to be dragged

through the lipid-water interface. Another possibility is that each turn must form outside

the membrane and subsequently slide into the interface.

Similarity analysis of amino acid sequences

The full length 404 amino acid sequence of Opi1 was used to search similar sequences in

the NCBI non-redundant protein sequences (nr) database. A total of 92 sequences were

considered from the class of Saccharomycetes after filtering. The exact filtering procedure

is described in the methods section. The sequence similarity is shown in Figure 3.12. The

“KGK motif” is conserved across all 92 sequences. In a few cases, the glycine is substituted

by a serine residue and instead glycine is found at position 122. Lysines are found at both
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positions 119 and 121 and can be substituted with arginines. The high sequence similarity

suggests a functional role of the “KGK motif”.

Figure 3.12: Sequence similarity of Opi1 AH and similar sequences. The letter size represents the
conservation of a residue at the corresponding position. The consensus sequence is the same as
used for all simulations (Table 3.1). One letter codes of hydrophobic residues are shown in black,
positively charged in blue, negatively charged in red and the remaining polar residues in green. The
figure was generated with WebLogo and adapted manually [195].

Experimental validation of G120 function

The functional role of G120 was assessed by Dr. Harald Hofbauer using a simple in vivo

experimental setup. As mentioned in the main introduction of this work, S. cerevisiae is

able to perform de novo synthesis of inositol. This process is controlled by a feedback loop

directed by Opi1. Preventing the protein from regulation will lead the cells to produce

inositol. As accumulation of inositol is toxic, cells will secrete unused inositol into the

environment. A second tester strain, auxotrophic for inositol, can be grown alongside

with S. cerevisiae to visualize the secretion. This tester strain grows in a red halo around

yeast colonies that secrete inositol. The exact experimental description can be found

elsewhere [157]. Briefly, S. cerevisiae was cultured on minimal media lacking inositol. After

a day of growth, the tester strain was sprayed on top of the cultures and incubated for two

more days. In addition to wild type S. cerevisiae, strains with point mutations at position

120 were used to test the functional role of G120 in the Opi1 AH.

Figure 3.13 shows photographs of the different strains cultivated on inositol lacking

media. The wild type strains have a functional Opi1 protein, do not produce an excess of

inositol and therefore do not secrete it to the outside. Increasing the hydrophobicity of the

AH by substitution of G120 for a tryptophan, the biggest and most hydrophobic natural

amino acid, leads to a clearly visible red halo around the yellow S. cerevisiae colonies

(Figure 3.13). This visualizes that the Opi1 AH is retained at the ER membrane after

PA lipid depletion. As mentioned in the introduction of this work, abundance of inositol

depletes the PA levels in the ER membrane and should lead to the translocation of the

Opi1 AH into the nucleus, where it downregulates the transcription of proteins involved

in the de novo synthesis of GPLs. A tyrosine was introduced at position 120 to test if the

hydrophobicity is of importance. Tyrosine is more polar than tryptophan and similar in

size. Figure 3.13 shows a faint halo around the colonies indicating the secretion of inositol

by S. cerevisiae. This result shows that hydrophobicity is not the sole explanation for a

PA-independent tethering of the Opi1 AH to the ER membrane. To further exclude the
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effect of hydrophobicity, glycine was mutated to alanine. The two amino acids differ by the

substitution of glycines’ single hydrogen atom side chain to a methyl group (CH3). This

substitution results in a minor hydrophobicity increase, but reduces the conformational

flexibility and therefore increases the chances of an α-helical secondary structure. Indeed,

the in vivo experiment shows a small red halo around the colonies, similar to that of the

G120Y strain.

Figure 3.13: Four different S. cerevisiae strains grown on inositol lacking media. Point mutations
in the Opi1 AH lead to the secretion of inositol into the environment. A tester strain sprayed on
top is visible as a red halo around the S. cerevisiae colonies (big yellow circles). No halo is visible
for the wild type (WT). The G120W mutation shows the biggest red halo, whereas both the G120Y
and G120A mutations show only a faint red halo. The experiments were planned and performed
by Dr. Harald Hofbauer.

These results highlight the importance of G120 for the functional role of the Opi1

AH. The conformational flexibility of glycine makes its unfavorable to be in an α-helical

conformation. As described before, the folded and membrane-inserted AH has a tendency

to kink at G120 (see Chapter 2). This observation, in combination with the results above,

suggests that G120 acts as a switch to control the functionality of Opi1.

Tethering and folding of G120A at lipid interfaces

Additional simulations were set up to test if point mutations at position 120 help the

formation of α-helical secondary structure. First, five repetitions of an unfolded 22-mer

Opi1 AH with the G120A point mutation were set up in a box containing 70% PC and 30%

PA lipids (no. 8 in Table 3.2). Visual inspection revealed the same membrane recruitment

and tethering behavior as observed in simulations of the wild type peptide. The unfolded

peptide is recruited to the membrane in dozens of nanoseconds and kept close through

electrostatic interactions. Subsequent insertions of L113 and/or I117 tether the peptide at

the lipid-water interface. Figure 3.14 shows the structural composition of the 22-mer peptide

across five independent simulations with a length of almost 15 µs each. The structural ratio

is very similar to wild type simulations in the same membrane composition (Figure 3.8D).

The AH forms short stretches of α-helical turns outside the membrane. Visual inspection

of the secondary structure formation in these simulations reveals the folding of different

parts of the AH. Figure 3.15 shows the time series of the dihedral angles φ and ψ for three

independent repetitions of the G120A simulations for the residues A120-L124. This region

is found in an unfolded conformation in the majority of the simulations. Nevertheless,

different parts of the 22-mer peptide explores α-helical conformations for short amounts
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Figure 3.14: Structural composition of 22-mer peptide with the G120A point mutation. Each
panel shows an independent simulation, with all five simulations accumulating a total time of
71.5 µs. Partial formation of an α-helical secondary structure can be observed in some simulations.
Similarly, a few residues adopt a β-sheet conformation. The secondary structure of each amino acid
was evaluated at every timestep. The colored solid lines show α-helix (orange), β-sheet (blue) and
coiled (green) secondary structures. The data was window averaged over 1.25 ns and shaded areas
indicate the standard deviation.

of time. A short α-helix is formed between residues A120-L124 and subsequently inserted

into the membrane at around 11 µs (Figure 3.15A). Indeed, this is the region of interest

whose folding and membrane insertion has not been observed before. Unfortunately, the

insertion is not permanent and the short α-helix is excluded from the membrane after less

than 1 µs. The reason appears to be an internal conflict of the peptides’ residues to embed

into or interact more closely with the membrane. Although A120 and L124 are both part

of the α-helix and, together with L113, are inserted into the membrane, the hydrophobic

residue I117 is not (Figure 3.15A). Instead, it faces away from the lipid-water interface

and is fully exposed to the solvent. Its propensity to insert into the membrane seems to

put a strain on the partially folded peptide and ultimately leads to the unfolding. In a

different simulation a short α-helix is formed from residues K121-Y127 after 3 µs outside

of the membrane (Figure 3.15B). Here, the 22-mer peptide is tethered to the membrane by

L113 and all hydrophobic residues on the short α-helix point towards the membrane, but

never insert into it. This α-helix does not encompass A120 and was also observed in the

extensive wild type simulations described earlier (Section 3.3.3). In the third simulation, a

slightly longer α-helix is formed from A120 to Y127. The dihedral angles φ and ψ clearly

reveal what is easily missed during a visual inspection: the α-helix is left-handed. This

conformation is stable for more than 3 µs, but never inserts into the membrane. Instead it

stands upright on the membrane. The hydrophobic residues appear to compete with the

charged lysines on the opposite side for a closer contact to the lipid-water interface. Again,

this short α-helix does not insert into the membrane over the course of its lifetime. As

there is no experimental data to support a left-handed helix, it can be assumed that this

might be an artifact of the CHARMM36 force field, as reported by Best et al. [189].

Validation of double mutation G120A/K121A simulations

A single point mutation at position 120 increases the α-helical propensity in this region.

Now that the experimental observations were confirmed by MD simulations, additional

simulations with a second point mutation were set up. As mentioned earlier, the folding of
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Figure 3.15: Dihedral angles φ and ψ as a function of time for three independent simulations of
the unfolded 22-mer peptide with a G120A point mutation. (A) A short α-helix is formed after
11 µs from A120–L124. (B) C-terminal α-helix from K121–Y127 formed outside of the membrane
after 3.7 µs. (C) Left-handed α-helix forms for more than 3 µs outside of the membrane. Vertical
lines indicate the origin of the render on the right side. The panels show repetitions 1, 2 and 5 from
system no. 8 in Table 3.4. The data was sampled every 50 ns.

the AH must also overcome the formation of an α-helix at residue K121. In the partially

folded and inserted 22-mer peptide (Figure 3.10) the folding stops just before the “KGK

motif”. To include K121 in the α-helix it must pass through the lipid-water interface during

helix-formation, or the helical turn must form outside of the membrane and slide into it

to insert. To test if K121 does indeed slowdown the folding of the AH, two independent

simulations with a 22-mer G120A/K121A double mutant peptide were set up (no. 9 in

Table 3.4). The structural ratio of secondary structures is shown in Figure 3.16. Similar

to all previous simulations, the 22-mer peptide forms α-helical structures for parts of its

polypeptide chain. The lifetimes of these structures ranges from hundreds of nanoseconds to

multiple microseconds. β-sheet secondary structures were also formed by the G120A/K121A

double mutant.

Visual inspection of the trajectory reveals a folded α-helix around the two mutated

residues. Figure 3.17 shows the dihedral angles φ and ψ as a function of time over the
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Figure 3.16: Structural composition of 22-mer peptide with the G120A point mutation. The two
panels show the structural composition as a function of time, covering a total simulation time of
31.5 µs. Partial formation of an α-helical secondary structure can be observed in some simulations.
Similarly, a few residues adopt a β-sheet conformation. The secondary structure of each amino acid
was evaluated at every timestep. The colored solid lines show α-helix (orange), β-sheet (blue) and
coiled (green) secondary structures. The data was window averaged over 1.25 ns and shaded areas
indicate the standard deviation.

whole trajectory for a single repetition. The 22-mer peptide explores various unfolded

conformations, before folding a short α-helical stretch around residues K119-A121 after

5 µs for some hundred nanoseconds (Figure 3.17). Intriguingly, the peptide manages to fold

a longer α-helical stretch in the same region one microsecond later. At first the α-helix

stretches S114-A120, with L113 close to the lipid-water interface and additional tethering

by Y127, L129 and M131 (Figure 3.17A).

The short α-helix is propped up against the membrane. The electrostatic interactions

between the charged membrane surface and the peptides’ lysine residues force the α-helix

to face the membrane with its hydrophilic side and expose most hydrophobic residues to the

solvent (Figure 3.17B). After several hundreds of nanoseconds L113 manages to reinsert

into the membrane and properly tether the peptide (Figure 3.17C). Unfortunately the

proper insertion of this folded α-helix is not observed in the trajectory. Again, it appears

as if the charged residues have a tug-of-war against the hydrophobic residues and hinder

insertion. Ultimately, the α-helix fully unfolds after a total lifetime of 6 µs.

The single and double mutations at positions 120 and 121 of the 22-mer peptide reveal

its propensity to fold into an α-helix. These results are in agreement with the experiments

that were described at the beginning of this section. They point to the hypothesis that

G120A acts as a control element in the AH. It slows down the folding and insertion of the

Opi1 AH, to ensure that there is indeed an abundance of PA lipids on the ER membrane.

3.3.5 Folding of the amphipathic helix using enhanced sampling

Previous simulations of the 22-mer have shown that the AH can stay inserted in the

lipid-water interface for tens of microseconds (Chapter 2). Complete folding of the AH

has not been observed in the extensive simulations described in the previous sections. The

folding of proteins can be thought of as a rugged energy surface. Local minima might be

separated by high energy barriers that will rarely be crossed with thermal fluctuations.

With limited sampling of unbiased MD simulations, rare events such as folding of proteins

are rarely observed. Different enhanced sampling techniques were developed to overcome
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Figure 3.17: Dihedral angles φ and ψ as a function of time for a single simulation of the unfolded
22-mer peptide G120A/K121A double mutant. The vertical lines (A-C) in the time series indicate
the origins of the renders on the right side. (A) An α-helix spanning residues S114–A120 forms
outside the membrane after 7.5 µs. (B) L113 tethers the helix to the membrane in an inverted
orientation after 10 µs. (C) The α-helix stands upright on the membrane with L113 tethered into
the lipid-water interface. The panels show a single repetition of system no. 9 in Table 3.4. The data
was sampled every 50 ns.

these energy barriers and thus speedup the exploration of the conformational space. In

the following, enhanced sampling techniques were tested for their capability to fold the

remaining residues of the partially folded 22-mer wild type peptide from a previous section

(Section 3.3.3). The same partially folded starting configuration after 7 µs was chosen for

all biased simulations.

Biasing the secondary structure of Opi1 AH

ABMD adds a ratchet-and-pawl restraint acting along a specified CV [196,197]. This means

that the system is allowed to evolve into the direction that increases the CV naturally and

no external force is applied. If the system tries to evolve such that the CV decreases, a

harmonic potential is used to keep the system in its current state. Using the analogy of

a rugged energy surface being a mountain: in ABMD the system is chaperoned to climb

the top, but kept from falling down hill by external influences. The choice of a CV is very

important and Pietrucci and Laio have introduced a CV for the efficient exploration of

α-helical and β-sheet secondary structures [201]. This CV will be referred to as alpharmsd

in the following. The RMSD between a six residue stretch of the simulated structure and

an ideal α-helix is calculated. The RMSD is transformed to a value between 0 and 1 with

a switching function and summed over all possible six residue blocks. A high CV value

should indicate the successful folding of the AH. The reference alpharmsd CV for a 22-mer

α-helical peptide was determined to be 14.5. This is the target value which the system

should have after successfully biasing.

Five biased simulations were set up with the alpharmsd CV for different values of κ:

0.5, 5, 50, 100 and 500 kJ mol−1. All residues of the 22-mer peptide (K112–M131) were

considered with the harmonic restraint during the ABMD simulations. Figure 3.18 shows

the alpharmsd CV as a function of time for all five values of κ in panel A, whereas

panel B shows the instantaneous bias potential applied at a given time. The low value
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of κ = 0.5 kJ mol−1 is sufficient to fold an α-helix from K122–K128 after 40 ns, but not

strong enough to have the “KGK motif” folded as well. The final structure resembles

that of two separate helices, with one embedded into the membrane and the second one

perpendicular to it. Increasing the κ value to 0.5 and 5 kJ mol−1 results in a left-handed

helix spanning A121-M131 and G120-M131, respectively. Both of these left-handed α-helices

are again found outside of the membrane. Setting κ = 100 kJ mol−1 collapses the unfolded

region of the 22-mer peptide into an α-helical conformation from residues K119-K125.

At the same time, a short single turn left-handed helix is formed starting at E126. Only

κ = 100 kJ mol−1 is able to fold a proper α-helix, which inserts into the membrane after

formation. This simulation was run for a total of 720 ns with the bias constantly acting on

the CV. This inserted and fully folded AH was then run for another 1.5 µs without any bias

in a conventional MD simulation. The AH remained fully folded and membrane-embedded

throughout this unbiased MD simulation.

Figure 3.18: Observables from ABMD simulations for different values of κ. The (A) collective
variable and (B) bias potential are plotted as a function of time for different values of κ. Only the
simulation with κ = 100 kJ mol−1 is able to completely fold and embed the AH. The others result
in left-handed α-helices.

Dihedral angle biases of a single turn

A second biasing approach was used to try and fold the AH. Although the alpharmsd CV

was successful in folding the AH, it also produced unexpected left-handed α-helices. One

way to overcome this problem is to specifically bias on the peptides’ backbone dihedral

angles. The φ values, and to some degree also the ψ values, are separated far enough between

left-handed and right-handed α-helices. The folding of α-helices is favored to proceed from

N- to C-terminus [202]. In some of the previous simulations folding was sometimes observed

to start in the middle of the sequence. Even after insertion of this partially folded AH into

the membrane (Figure 3.15A), the folding would have needed to continue both toward the

N- and C-terminus for completion. To test if a bias on the dihedral angles is sufficient to

fold, an ABMD simulation was set up and a harmonic potential was applied on the dihedral

angles of A118, K119, G120 and K121 one after the other with κ = 500 kJ mol−1. The bias
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for the φ and ψ dihedral angles of a given residue was turned on followed by a waiting

time of 1 ns before the next bias. Figure 3.19 shows the time series of the φ and ψ dihedral

angles, as well as four snapshots of the folding. The bias for A118 is immediately turned

on, bringing the φ dihedral into an α-helical region. Subsequently, the biases for K119 and

G120 are turned on. The time series shows that the φ dihedral of K119 first undergoes a

reorientation and falls into the α-helical region, correlated with the ψ dihedral of G120.

The short α-helical turn in the “KGK motif” forms outside of the membrane (Figure 3.19A)

and must rearrange the position of its lysines (Figure 3.19B), before it is able to start

inserting (Figure 3.19C) into the membrane (Figure 3.19D). The C-terminal N122 residue

transiently adopts an α-helical conformation at 25 ns, but does not keep it without any

biases. The insertion or folding of this partially folded AH does not continue. K121 is seen

to prop up the α-helix against the membrane, causing the AH to tilt (Figure 3.19D). The

simulation was run for more than one microsecond, after which the bias on the four residues

was turned off. The “KGK motif” immediately unfolded without any external biases. This

points to the observation that the α-helix is propped up against the membrane, has no

bulky hydrophobic anchor and is not properly inserted at its folded C-terminus. As further

folding was not observed in the microsecond long ABMD simulation and folding of a single

loop was not sufficient to keep it in the α-helical conformation, another simulation with a

more sophisticated biasing scheme was set up.

Figure 3.19: Snapshots from ABMD folding simulation of AKGK in 22-mer peptide. The left
panels show the dihedral angles φ and ψ as a function of time for the first 40 ns of the simulation.
Vertical lines in the time series correspond to the snapshots in the panels on the right (A–D). Key
residues are annotated and lipid headgroups are shown as transparent colored beads.

Blockwise biases on dihedrals of separate turns

A blockwise biasing scheme was used to fold the remaining AH starting at the partially

folded 22-mer peptide. In light of the observation that the folding of the previously described

partially folded 22-mer peptide proceeded from N- to C-terminus, a biasing scheme was set

up to fold each helical turn separately. In brief, the φ and ψ dihedral angles of the amino
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acid residues of every turn were biased in short succession using steered MD [198]. This

method acts on each dihedral with a specified force and pushes it into the specified direction.

After the bias on each turn was in place, a waiting time of several dozen nanoseconds held

the turn folded. The dihedral biases on the next turn were turned on after the previous

waiting time. A total of three blocks were defined: (i) A118–K121, (ii) D122–K125 and (iii)

E126–K128. Each block contains one hydrophobic amino acids that can anchor the AH

on the membrane. In between blocks a waiting time of 80 ns was observed, as well as an

additional waiting time of 1 ns between each residue inside a block. Figure 3.20 shows the

dihedral angles φ and ψ as a function of time.

Figure 3.20: Dihedral angles from 22-mer steered MD simulation show folding of the AH. The
dihedral angles φ and ψ are plotted as a function of time for I117–Y127. The dihedral biases were
switched on in blocks of three to four residues at a time. ψ dihedrals of A118–G120 are adopt the
expected values immediately, whereas I117 takes more than 150 ns to fold. The gray area indicates
the common φ (−90 deg to −35 deg) and ψ (−70 deg to −15 deg) dihedrals found in α-helical
structures.

The ψ dihedral angles of A118–K121 immediately converge to the α-helical region after

their respective bias is turned on. D122 spontaneously adopts the helical conformation

after 25 ns, followed by N123 and L124 that also adopt the conformation without any biases

after 60 ns. The bias of the second block was turned on after 80 ns and immediately pushed

the ψ dihedrals of K125 into an α-helical conformation. Finally, Y127 and E126 adopt the

α-helical conformation after 175 ns. Although the dihedral angles of I117 were not biased,

its time series are also plotted in Figure 3.20. The ψ dihedral indicates a kink in the

α-helical structure and only relaxes into the fully folded α-helix after 150 ns. Snapshots of

the folding are shown in Figure 3.21. The panels A–C visualize how the C-terminal helix

is formed almost turn-by-turn. After I117 adopts a fully α-helical conformation, the folded

C-terminal helix inserts into the membrane in less than 10 ns (Figure 3.21C and D). The

remaining residues Y127 and K128 folded after the insertion.

Biasing on the separate dihedral angles φ and ψ in distinctive helical blocks results in

a properly folded α-helix. It has to be noted that the helix did not form as planned. It was
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Figure 3.21: Snapshots from steered MD folding simulation of 22-mer Opi1 AH. Each panel shows
a snapshot at a different point of the trajectory. (A) The turn around the “KGK motif” is formed.
(B) The second turn (D122–L124) forms and (C) continues to E126. (D) I117 adopts an α-helical
conformation and tilts the helix onto the membrane. (E) The C-terminus of the AH folds into an
α-helix. Lipids and solvent are not shown for clarity.

envisioned that each turn would form separately and then insert into the membrane to

elongate any previously folded helix. Only after insertion the next turn was supposed to

fold, insert and thus again elongate the growing helix. The results described above show

that the α-helix is mostly formed outside of the membrane and insert into the lipid-water

interface in a single quick motion. It remains unclear, if this is the actual process of the

Opi1 AH membrane insertion or if another pathway can also lead to the fully folded state.

3.4 Discussion
The conformational dynamics of the Opi1 AH was studied with atomistic MD simulations

in addition to in vivo and in vitro experiments. Based on the abundance of PA, Opi1

maintains the lipid homeostasis of GPLs in S. cerevisiae. It uses its AH to recognize and

interact with PA. Simulations at high temperature have shown that the Opi1 AH is not

folded in solution, consistent with experimental observations [157]. Similarly, other AHs

have been described to be unstructured in solution. For example, both the AH of Atg8

and mellitin fold only upon membrane binding [203–207].

When Opi1 is not bound to the membrane its AH must decide if it is worth tethering,

folding and inserting into the lipid bilayer. Simulations with different membrane composi-

tions have revealed a difference in binding preference of the AH. With sufficient membrane

charges the AH is recruited to membranes and kept close long enough for its hydrophobic

residues L113 and I117 to tether the unfolded peptide at the lipid-water interface. Without

any membrane charge, thus in the presence of only PC headgroups, the unfolded peptide is

transiently recruited to the membrane, but fails to properly tether itself. The addition of PE

headgroups allows the AH to tether to the membrane more often. PE lipids are considered

to be conical lipids that prefer a negative curved membrane, as compared to cylindrical PC

lipids that prefer positive curvature. Previous studies have shown that conical lipids lead to

lipid-packing defects in lipid bilayers [16,22,208–210]. Lipid-packing defects are areas with

a low lipid density exposing parts of the hydrophobic membrane core. It is possible that

the introduction of PE lipids exposes more packing-defects on the surface and thus leads

to a more stable tethering of the Opi1 AH. The exchange of PE for PA lipids reveals that
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not only the lipid-packing defects, but also the general membrane charge can be important

for tethering. PA headgroups are smaller than PE and hold a negative charge of 1- in the

simulations presented in this thesis. Experimental studies have shown that the charge of

PA increases from 1- to 2- when interacting with lysine or arginine residues [211]. The

Opi1 AH is lined with both lysine and arginine residues, providing sufficient interaction

partners for the PA headgroups.

After the AH is tethered to the membrane, it must either fold and insert or dissociate.

The simulations in this thesis have shown the propensity of the Opi1 AH for partial

folding at lipid-water interfaces. This observation highlights the urge of the peptide to

form an α-helical conformation and hide its hydrophobic residues inside the hydrophobic

core of a membrane. All folding events did not lead to a stably inserted and fully folded

α-helix. In one case a short two turn α-helical conformation was stabilized by membrane

insertion for ∼10 µs, but was excluded from the membrane and ultimately unfolded. No

full folding of the AH was observed in the extensive unbiased simulations reported in the

previous sections. The folding pathways of the designed WALP peptide, as well as if the

antimicrobial peptide mellitin have been studied extensively with biased and unbiased MD

simulations [212–215]. Spontaneous insertion of these peptides has been observed, whereas

proper folding required the use of biased MD simulations to overcome free energy barriers.

An exception is seen with mellitin, which is able to fold on the lipid-water interface without

any external biases [213]. Its partial and full folding were observed at high-temperature

simulations in less than 2 µs. Specific differences, as the primary sequence of the peptide,

as well as the membrane environment can have an impact on the folding kinetics. Charged

residues are found mostly at the termini of the mellitin peptide, whereas they are found

throughout the AH of Opi1. The presence of these charged residues can have a severe effect

on the folding on charged lipid-water interfaces.

In the MD simulations folding stopped right before the “KGK motif” suggesting a

biological function of some of these three residues. The sequence similarity analysis revealed

that most of the AH is conserved in Saccharomycetes, including the “KGK motif”. To test if

these theoretical observations are indeed of relevance, in vivo and in vitro were performed,

confirming the functional role of G120. The single point mutation G120A increases the

stability of the AH, and keeps it bound to the ER membrane even after PA lipid depletion.

Simulations of single and double point mutations at positions 120 and 121 in the 22-mer

peptide revealed that the “KGK motif” indeed bears a functional role. The results highlight

the functional duality of G120 in the Opi1 AH. The folding of the AH is slowed by the

presence of G120, to allow the protein to decide if embedding is necessary, depending on

the PA abundance. The charges of PA, as well as the packing-defects allow for tethering

and insert of the AH into the lipid bilayer. This leads to a “fully functional” form of

the AH. In this situation, G120 switches its function and aids to destabilize the α-helical

structure of the Opi1 AH. Here, the abundance of PA lipids will determine if the AH

will stay embedded. When PA is depleted this destabilization of the secondary structure

will lead to the dissociation from the membrane and subsequent unfolding in solution. No

literature is available on the functional modulation of AHs by glycines.
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While initial folding can happen in hundreds of nanoseconds, the complete folding of

the AH takes a long time. Only with sufficient time and the presence of enough membrane

charge will the unfolded peptide have a chance to form a complete α-helix and subsequently

insert into the membrane. The fully folded α-helix was shown to have a specific lipid

sensing function when completely inserted into the membrane (see Chapter 2) [157, 183].

The present work shows that G120 acts as a control element that either (i) delays the

process of folding before the Opi1 AH can start sensing the PA lipid abundance or (ii)

destabilizes the α-helical fold of the AH to enable its dissociation from the membrane,

after the depletion of PA lipids from the membrane leaflet. Ultimately, the attempts to fold

the AH using enhanced sampling methods have revealed additional complications. The

full folding of the AH is possible outside of the membrane, while parts of it are already

anchored. It remains unclear if the AH folds in a turn-by-turn fashion by inserting each

turn after the other into the membrane. As the simulations in this work have shown, turns

can fold separately outside of the membrane, but do not insert by themselves. Instead, the

turns form a longer α-helix first and then embed the full helix into the membrane. This

work has established a possible mechanism of AH folding on lipid-water interfaces using

enhanced sampling methods.
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Structural dynamics of the HIV-1 glycoprotein

The investigations of the dynamics of different HIV-1 glycoproteins comprise computational

work that was performed at the Max Planck Insitute of Biophysics, Frankfurt am Main,

Germany. All simulations, data analysis and interpretations were carried out by myself

under the supervision of Dr. Roberto Covino (Frankfurt Institute for Advanced Studies,

Frankfurt) and Prof. Dr. Gerhard Hummer (Department of Theoretical Biophysics, Max

Planck Institute of Biophysics, Frankfurt).

4.1 Introduction
1.7 million people have acquired the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) in 2019, while

940000 have died due to the acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) [216]. Although

these numbers have declined by 23 % in the past decade, finding a cure is still an impor-

tant goal. The structural and functional characterization of HIV proteins can help the

development of novel vaccines and treatment options [217–219].

In order to penetrate the cell’s defenses, HIV predominantly targets activated CD4+

T cells [220–223]. The envelope (Env) glycoprotein sits on viral membranes and facilitates

the fusion between the viral and target cell membrane [53,224,225]. Two distinct subunits

compose the Env protein, a soluble surface domain, gp120, and a membrane-bound domain,

gp41, which is tethered to the viral membrane by one TMD [226]. The two protomers are

initially synthesized as a precursor polypeptide gp160, and are produced via proteolytic

cleavage. gp120 mediates the interaction with the CD4 receptor and its co-receptors CCR5

or CXCR4, after rearrangement to the open state from a previously pre-fusion mature

state [226]. These interactions lead to membrane fusion, which is thought to be mediated

by gp41. After membrane fusion, Env ends up in the post-fusion state. Env is the only

protein on the viral membrane that is recognized by the human immune system. Available

vaccines bind to the membrane-proximal extended region (MPER) of gp41, which precedes

the TMD on its N-terminus [227–229].

HIV-1 Env structures were solved in a trimeric conformation both pre- and post-

fusion [230–235], whereas the oligomeric state of the TMD remains under debate. Two

recent publications reported the NMR structure of the TMD in 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-

3-phosphocholine (DMPC) bicelles, describing different oligomeric states in identical ex-

perimental setups [236,237]. Dev et al. described a C3 symmetric homotrimeric structure,

that is characterized by a coiled-coil arrangement at the N-terminus and C-terminal po-

lar interactions [236]. Instead, Chilivery et al. presented a continuously folded 32-residue
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monomeric α-helix, validating their results via extensive NMR and DEER EPR measure-

ments, as well as analytical ultracentrifugation [237]. Two more publications add to the

puzzle: one identifies a gp41 conformation with trimeric TMD, but monomeric MPER

interacting with the membrane surface [238], whereas the other reports a C3 symmetric

trimeric arrangement of MPER-TMD, where MPER forms two distinct α-helices separated

by a kink [239].

The TMD of gp41 has two specific characteristics: (i) its sequence is too long to be

accommodated in the hydrophobic core of its host membrane and (ii) it displays a highly

conserved arginine, R696, which experiments locate at the center of the membrane [236].

Cationic residues are conserved at this position and mutational screenings of R696 reveal

a loss of viral membrane fusion [236, 240–243]. MPER, preceding the TMD on its N-

terminus, is well conserved and also important for membrane fusion [244]. It interacts

with cholesterol-rich membranes through its cholesterol recognition/interaction amino acid

consensus (CRAC) and could act as an AH [245–248]. The structure and dynamics of

MPER are of great interest, because it is the only region in gp41 that is recognized by two

bnAbs, 4E10 and 10E8, which bind at the junction between MPER and TMD [246]. These

antibodies show a neutralization of up to 98% and have helped to identify one Achilles’

heel in the HIV-1 Env glycoprotein.

Aim. Here, extensive all atom MD simulations are used to study the dynamics of the

monomeric and trimeric conformations of gp41. The aim was to identify the differences in

their arrangements in the membrane. The results highlight specific MPER conformations

that recover known broadly neutralizing HIV-1 antibody (bnAb) epitopes. The accessibility

of these epitopes is studied in the absence and presence of the N-terminal Env glycoprotein.

4.2 Methods
Throughout this chapter the sequences from HIV-1 Clade D were used. All residue numbers

are referred to by the HXB2 numbering [249]. All simulations were performed with the

CHARMM36m force field [179] using the TIP3P water model [250]. All simulations were

run using GROMACS 2016 [165].

4.2.1 Membrane composition

Simulations were set up with symmetric lipid bilayers representing viral-like compositions

(Table 4.1) and membranes completely composed of DMPC. In viral-like membranes 1-

palmitoyl-2-linoleoyl (PLxx) lipids were included. These contain one acyl chain with two

unsaturated bonds, and replace plasmalogen lipids (6 unsaturated bonds) that are enriched

in viral membranes [251]. Parameters for plasmalogen lipids were not available at the

time of writing of this chapter. A variety of different lipid species and sterols was used for

the viral-like compositions: cholesterol, 1-palmitoyl-2-linoleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine

(PLPC), 1-palmitoyl-2-linoleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (PLPE), POPE, POPE,

sphingomyelin (SSM) an DOPC.
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Table 4.1: Lipid composition used for viral-like membrane bilayers in atomistic simulations. The
columns represent the total number of lipids in both leaflets.

Lipid Number of lipids Lipid fraction (%)

Cholesterol 96 32
PLPC 52 17
PLPE 48 15
POPE 48 15
POPC 40 13
SSM 18 6
DOPC 6 2

4.2.2 Preparation of membrane based structures

UCSF CHIMERA [162] was used to model the 50-residue segment of the gp41 TMD

(672-WFDITNWLWYIRIFIIIVGSLIGLRIVFAVLSLVNRVRQGYSPLSFQTLL-721) into

an α-helix and align it along the z-axis for all monomeric TMD simulations. Similarly, a

61-residue segment (656-NEKDLLELDKWASLWNWFDITNWLWYIRIFIIIVGSLIGLRI

VFAVLSLVNRVRQGYSPLS-S716) was used to model the initial α-helix for monomeric

MPER-TMD simulations. The R696 rotamers were generated using the Dunbrack 2010

library [252], choosing the χ angles such that the arginines point in a parallel, orthogonal

or anti-parallel direction with respect to the membrane normal (Table 4.2). The two

published trimeric structures (PDB IDs: 5JYN and 6E8W) were used for simulations of

the trimers [236,239]. In all simulations N- and C-terminus were acetylated and amidated,

respectively.

Table 4.2: Side chain dihedral angles used for the three R696 rotamers with their accompanying
names.

Name χ1 χ2 χ3 χ4

up -70.7 177.5 -180.0 172.6
middle -179.2 175.2 178.1 -178.6
down -179.4 65.3 178.1 173.5

4.2.3 Preparation of soluble HIV-1 gp140 structure

The crystal structure of HIV-1 gp140 (PDB ID: 5CEZ [253]) was used to model the trimeric

structure. The crystal structure 5CEZ contains a single unit that was used to construct the

C3 symmetric trimer. First, all partially resolved glycans were removed from the structure

in the single unit. A total of 26 residues were not resolved in the crystal structure across

three missing regions, two in the V1 loop and one in the V4 loop. These residues were

modeled using MODELLER [254]. The missing residues are listed in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Missing residues in HIV-1 gp140 model that were constructed with MODELLER.

Region V1 V1 V4

Residues D140–G152 N185–S187 N398–S410

After modeling the missing loops, the trimeric protein was created with UCSF CHIMERA
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by mirroring the single unit to establish C3 symmetry. The protein was embedded in a

14.9 nm3 simulation box, solvated with TIP3P water and sodium and chloride ions using

CHARMM-GUI [172,178]. The system was energy minimized using steepest descent and

subsequently equilibrated in a single step for 25 ps with an integration time of 1 fs. The

Nosé-Hoover thermostat was used to establish a temperature of 310 K with a characteris-

tic time of 1 ps [152, 255, 256]. For the 665 ns production simulation the Velocity Rescale

thermostat [170] and Parrinello-Rahman barostat [171] were used. The thermostat kept

a constant temperature of 310 K with a characteristic time of 1 ps, whereas the barostat

established a pressure of 1 bar with a characteristic time of 5 ps.

4.2.4 Determination of HIV-1 gp140 stability

The stability of the HIV-1 gp140 protein structure (simulation #9) was quantified by

calculating the RMSD and root-mean-square fluctuation (RMSF). Before calculations of

either of these two quantities, the instantaneous structure was superimposed onto the

starting structure using a rigid-body alignment.

Root-mean-square deviation

The RMSD measures the deviation of atomic coordinates of an instantaneous structure

to a reference structure and averages this deviation over all particles N . Therefore, the

RMSD is a function of time t:

RMSD(t) =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

|ri(t)− rrefi |
2

(4.1)

where ri is the position of the ith atom in euclidean space and rrefi is the position of the

ith atom in the reference structure.

Root-mean-square fluctuation

The RMSF measures the deviation of the instantaneous position of the jth particle and

its reference position as an average over the trajectory of time T :

RMSDj =

√√√√ 1

T

T∑
i

|rj(i)− rrefj |
2

(4.2)

The RMSF of every side chain in the HIV-1 gp140 structure was calculated by considering

only the Cα backbone atoms. To calculate the RMSD of the structure, only Cα backbone

atoms with a RMSF ≤ 3 Å were considered.

4.2.5 Calculation of the hydrophobicity profile

Every residue in the sequence of the gp41 TMD was assigned a hydrophobicity value accord-

ing to the scale defined by Kyte and Doolittle [257]. For every residue i the hydrophobicity
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score was computed by considering i− (n− 1)/2 residues on each side, with the window

size n = 19. The final score for residue i is the sum of all hydrophobicity values of the

considered residues. In addition, the hydrophobicity of 18-residue windows was assessed

with HeliQuest [258].

4.2.6 Setup of membrane systems

CHARMM-GUI was used to set up membrane systems containing either the monomeric

or trimeric structure of gp41 (MPER-)TMD [172, 175–178]. All structures were centered

at the origin, with the N-terminus pointing in the positive z-direction. Simulations were

set up with a symmetric viral-like lipid bilayer (Table 4.1) with 154 lipids per leaflet, as

well as a symmetric DMPC model lipid bilayer with ∼150 lipids per leaflet. Ions were

added for a total concentration of 0.15 m, with KCl for the two trimer simulations in viral-

like bilayers (systems #6) and NaCl for all other simulations (systems 1–5 and #7–8).

The systems were first energy minimized and subsequently equilibrated. Each system was

energy minimized using steepest descent and subsequent equilibration was done in several

steps. In the first step, the system was equilibrated in a canonical (NVT) ensemble with

an integration time step of 1 fs for 25 ps, maintaining a temperature of 310 K. During

this phase, position restraints of 1000 kJ mol−1 nm−2 were applied to lipid heavy atoms.

Restraints on backbone heavy atoms of the protein were lowered from 4000 kJ mol−1 nm−2

to 2000 kJ mol−1 nm−2. The Berendsen barostat was used to keep a constant pressure

of 1 bar in the isothermal-isobaric (NPT) equilibration for the first 25 ps, with a time

step of 1 fs [151]. The subsequent equilibration steps were performed for 300 ps with a

time step of 2 fs. Here, lipid position restraints were decreased from 400 kJ mol−1 nm−2 to

0 kJ mol−1 nm−2 and protein position restraints were decreased from 1000 kJ mol−1 nm−2

to 200 kJ mol−1 nm−2. Trimeric simulations in DMPC bilayers underwent an additional

equilibration of 50 ns, where positions restraints were applied on all protein heavy atoms

or backbone atoms. Restraints were decreased in subsequent steps, as described above.

During the production simulations no restraints were applied on the system. The Velocity

Rescale thermostat [170] and Parrinello-Rahman barostat [171], with semiisotropic pressure

coupling, were used to keep a constant temperature of 310 K and pressure of 1 bar, applying

them on the protein, membrane, and solvent with characteristic times of 1 ps to 5 ps,

respectively. Throughout the simulation non-bonded interactions were cutoff at 1.2 nm. All

HIV-1 glycoprotein simulations reported in this chapter are listed in Table 4.4.

4.2.7 Calculation of tilt angles

The angle of the TMD to the membrane normal was calculated to quantify the TMDs tilt.

The COM of two reference atom groups were defined as two points A and B (Table 4.5).

The vector ~v spanning through BA forms a tilt angle with the membrane normal. The

time series was window averaged with a window size of 25 ns. Similarly, the tilt angle of

the R696 side chain was calculated by defining the points A and B as the side chains’ Cα

and Cζ atoms, respectively.
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Table 4.4: Simulated systems with HIV-1 glycoprotein structures reported in this chapter. The
simulation time is listed for each repetition of a single membrane composition or construct.

# Description PDB ID(s) Membrane Time (µs) Box (nm3)

1 Monomer TMD1 – Virus-like 6.4 10.0×10.0×10.0
2 Monomer TMD2 – Virus-like 6.4 10.0×10.0×10.0
3 Monomer TMD3 – Virus-like 6.4 10.0×10.0×10.0
4 Monomer MPER-TMD1 – Virus-like 4.0 10.0×10.0×10.0
5 Monomer MPER-TMD3 – Virus-like 4.0 10.0×10.0×10.0
6 Trimer TMD 5JYN Virus-like 2×10.0 13.0×13.0×9.3
7 Trimer MPER-TMD4 6E8W DMPC 3×3.0 9.8×9.8×10
8 Trimer MPER-TMD5 6E8W DMPC 3×3.0 9.8×9.8×10
9 HIV-1 gp140 5CEZ – 0.65 14.9×14.9×14.9

10
HIV-1 gp140 connected to 5CEZ

DMPC 4.0 15.0×15.0×15.0
gp41 MPER-TMD 6E8W

11
HIV-1 gp140 connected to 5CEZ
gp41 MPER-TMD with 6E8W DMPC 0.69 22.9×22.9×22.6
bound 4E10 bnAb 4XAW

1 Initial orientation of R696 side chain in up conformation.
2 Initial orientation of R696 side chain in middle conformation.
3 Initial orientation of R696 side chain in down conformation.
4 Protein heavy atoms restrained during additional 50 ns of equilibration.
5 Protein backbone heavy atoms restrained during additional 50 ns of equilibration.

4.2.8 Distances of N- and C-termini

The N- and C-terminal distances were calculated as a function of time, to quantify the

instability of the trimeric structure in systems #6, #7 and #8. The Cα atoms of L679

and S703 were defined as the N-terminal and C-terminal reference points, respectively.

The pairwise distance between all three protomers was calculated, window averaging the

resulting time series with a window size of 10 ns.

4.2.9 Density calculations

The mass densities of different atom groups were calculated over the whole trajectory using

gmx density. The trajectory was centered around the membrane before each calculation.

Table 4.5: Atom groups used to calculate the tilt angle of helical segments in gp41 TMD and gp41
MPER-TMD simulations. The center of mass of all backbone atoms from group A and B were used
as reference points for the respective group. The system numbers are the same as in Table 4.4.

# Type A B

1–2, 4 N-terminal TMD I682-I686 L692-R696
1–2, 4 C-terminal TMD V698-L702 R707-G711

3, 5 Full TMD I682-G690 S703-G711
6 Full TMD Y681-V689 L702-Q710

7–8 Full TMD I682-G690 S703-G711
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All atoms were binned into 200 equally sized spatial bins according to their z coordinate,

averaging all positions over the trajectory.

4.2.10 Number of hydrogen bonds

The HydrogenBondAnalysis module from MDAnalysis [180,181] was used to calculate the

number of hydrogen bonds between all amino acids and water molecules. Hydrogen bonds

were defined with two geometric criteria: the euclidean distance d between the acceptor

and hydrogen atom is d = 1.3Å, and the angle ω between donor-hydrogen-acceptor is

ω ≥ 130◦.

4.2.11 Alignment of antibody crystal structures

Rigid-body RMSD alignment [259] was used to superimpose the antibody-bound and co-

crystallized gp41 epitope structures onto the corresponding regions of gp41 MPER-TMD in

the atomistic MD simulations (#7–8). The bnAbs were superimposed onto every frame and

every protomer in the 3 µs trajectories of all six simulations. The bnAb crystal structures

used in this study are listed in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6: Epitopes of bnAbs superimposed onto gp41 MPER-TMD structures.

bnAb PDB ID Crystal epitope Simulation epitope Reference

4E10 4XAW N671–K686 N671–I686 Irimia et al., 2016 [260]
10E8 5T6L N119–D131 N671–R683 Irimia et al., 2017 [261]
10E8 4G6F E659–R685 L660–F685 Huang et al., 2012 [262]

4.2.12 Preparation of antibody structures

The 4E10 bnAb crystal structure (PDB ID: 4XAW [260]) was used for atomistic simulations.

All non-protein atoms were removed from the structure, including the co-crystallized

glycerol backbones. Not all residues were resolved in this crystal structure and required

modeling. While the antigen-binding fragment (Fab) of antibodies has a conserved fold, the

paratope and its CDRs vary in length. This allows the CDRs to adapt and recognize the

various structural features of their epitopes. To make these variable regions comparable,

Kabat et al. developed the Kabat numbering scheme [263]. This scheme allows to align the

sequences of antibodies using the constant regions by reusing the residue numbers in the

CDRs. For example, the 4E10 bnAb is characterized by multiple residues with the residue

number 100: TRP100, GLY100A, TRP100B, etc. In the 4XAW structure various residues

were missing that are found in the CDRs. The following heavy chain residues required

modeling: E1, G99, W100, G100A, W100B, L100C, S129, S130, K131, S132, T133, S134.

The residues W100, G100A, W100B and L100C are part of the loop that was shown to

interact with the membrane [260]. The co-crystallized epitope was kept in the structure

to allow superimposition onto the corresponding MPER region, but was removed in the

simulation with the bnAb docked to its epitope underneath the soluble part of the Env

glycoprotein (system #11). The bnAb structure was not energy minimized or equilibrated
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separately before being used in the other systems.

4.2.13 Preparation of combined HIV-1 structures

To construct a model containing HIV-1 gp120 and gp41, the latter without its CTD,

multiple structures were combined. The C-terminal pairwise distances between the Cα

atoms of N675 in the gp140 model (simulation #9) were calculated and compared with

the N-terminal pairwise distances of I675 Cα atoms in the gp41 MPER-TMD simulations

(systems #7–8). The MPER-TMD simulation with the best overlapping distances to the

HIV-1 gp140 model was chosen for the next modeling step.

The membrane patch required extension in the x and y directions. The membrane

edges of systems #7–8 measured 9.8 nm, whereas the HIV-1 gp140 simulation (#9) was

set up with an edge length of 14.9 nm box to fit the bigger soluble part of the Env

glycoprotein. The membrane of system #7B was extended by considering its immediate

periodic boundary images in x and y directions, resulting in an edge length of 20 nm.

The patch was finally cropped to an edge length of 14.8 nm and water and ion atoms

were added. To re-establish PBCs, a short 100 step energy minimization using “soft-core”

potentials was used [264,265]. This procedure is able to minimize the energy in a system

with overlapping atoms by removing the singularity in the Coulomb and Lennard-Jones

potentials at very close interatomic distances. Afterwards a normal steepest descent energy

minimization was performed, followed by three additional equilibration steps. First, the

system was heated to 310 K over 50 ps using the Berendsen thermostat with a characteristic

time of 1 ps. Next, the Velocity-Rescale thermostat was established for the same amount of

time using the same settings. Afterwards semiisotropic pressure coupling was established to

keep a constant pressure of 1 bar with the Parrinello-Rahman barostat and a characteristic

time of 5 ps. The same procedure was repeated for system #11 by considering the already

extended membrane patch from system #10 and extension to a final edge length of 22.9 nm.

The same minimization and equilibration procedure was performed as described above.

To connect the gp41 MPER-TMD structure in the extended and equilibrated mem-

brane, the water and ion molecules were removed from the box. The principal axis of

the equilibrated HIV-1 gp140 structure (simulation #9) was aligned along the membrane

normal, and the structures heptad repeat 1 region (HR1) α-helices were centered along

the principal axis of the gp41 TMD in the MPER-TMD model. For system #10 the HIV-1

gp140 construct was translated by 10 Å away from the lipid-water interface. In system

#11 the construct was translated by 10 Å in both x and y directions, as well as tilted by

∼45°. Only this translation and tilt of the HIV-1 gp140 model allowed the placement of

the 4E10 bnAb onto its corresponding MPER epitope in system #11. All missing residues

in the 4E10 bnAb (PDB ID: 4XAW) were modeled (Section 4.2.12) and the bnAb was su-

perimposed onto its corresponding MPER epitope (Section 4.2.11). Some lipids (less than

five) needed to be removed from the system, as they were clashing with the inserted loop

of the bnAb. For system #10 the N-terminal MPER α-helix was truncated by removing

residues L660–N674, whereas in system #11 the C-terminal α-helices in the HIV-1 gp140

model were truncated, removing residues E654–D659. In both cases these removed residues
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allowed the connection between the two models. The two structures were connected by

unstructured loops using MODELLER. In a last step, the system was solvated with TIP3P

water molecules and 0.15 m NaCl. In either case, the system was equilibrated using the

same multi-step procedure as described previously in Section 4.2.6.

4.2.14 Contacts between antibody and its epitope

Contacts between the 4E10 bnAb and its MPER epitope were calculated for the whole tra-

jectory of system #11. The definitions of the contacts were taken from Cardoso et al. [266]

and can be found in Table 4.7. In every frame, the euclidean distance between the two

atoms of interest was calculated.

Table 4.7: Putative hydrogen bonds and salt bridge contacts between 4E10 antibody and its MPER
epitope as described by [266]. Superscript L and H indicate the light and heavy chains, respectively.

Peptide atom Fab 4E10 atom Distance (Å)

W670–O S94L–Oγ 3.4
N671–Oδ1 Y91L–O 2.9
N671–Nδ2 S94L–N 3.2
W672–N S94L–Oγ 3.2
W672–Nε1 I56H–O 3.2
N673–Oδ1 K32L–Nζ 3.4
T676–Oγ1 E95H–Oε1 3.0
T676–Oγ1 E95H–Oε2 2.8
K680–Nζ K100CH–O 2.7

4.3 Results
In the following section, the results of atomistic MD simulations of various HIV-1 gp41

constructs are described. The section starts with simulations of a monomeric gp41 TMD in

a viral-like lipid bilayer and compares it with simulations of monomeric gp41 MPER-TMD.

The transmembrane regions in both simulations are observed to tilt, such as to fit their

hydrophobic core into the membrane. The section then continues to describe the dynamics

of the trimeric gp41 TMD structure (PDB ID: 5JYN) in viral-like lipid bilayers, showing

that these NMR structures are not stable in unbiased MD simulations. They rearrange

at the C-terminus due to snorkeling of R696 towards the cytofacial leaflet. To assess if

the experimentally used DMPC bilayers can stabilize the trimeric configuration, the gp41

MPER-TMD structure (PDB ID: 6E8W) is simulated in homogeneous DMPC bilayers

using two different equilibration schemes. A rearrangement of these trimeric structures is

observed. Afterwards, crystal structures of bnAbs are docked to showcase how the MPER

recovers known bnAb epitopes in the unbiased MD simulations. To assess the accessibility

of bnAbs to the MPER epitope in presence of the N-terminal Env glycoprotein, a crystal

structure of HIV-1 gp140 (PDB ID: 5CEZ) is modeled on top of the gp41 MPER-TMD

structure and simulated. A final simulation is described with a 4E10 bnAb (PDB ID: 4XAW)

bound to its MPER epitope in an almost full length HIV-1 gp160 model. Implications on

the accessibility of epitopes by bnAbs targeting the MPER are discussed.
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4.3.1 R696 adapts two stable conformations in monomeric gp41 TMD

The influence of R696 on the conformation of the monomeric gp41 TMD was investigated.

If not shielded, charged residues inside membranes tend to snorkel toward the lipid-water

interface. A highly conserved arginine residue is found at the center of the TMD of HIV-

1 gp41. To test whether R696 snorkels to either membrane leaflet, three independent

simulations were set up. The monomeric gp41 TMD was positioned in the membrane such

that R696 was found between the two leaflets. The simulations differed by rotamers defining

the initial orientation of R696: towards the exofacial leaflet, perpendicular to the membrane

normal, and towards the cytofacial leaflet (up, middle and down, respectively) (Figure 4.1A).

Both R696 rotamers pointing upwards (red) and downwards (blue) are stable in their

initial configuration for the total simulation time of 6.5 µs, whereas R696 perpendicular

to the membrane normal (green) is not stable and immediately points upwards during

equilibration (Figure 4.1B).

Figure 4.1: Orientation of R696 in a model lipid bilayer. The initial structure after energy mini-
mization (A) shows three rotamers of R696, while the equilibrated structure (B) shows their stable
orientation. The ribbon represents the helical fold of the TMD, with the gray area being the 50-mer
used in the simulations reported here, the green area being the 40-mer used in two experimental
studies [236,237]. The orange area covers the R679–709 stretch, and was reported to form a consec-
utive α-helix [237]. Three possible rotamers of R696 are shown: up (red), middle (green) and down
(blue). Water and lipid molecules are not shown.

4.3.2 The gp41 TMD exhibits two conformations depending on R696

The TMD adopts a tilted configuration in order to be entirely contained in the membrane.

The three monomeric simulations from the previous section, with the TMD placed initially

parallel to the membrane normal and with R696 roughly at the membrane center were

each run for a total of 6.5 µs. Immediately after equilibration the TMD tilts and R696

pulls water molecules into the membrane bilayer (Figure 4.2). R683 anchors the N-terminal

part of the TMD to the lipid-water interface, both R707 and R709 anchor the C-terminal

part. The N-terminal part of the TMD stays folded throughout the simulation, whereas

the C-terminus unfolds. Overall, the TMD does not stay parallel to the membrane normal

and tilts to accommodate larger regions of the α-helix inside the membrane.

While the R696 side chain is found almost at the center of the membrane in the up

conformation, it is predominantly found at the cytofacial leaflet in the down conformation.
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Figure 4.2: Stable configurations from two independent atomistic simulations with a different
starting R696 rotamer. R696 either points downwards (A, system #3) or upwards (B, system #1),
determining the orientation and overall placement of the TMD in the membrane. Water (gray
surface) penetrates into the lipid bilayer in both conformations. The lipid bilayer represents only
a small patch of the full membrane used in the simulation. Ribbon and side chain colors are the
same as in Figure 4.1.

The tilt angle of the helix with respect to the membrane normal was calculated to quantify

the differences between the two conformations. In the down monomer the angle was defined

between the membrane normal and the vector spanning from the COM of Cα atoms of

residues S703-G711 to I682-G690. The two monomers up and middle transiently kink

at R696, leading to two separate α-helical regions. This kinking is stabilized by water

molecules forming hydrogen bonds with the backbone atoms of the TMD.

Figure 4.3: gp41 monomers adopt different tilt angles depending on the orientation of R696. The
tilt angles of gp41 TMD α-helices from three independent simulations are shown as a function of
time. (A, system #3) R696 in the initial down conformation. The center of mass of Cα atoms of
residues S703-G711 to I682-G690 were used to calculate the tilt angle. (B, system #2) R696 in the
middle and (C, system #1) in the up conformation. Here, two different tilt angles were calculated:
L692-R696 to I682-I686 (N-terminal, blue) and R707-G711 to V698-L702 (C-terminal, orange). The
time series (shaded area) were window averaged with a window size of 25 ns.

This interaction was quantified two by calculating tilt angles of the TMD to the

membrane normal. The COM of Cα atoms of residues L692-R696 to I682-I686 were used at

the N-terminus. At the C-terminal end residues R707-G711 to V698-L702 were considered.

A tilt angle was calculated for both regions in the TMD. The monomer in the down
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conformation displays an angle of 37.0 ± 12.4° to the membrane normal, whereas the N-

terminal helical segments of the upwards pointing monomers display angles of 39.4 ± 8.6°
and 45.6 ± 7.2°, up and middle, respectively (Figure 4.3). The N-terminal segments display

an angle similar to the one displayed by the monomer pointing downwards, whereas the

C-terminal segments exhibit a smaller tilt angle.

4.3.3 Interactions of MPER with the membrane depend on TMD

orientation

A longer α-helix containing both the sequence of MPER and TMD was simulated to test

whether the orientation of R696 has an impact on the MPER. The TMD is preceded by

a short 23-residue MPER domain that is rich in highly conserved tryptophan residues.

Two simulations were set up embedding the MPER-TMD construct into the membrane,

with R696 either pointing up or down as shown in the previous sections. The N-terminal

residues N656-E662 start to unfold after ∼1.2 µs in both simulations, whereas the residual

54 residues (L663-S716) stay α-helical. The hydrophobic side of MPER, especially W666

and W670, are unable to embed into the membrane bilayer when R696 snorkels to the

cytofacial membrane leaflet (Figure 4.4A). On the contrary, in simulations where R696

points to the exofacial membrane leaflet, a transient kink forms at residues N671 and W678

or R696, providing the N-terminal part of MPER with the flexibility to interact with the

membrane (Figure 4.4B). Under these conditions the hydrophobic residues W666, W670,

W672 and F673 are able to interact with the membrane at the lipid-water interface.

Figure 4.4: The orientation of R696 determines different conformations of gp41 MPER. When R696
points to the lower leaflet (A, system #4), the hydrophobic side of MPER is unable to interact with
the membrane. If R696 points to the upper leaflet (B, system #5), MPER acts as an extension to
the TMD and embeds its hydrophobic tryptophan residues. Colors are the same as in Figure 4.2.

The tilt angle of the TMD was calculated for both simulations with the same definitions

as in the previous section (Figure 4.5). In the R696 down conformation the TMD adopts a

similar tilt angle as shown for the TMD-only construct in the previous section (Figure 4.5A).

In contrast, the construct with an R696 initially in the up conformation shows different tilt

angles for its two α-helical sections. The N-terminal section tilts to an angle of around ∼50°
in the first 0.5 µs and converges to ∼45° over the next 3.5 µs (Figure 4.5B). The C-terminal
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section of the gp41 TMD is tilted by ∼45° for the whole simulation. The tilt angles of

R696 in the up conformation from the previous section show that the C-terminal section

of the TMD is less and the N-terminal section is more tilted. The MPER-TMD construct

with R696 in the up conformation contains an extended α-helical structure that requires

it to insert into the membrane. This insertion forces the whole MPER-TMD construct to

adopt these similar tilt angles.

Figure 4.5: gp41 MPER-TMD constructs adopt the same tilt angle. The tilt angles of gp41 MPER-
TMD α-helices from two independent simulations (A and B, systems #4 and #5) are shown as a
function of time. (A) The TMD remains fully folded and does not kink. The tilt angle was calculated
by spanning a vector between S703-G711 and I682-G690. (B) The TMD kinks over the course of
the simulation. Two separate tilt angles were calculated using residues L692-R696 to I682-I686
(N-terminal, blue) and R707-G711 to V698-L702 (C-terminal, orange). The time series (shaded
area) were window averaged with a window size of 25 ns.

4.3.4 Trimeric gp41 TMD rearranges in viral-like membranes

The trimeric NMR structure of gp41 TMD (PDB: 5JYN) [236] was simulated in a viral-like

bilayer in two independent runs for 10 µs each. In the initial starting structure the TMDs

are arranged in a tight trimeric bundle with no apparent tilting. Three charged arginine

R696 residues are oriented along the plane of the membrane (Figure 4.6A). In less than

100 ns of unrestrained atomistic MD simulation all three arginine residues rotate and point

towards the cytofacial membrane leaflet (Figure 4.6B). The rearrangement of the arginines

has three consequences: (i) water and lipid headgroups are pulled into the cytofacial leaflet,

(ii) the C-terminal regions of the gp41 TMD protomers start to dissociate from one another

and (iii) the helices adopt different tilt angles.

The orientation of R696 with respect to the normal of the membrane was calculated to

quantify its rearrangement. The angle was defined to be formed by the vector spanning the

Cα and Cζ atoms of R696 and the membrane normal (Figure 4.7A). This angle increases

in the first 100 ns and converges to a value of 120 ± 8.5° for both independent runs. The

immediate increase of the angle highlights how the charged side chains of R696 snorkel

towards the lipid-water interface.

To quantify the dissociation of the trimeric structure, the pairwise distances between

the N- and C-termini of each protomer were calculated (Figure 4.8B). The N-terminal

distances do not change over the course of the trajectory, whereas all C-terminal distances

increase in the first 100 ns. These distances stay constant for the first 3 µs of the simulation
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Figure 4.6: Trimeric gp41 TMD rearranges during atomistic simulations (system #6A). Snapshots
of (A) the trimeric gp41 TMD structure (PDB: 5JYN) embedded into a lipid bilayer and (B) after
an extensive equilibrium simulation of 10 µs. Protein protomers are shown as ribbons, where darker
shades indicate the MPER. Arginine (blue) and tryptophan (green) side chains are shown as sticks.
Lipid headgroups are shown as gray beads, their acyl tails as sticks, and water as white transparent
surface.

Figure 4.7: Angle between each R696 residue and the membrane normal for two independent
systems A and B (systems #6). The side chains immediately tilt toward the cytofacial leaflet (high
angles). Each arginine is plotted in a different color (green, blue and orange). The solid line shows
the window average, while the shaded area represents the standard deviation of each window.

and start to increase thereafter.

The dissociation of the N- and C-termini is accompanied by an increasing tilt angle of

each protomer (Figure 4.9). The vector spanning the COM of Cα backbone atoms from

residues L702-Q710 to Y681-V689 was considered for the calculation of the tilt angle with

respect to the membrane normal. A rapid increase of the tilt angle can be observed over

the first 500 ns (Figure 4.9A and B). All three protomers display a different tilt angle in the

following 2.5 µs, with the smallest one at 13.4 ± 4.0° for protomer 2 (blue), while protomer

1 (green) displays an angle of 20.7 ± 4.4° and protomer 3 (orange) an angle of 29.5 ± 4.5°
(Figure 4.9B). At 3 µs another conformational change happens and all protomers start to

converge to a tilt angle of ∼30°, consistent with that of a monomeric gp41 TMD described

in the previous section.

These drastic changes in the tilt angle can be explained with changes in the trimeric

configuration (Figure 4.10). The simulations start from the C3 symmetric configuration
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Figure 4.8: Pairwise N- and C-terminal protomer distances for two independent simulations (A and
B, systems #6). The N-termini of all three protomers do not dissociate (top), whereas the C-termini
move apart significantly at the beginning of the trajectory and after 3 µs (bottom). Distances are
shown for three protomer pairs in green, blue and orange.

Figure 4.9: Tilt angle of the three α-helical protomers for two independent simulations (A and B,
systems #6). Each protomer adopts a tilt of 20–40° after several microseconds. The three protomers
are plotted in different colors (green, blue and orange).

(Figure 4.10, t =0.0 µs). During the first 500 ns, the C-termini of the protomers start to

dissociate from each other, leading to a higher tilt angle (Figure 4.10, t =2.5 µs). After 3 µs

another change in the configuration happens and the trimer starts to loose C3 symmetry,

due to reorganization of the N-terminal contacts (Figure 4.10, t =7.5 µs). The contacts are

not regained for the entire duration of the simulation (Figure 4.10, t =10.0 µs).

4.3.5 R696 snorkels to the cytofacial leaflet in the trimeric assembly

The rearrangement of R696 is characterized by the snorkeling of its polar atoms to the

lipid-water interface (Figure 4.11). While the Cα atom is found almost at the center of

the membrane, the Cζ atom moves along the z-axis towards one of the leaflets. Both

water molecules and chloride ions interact with the polar atoms of R696, with the latter

demonstrating a visible density at a distance of ∼10 Å (Figure 4.11).

Water molecules preferentially interact with the arginine residues present in the gp41

TMD. To quantify the exposure of R696 to water, the number of hydrogen bonds between

every residue and the solvent was calculated (Figure 4.12).

The number of hydrogen bonds was calculated for every frame and then averaged

over the whole trajectory and over all protomers. All four arginines form on average 9–

12 hydrogen bonds with water molecules, whereas the remaining side chains at the N-

and C-terminus of each protomer form at most 9 hydrogen bonds. Consistent with the

observations from previous sections, R696 interacts with water molecules by formation of

hydrogen bonds. The arginine residues R683 at the N-terminus, as well as R707 and R709
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Figure 4.10: Snapshots at 2.5 µs intervals of trimeric gp41 TMD simulations embedded into lipid
bilayers. The two rows show two independent simulations (A and B, systems #6) from the exofacial
side of the membrane. The trimeric bundle starts with axial C3 symmetry (t =0.0 µs), dissociates at
the C-terminus (t =2.5 µs), completely looses C3 symmetry (t =7.5 µs) and does not regain contact
for the remaining simulation (t =10.0 µs). Ribbon colors are the same as in Figure 4.6. Lipid and
water molecules are not shown.

at the C-terminus are found at the lipid-water interface and act as anchors for the TMD.

Therefore, their involvement in hydrogen bonding with water molecules is expected.

4.3.6 Arginines restrict possible placements of TMD in lipid bilayers

Simulations with symmetric DMPC bilayers were set up to test if specific lipid properties

stabilize the trimeric NMR structures. In the following sections the trimeric MPER-TMD

structure (PDB ID: 6E8W) was used [239]. The possible positioning of the arginines found

in the TMD were assessed. As described in the previous sections, the TMD is flanked by

three arginine residues, R683 at its N-terminus, and R707 and R709 at its C-terminus.

These residues tether the TMD at the lipid-water interface and limit its possible movement.

Figure 4.11: R696 snorkels to the cytofacial leaflet with its polar side chain. Mass density plot of
selected molecules averaged for two independent simulations (A and B, systems #6) over a 10 µs
each, and centered around the membrane. Water (blue), chloride (green) and potassium (orange)
ions depict the soluble part of the system. The Cα (purple) and Cζ (red) atoms of R696 are
found inside the membrane, while Cζ snorkels to the cytofacial leaflet. The following densities were
multiplied by the given factor to become visible in the plot: chloride and potassium (×100), R696Cζ

and R696Cα
(×10000).
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Figure 4.12: Arginine residues form hydrogen bonds with water molecules. The average number
of hydrogen bonds formed by each residue of the TMD is shown with the accompanying standard
deviation. The number of hydrogen bonds was calculated for each frame and then averaged over
the whole trajectory of 10 µs. All four arginines found in the TMD are annotated. The number of
hydrogen bonds are shown for two independent simulations (orange and blue, systems #6).

In addition, a fourth and highly conserved arginine residue R696 is found at the center of

the TMD. This residue always snorkels towards the lipid-water interface independent of

the oligomeric state of the TMD, as shown in the previous sections. To test how the four

arginines restrict a possible positioning of the TMD in a lipid bilayer, the hydrophobicity

of the TMD was analyzed. Five different windows with a length of 18 amino acids were

characterized with HeliQuest (Figure 4.13).

Figure 4.13: Hydrophobicity of HIV-1 Clade D sequence (L660-Q710) along 18 amino acid windows.
Window 1 (W678-L695, blue) is the most hydrophobic stretch in the 51 amino acid long sequence,
whereas window 3 (W680-I697, green) is less hydrophobic but contains both R683 and R696. The
helical wheels were generated with HeliQuest [258].

The highest hydrophobicity is found in the first window, because it only includes a

single arginine. Shifting the windows towards the C-terminus leads to the inclusion of

R696, lowering the hydrophobicity. Moving the window further will ultimately lead to

the inclusion of the two C-terminal arginine residues, R707 and R709. Therefore, the two

viable options are to test the first window with only R683 at the exofacial leaflet or the

third window with both R683 and R696 anchoring the TMD at the respective lipid-water

interfaces. In both cases, R707 and R709 would be positioned outside the membrane and

be completely exposed to the solvent. Figure 4.14 shows the insertion of the trimeric

MPER-TMD construct (PDB ID: 6E8W) into a DMPC bilayer.

The bulk of the hydrophobicity is found after R683 and before R696, but the hydropho-

bic region continues towards the C-terminus just before R707. Two short simulations were

set up with the trimeric gp41 MPER-TMD positioned in a DMPC membrane such that

either R696 was put outside the membrane just below the cytofacial leaflet (window 1
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Figure 4.14: (Right) Possible insertion of trimeric gp41 MPER-TMD structure in a thin DMPC
bilayer. (Left) Hydrophobicity profile of gp41 TMD. The hydrophobicity of individual amino acids
(gray circles) was averaged with a window size of 19 amino acids (dotted curve). The solid vertical
line represents a hydrophobicity value of 1.6, a threshold for identifying transmembrane domains.
Horizontal dashed lines indicate residues R683 and R696.

in Figure 4.13) or directly at the lipid-water interface (window 3 in Figure 4.14 and Fig-

ure 4.14). Both of these structures equilibrated such that R696 is immediately pushed

inside of the membrane, resulting in a similar relaxed structure as seen in the previous

sections with the trimeric gp41 TMD constructs. It is therefore suggestive to argue that

R696 indeed must be positioned close to or at the center of the membrane, because the

hydrophobic mismatch of the TMD requires proper insertion of the helices. Ultimately, all

further simulations were set up with R696 inside the lipid bilayer (systems #7–8).

4.3.7 Rearrangement of trimeric structures in DMPC bilayers

The dynamics of trimeric gp41 MPER-TMD structures were studied in symmetric DMPC

bilayers. In the last section it has been established that the positioning of R696 outside the

membrane is not suitable due to the hydrophobic mismatch of the TMD. Therefore, the

trimeric structure was positioned such to include R696 inside of the membrane. A DMPC

bilayer was used as model bilayer for these simulations. In the NMR experiments in which

the gp41 TMD structures were solved, bicelles composed of DMPC and 1,2-dihexanoyl-sn-

glycero-3-phosphocholine (DHPC) were used. DMPC is considered to form the bilayer and

DHPC shields the hydrophobic sides of the membrane with its short acyl chain. Due to

the PBC in MD simulations a DMPC model membrane sufficiently represents the bilayer

part of a bicelle. Figure 4.15 shows snapshots of a trajectory in 200 ns increments. The

thin DMPC membrane leads to a rapid dissociation of the TMD C-termini after less than

200 ns. A conical shape is formed over the course of the total 1 µs simulation time, with

the three R696 residues pointing towards the cytofacial leaflet. The phosphate moieties of

lipid molecules are pulled upwards into the core of the membrane.

A total of six gp41 MPER-TMD simulations were set up with the TMD placed inside a

DMPC bilayer. To check if the relaxation of the structures leads to the observed dissociation,

two different equilibration schemes were applied to three simulations each. The two schemes
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Figure 4.15: HIV-1 gp41 MPER-TMD trimer rearranges into conical trimers. Snapshots taken
between 0 and 1000 ns from a simulation of the gp41 MPER-TMD trimer in a DMPC bilayer
(system #7A). The C3 symmetry of the initial structure is lost after hundreds of nanoseconds.
Lipids are pulled towards the membrane center by the charged R696 residues.

differ by the atoms on which restrains are applied during the equilibration. All heavy atoms

were restrained for an additional 50 ns equilibration step in one scheme (Figure 4.16A),

whereas only the backbone heavy atoms were restrained in the other (Figure 4.16B). This

means that in the latter the heavy backbone atoms of the side chains were allowed to

relax without any restraints. Independent of the equilibration scheme, the trimeric gp41

MPER-TMD structures rearrange into either conical or tent-shaped trimers, as shown in

Figure 4.16. Conical trimers are characterized by their symmetry and almost equidistant

protomers, as showcased in the first two panels of Figure 4.16A. In contrast, tent-shaped

trimers have two close and one distant protomer (Figure 4.16B, second panel). Again, in all

six simulations R696 are found roughly at the center of the membrane and snorkel towards

the cytofacial leaflet.

Figure 4.16: Snapshots of equilibrated structures after 1 µs from six independent MD simulations
of gp41 MPER-TMD in DMPC bilayers. The trimers are either found to be conical or tent-shaped.
The systems were independently relaxed with restraints on (A) all heavy atoms (systems #7) or
(B) heavy backbone atoms (systems #8).

The initial structure of MPER consists of two distinct short α-helices interrupted

by a short turn [239]. The N-terminal helix consists of L663–N671 and connects to the

second helix (I675–R683) through the turn formed by W672–D674. An additional kink
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at R683 separates the second MPER helix from the TMD. In all simulations performed

with this gp41 MPER-TMD construct, the C-terminal kink at R683 disappears and a

long, continuous α-helix is formed between the C-terminal MPER helix and the TMD.

This behavior is similar to that observed in the simulations of the monomeric TMD and

MPER-TMD constructs that form a long, continuous and uninterrupted α-helix, as well

as the observations reported by Chiliveri et al. [237].

Figure 4.17 shows the pairwise distances of protomers’ TMD N- and C-termini. As

stated earlier no clear difference can be observed for the two equilibration schemes (Fig-

ure 4.17A and B). In all six simulations the N-terminal distances approach values of 20 Å

and stay in close proximity to another. In contrast, the C-termini dissociate more visibly

and obtain distances between 50 Å to 70 Å. The dissociation starts in the first hundreds

of nanoseconds and does not proceed after 1 Å. The distinction between conical and tent-

shaped trimers, as made in the preceding paragraph, can be clearly explained with the

C-terminal pairwise distances. The first and second columns highlight the protomers being

almost equidistant and forming a conical trimers (Figure 4.17A). The third columns show

how the distance of two pairs is big, but one is small (Figure 4.17A and B). In these cases

a tent-shape is formed by the gp41 MPER-TMD trimers.

Figure 4.17: Pairwise distances between the N-termini (top rows) and the C-termini (bottom rows)
of gp41 MPER-TMD shown as blue, orange, and green lines for three protomer pairs. (A) All heavy
atoms (systems #7) and (B) heavy backbone atoms (systems #8) were relaxed with restraints
during equilibration. Columns represent three independent simulations.

4.3.8 Formation of MPER epitopes accessible by bnAbs

The MPER domain explores conformations of identified bnAb epitopes in the MD simula-

tions of gp41 MPER-TMD. Multiple bnAbs were identified to target the MPER domain.

In particular, at least two bnAbs are known to interact with the membrane: 4E10 and

10E8 [260,261]. Crystal structures of the bnAb in complex with the epitope also include

glycerol backbones of GPLs, indicating a certain orientation and proximity of the bnAb to

the membrane. To identify whether the previously described simulations of gp41 MPER-

TMD recover the epitopes of these bnAbs, three crystal structures were chosen and studied.

A single 4E10 structure (PDB ID: 4XAW [260]) and two 10E8 structures (PDB IDs: 5T6L

and 4G6F [261, 262]) were used. Each bnAb recognizes a different linear motif as its epi-
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tope. For 4XAW and 5T6L its a short α-helix of either 13 or 16 residues, whereas 4G6F

recognizes two distinct α-helices separated by a kink. The epitopes are listed in Table 4.6.

Figure 4.18 shows the three co-crystallized gp41 MPER-TMD fragments as pink ribbons

superimposed onto the corresponding regions in the gp41 MPER-TMD simulations. Sur-

prisingly, the unbiased MD simulations manage to recover the epitopes and present them

at the lipid-water interface.

Figure 4.18: Superimposition of the co-crystallized gp41 MPER-TMD fragments (pink ribbon
and magenta sticks) onto the corresponding regions (brown-green ribbons and sticks) from MD
simulations. Each bnAb is shown from two angles. (A) 4E10 epitope N671-K686 (PDB ID: 4XAW)
superimposed onto N671-I686. (B) 10E8 epitope N119-D131 (PDB ID: 5T6L) superimposed onto
N671-R683. (C) 10E8 epitope E659-R685 (PDB ID: 4G6F) superimposed onto L660-F685.

The co-crystallized epitopes bound to the bnAb structures were superimposed onto the

corresponding regions of gp41 MPER-TMD using rigid-body root-mean-square distance

alignment. All of these three co-crystallized bnAb epitopes were superimposed onto every

gp41 MPER-TMD protomer in each frame of the six 3 µs simulations. Only one protomer

per simulation recovered the epitope, if at all. Possible candidates were first selected by

lowest RMSD and subsequent visual checks to avoid clashes between the bnAb’s Fab

and the MPER domain. Figure 4.19 shows three snapshots from different gp41 MPER-

TMD simulations each with a bnAb superimposed onto its corresponding epitope. The

simulated structures present the epitopes such that each bnAb is (i) able to interact with

the corresponding gp41 MPER-TMD region and (ii) bury its lipid-interacting residues in

the lipid-water interface of the membrane.

Figure 4.19: Snapshots of bnAb epitopes superimposed onto the corresponding MPER-TMD
segment from gp41 trimers. (A) 4E10 (PDB ID: 4XAW), (B) 10E8 (PDB ID: 5T6L), and (C) 10E8
(PDB ID: 4G6F). Colors are as in Figure 4.6, with the bnAb in blue and the MPER epitope in
pink. Cα atoms of lipid-interacting residues in the bnAb are shown as cyan spheres.

The positioning of each bnAb is slightly different, even though the light and heavy
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Figure 4.20: (A) Missing residues in 5CEZ crystal structure of HIV-1 Env gp140. The two regions
gp120 (gray) and gp41 (brown) are shown as ribbons with their domains in distinct colors. gp120:
V1 and V2 (magenta), V3 (cyan), CD4-binding loop (orange), V4 (red) and V5 (lime). gp41: FP
(yellow), HR1 (green) and HR2 (blue). The structure of three stretches (two in V1, one in V4)
are unresolved. The residue sequences are annotated accordingly. (B) Fully modeled HIV-1 Env
surrounded by water (white surface) after equilibration, system #9. Ions are not shown for clarity.
Colors are the same as in (A).

chains are identical. For example, the 10E8 bnAb almost lies flat on the membrane (Fig-

ure 4.18B). In contrast, the other two bnAbs, and most prominently the second 10E8

bnAb, stand upright on the membrane at a very high angle (Figure 4.18A and C). These

differences in orientation pose an important question: are the MPER-TMD epitopes acces-

sible to antibodies at all times or must the N-terminal gp120 protein undergo some global

conformational change?

4.3.9 HIV-1 gp140 simulations in solution

A single atomistic MD simulation of HIV-1 gp140 was run in solution to check its stability,

before assessing if the epitopes are accessible to bnAbs in a full-length construct. More

than 16 Env trimer structures are available to date with a resolution of <6 Å [267]. All

of these structures are a chimera of gp120 and gp41, called gp140. They contain the full

length gp120 sequence and parts of gp41, but lack most of the MPER, TMD and CTD. The

biggest part of the trimeric fold is conserved across all of them. The structure 5CEZ [253]

was chosen for the herein described simulation because it (i) shows a C3 symmetry allowing

an easier set up, (ii) has only a few unresolved residues and most importantly (iii) the

HR1-HR2 regions in the core of Env are fully resolved. In some of the available structures

the HR1-HR2 regions are unresolved and thus require extensive modeling. Instead, the

5CEZ crystal structure is only missing a total of 26 residues shared between two variable

regions V1 and V4 at its apex (Figure 4.20A).

The HIV-1 Env gp140 model is stable in water and keeps its general fold. The unresolved

residues were modeled as unstructured loops with UCSF CHIMERA and subsequently

the trimer was assembled (Figure 4.20B). The trimeric gp140 model was simulated in

solution at 310 K for a total of 650 ns. Visual inspection did not reveal any structural rear-

rangements. To quantify these observations, the RMSF of every side chain was calculated

(Figure 4.21A). Most residues show a RMSF of less than 3�A, whereas specific regions have

higher fluctuations. Ignoring the N- and C-terminus of the model, the RMSF reports on
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the flexibility of the V1, V2, V4 and V5 variable loops, as well as on the major fluctuations

of the fusion peptide (FP). In addition, the HR1 is seen to fluctuate as well. All residues

with a RMSF <3 Å were selected for the RMSD calculations (Figure 4.21B). The structure

show some rearrangements of 2 Å in the first tens of nanoseconds and then converges to a

RMSD of 3.5 Å.

Figure 4.21: Observables from atomistic HIV-1 Env MD simulation in solution. (A) RMSF as a
function of the residue number for the total simulation time of 665 ns. The RMSF of every protomer
was calculated separately (blue, orange and green lines). The separate regions are annotated using
similar colors as in Figure 4.20. The horizontal line at 3 Å indicates a threshold used in the other
panel. (B) RMSD as a function of time for all residues with a RMSF ≤ 3. The instantaneous
structure was superimposed onto the starting structure to calculate the RMSD.

4.3.10 Construction of an almost full-length HIV-1 model

The model of Env glycoprotein gp140 was connected with an equilibrated model of gp41

MPER-TMD. The available structures of HIV-1 gp140 and gp41 MPER-TMD overlap in

four residues at the structures’ C- and N-termini, respectively. The secondary structures

of these residues is α-helical in the gp140 model, while it is unstructured (L660-E672)

and α-helical (L663-D664) in the gp41 MPER-TMD model. Unfortunately, the tertiary

structure poses another restraint on these structures. While the C-terminal α-helices in

the gp140 construct are separated by about 30 Å, the N-terminal α-helices in the gp41

MPER-TMD NMR structure point towards each other and are rather close. In all six 3 µs

simulations of gp41 MPER-TMD the N-terminal helices stay close, but most importantly

loose their initial C3 symmetry. Given that the C-terminal α-helices of gp140 remain C3

symmetric after more than 650 ns simulation, it is impossible to simply merge both models.

Instead, it was necessary to truncate the gp41 MPER-TMD models at the N-terminal

MPER α-helix (L660-N674). This removed the N-terminal α-helix of MPER, as well as

the short turn connecting the two α-helices. Each of the six independent gp41 MPER-

TMD simulations was considered for a distance analysis to find the best structure to use

for modeling. This allowed to determine which, if any, of the simulations is suitable to

be chosen as the one to connect the two models. Figure 4.22A shows the pairwise N-

terminal distances between the Cα atoms of I675 of each protomer. Only two independent

simulations in systems #7 (#7A and #7B) are shown. These are the only systems with
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suitable distances. In comparison, #7B shows pairwise distances between 20 Å to 30 Å,

whereas the N-terminal MPER in system #7A all have distances of 15 Å or less. As

the C-terminal helices in the HIV-1 gp140 model all display a distance of around 30�A
(Figure 4.22B), system #7B was chosen as being suitable to connect the two models.

Figure 4.22: Terminal distances in HIV-1 gp140 and gp41 MPER-TMD constructs. (A) Pairwise
distances between the N-termini of three protomers in gp41 MPER-TMD simulations from two
independent simulations (solid and dashed lines). The distances were calculated between the Cα

atoms of I675. (B) Pairwise distance between the C-termini in a HIV-1 gp160 simulation. The
distances were calculated between the Cα atoms of N656. Each pairwise distance is shown in a
separate color (blue, orange and green).

After removing the N-terminal MPER α-helix (L660-N674) the equilibrated HIV-1

gp140 model was put at 10�A distance above the membrane. The models’ HR1 α-helices

were centered along the principal axis of the gp41 TMD. The C-terminal ends of the HIV-1

gp140 model are tilted at approximately ∼45° facing away from each other (Figure 4.20B).

The model was rotated such that the N-terminal ends of the gp41 MPER-TMD model

were between the gp140 C-terminal ends. UCSF CHIMERA was used to model the now

missing 15 residue stretch for every protomer separately. The final models were chosen

visually to mitigate clashes between the now connected protomers and the modeled linkers.

Figure 4.23A shows the final equilibrated construct in a simulation box, with a truncated

and thus partially unfolded MPER, as well as a membrane embedded TMD in a DMPC

bilayer.

The structure was simulated for a total of 4 µs. The overall structure is stable in the

first ∼0.9 µs, with the exception of the TMDs conformation. It initially starts in a conical

configuration, adopts a transient tent-shaped configuration in the first hundreds of nanosec-

onds and then again rearranges into a conical configuration in the first microsecond of the

simulation. The Env glycoprotein remains close to the membrane and undergoes only minor

tilting from side to side, remaining completely upright for the most part (Figure 4.23A).

After ∼0.9 µs all tryptophan residues in the MPER domain insert into the membrane

leading to a major deformation (Figure 4.23B). The membrane forms a sinusoidal wave,

with gp41 TMD anchored at its maximum. This deformation is not permanent and the

membrane flattens after less than 100 ns. Multiple membrane deformation events were

observed in the simulation of the HIV-1 Env construct in DMPC lipid bilayers.
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Figure 4.23: Snapshots of fully modeled HIV-1 Env construct connected to the membrane anchored
TMD through the MPER domain, system #10. (A) Equilibrated model at the beginning of the
MD simulation. (B) Inserted Trp residues (not pictured) cause a deformation of the membrane
after hundreds of nanoseconds. Colors are as in Figures 4.6 and 4.20. A gray surface surrounds
the protein. Water is not shown for clarity. The blue lines indicate the periodic boundaries of the
simulation box.

4.3.11 Accessibility considerations of bnAbs to MPER

The short distance between the Env glycoprotein and the membrane raise the question

how a bnAb can interact with its epitope when wedged between both the Env and the

membrane. To understand what conformation the Env glycoprotein of HIV-1 has to adapt

such that a bnAb can interact with its epitope, another attempt was made to build a model

containing the bnAb, HIV-1 gp140 and gp41 MPER-TMD structures. First, a 4E10 bnAb

(PDB ID: 4XAW) was superimposed onto its corresponding epitope in a gp41 MPER-TMD

simulation, as described in a previous section. Comparing Figure 4.19 with Figure 4.23

highlights that the bnAb might not be able to reach its epitope when the Env glycoprotein

is present in its upright position above the MPER-TMD. Thus, the gp140 model was

again centered above the MPER-TMD and subsequently shifted by 10 Å in both x and y

directions, as well as titled by ∼45°. Next, residues E654–D659 in the gp140 model were

removed. This allow for a proper connection between the HIV-1 models, while keeping the

complete bnAb epitope in the gp41 MPER-TMD model intact. The two structures were

connected by unstructured loops using MODELLER. A render of the full model embedded

into a DMPC bilayer is shown in Figure 4.24.

The system was simulated for a total of 687 ns. Over the course of the simulation the

bnAb does not maintain contact with its MPER epitope. This process is permanent and the

bnAb does not regain contact with the epitope. Figure 4.25 shows the distances of putative

hydrogen bonds and crystal contacts described in the publication by Cardoso et al. [266].

Two of the nine distances start at the reference values found in the crystal structure. The

others are up to 12 Å apart. N671 is the only residue that regains contact for several

nanoseconds at the end of the trajectory. All other contacts keep their distance and some

go up to 18 Å.

Figure 4.25 highlights a problem with the initial contacts formed by the superimposed

bnAb with its MPER epitope. The starting structure of gp41 MPER-TMD are arguably

not the best fit, because they do not represent the distances observed in the crystal
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Figure 4.24: Snapshot of fully modeled HIV-1 Env construct connected to the membrane anchored
TMD through the MPER domain with an 4E10 bnAb (PDB ID: 4XAW) bound to its MPER
epitope, system #11. Colors are as in Figure 4.23. The two chains of the bnAb’s Fab are shown in
red (heavy chain) and magenta (light chain). A gray surface surrounds the protein. Water is not
shown for clarity.

Figure 4.25: Distances of putative hydrogen bonds and crystal contacts between bnAb and its
MPER epitope. Every panel shows a different distance between the MPER epitope (left label)
and the bnAb (right label). The putative hydrogen bonds between the bnAb 4E10 and its MPER
epitope were reported by Cardoso et al. [266]. Horizontal lines indicate the reference values as
obtained by Cardoso et al. from the crystal structure.
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structure. Nevertheless, the chosen gp41 MPER-TMD structure fit other model building

constraints the best. First, it showed a reasonable RMSD to the co-crystallized epitope in

the 4E10 crystal structure. Second, the N-terminal MPER α-helices do not clash with the

superimposed bnAb structure. Third, the bnAb embeds properly into the membrane, as

described by Irimia et al. [260]. Last, even though the bnAb stands almost upright with

its Fab fragment, it was possible to fit and connect the HIV-1 gp140 model to MPER. In

a future approach, one could try to run biased simulations to properly force the formation

of the bnAb epitope such as to satisfy all putative hydrogen bonds and crystal contacts.

In a subsequent simulation, one would expect the bnAb to maintain these hydrogen bonds

and thus remain close to its epitope.

4.4 Discussion

The HIV-1 Env glycoprotein is a homotrimeric protein composed of different subunits. Its

pre-fusion conformation resembles a mushroom-like shape, with a short stalk anchored in

the membrane. The post-fusion conformation requires a major rearrangement of the gp41

fold found in the soluble part of Env. Two experimental studies report on the different

oligomeric states of the gp41 TMD, being either monomeric or trimeric [236,237]. In the

present work, the structural dynamics of different HIV-1 constructs were investigated using

extensive atomistic molecular dynamics simulations.

The gp41 TMD was shown to be stable as a monomer, adopting two different conforma-

tions that are defined by the orientation of R696. In all simulations, the monomeric TMD

tilts and allows R696 to snorkel towards the lipid-water interface. This tilted conformation

is favored both by the charged R696 at the center of the membrane, and by the unusual

length of the TMD, with almost 40 consecutive α-helical residues. The latter observation

is consistent with Chiliveri et al., who report a consecutive folded 32-residue α-helix [237].

These conformations are not only important for the TMD, but also determine the confor-

mation of the N-terminally preceding MPER in monomeric gp41 MPER-TMD constructs.

The TMD of gp41 is preceded by MPER at its N-terminus. Its secondary structure is

α-helical and it is the only part of gp41 that is recognized by available antibodies [235,242],

as shown by X-ray structures with the bnAbs 4E10 and 10E8 [260–262]. Intriguingly, the

antibody-bound region is also part of the CRAC motif, which is important for interactions

between gp41 and cholesterol [246]. MPER contains a high density of tryptophan residues

that could embed into the membrane. Interestingly, simulations of MPER attached to the

TMD reveal that the orientation of R696 locks the configuration of the TMD and in this

way determines the specific orientation of MPER with respect to the membrane. When

R696 snorkels towards the exofacial leaflet, MPER acts as an extension to the TMD and

is able to embed into the upper leaflet of the membrane. Instead, when R696 snorkels to

the cytofacial leaflet, the hydrophobic side of MPER faces away from the membrane. No

unfolding of the MPER-TMD junction is observed in the simulations, whereas Kwon et al.

have solved a MPER-TMD trimer with an unstructured turn spanning the CRAC motif

(W678-K683) [238].

The results in this chapter have further shown that the proposed trimeric TMD assembly
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(PDB ID: 5JYN) is unstable in a viral-like membrane, adopting a conic conformation after

hundreds of nanoseconds. Dev et al. proposed that all three R696 are perpendicular to

the membrane normal in the trimeric gp41 TMD structure [236, 268]. In contrast, the

simulations show that these residues snorkels towards the lipid-water interface, irrespective

of the oligomeric state. Dev et al. also proposed that the charged guanidinium group

of R696 is shielded inside a hydrophobic pocket formed by L692, L695, and I697 of the

neighboring protomer. However, experimental observations by the same group show that

the Cα atom of R696 is located at the center of the membrane, while the polar side chain

is accessible for water-hydrogen exchange [236,268]. These two observations are consistent

with the simulations reported in this chapter. R696Cα is located roughly at the membrane

center, whereas R696Cζ snorkels to the lipid-water interface. Chiliveri et al. speculate that

the unusually long α-helix tilts in the membrane in response to the TMDs hydrophobic

mismatch. The trimeric structure of Dev et al. show an untilted helical bundle with respect

to the membrane normal. Simulations in this chapter revealed that the monomeric gp41

TMD adopts a tilt angle of ∼30° in a few hundred nanoseconds, while the protomers in

the trimeric conformation take 3 µs to equilibrate and adopt a similar tilt angle. The tilt

angles reported for the gp41 TMD trimer by Oakes et al. [242] are consistent with the

pre-equilibrated values from gp41 TMD simulation during the first 3 µs in viral-like bilayers,

but their short simulations do not capture the equilibrated tilt angles.

The trimeric gp41 TMD structure is not stable in MD simulations performed in a

viral-like lipid bilayer. The trimeric conformation quickly disassembles, and each protomer

partially unfolds. This is consistent with Hollingsworth et al. [243], who report similar

instabilities despite using position restraints throughout their atomistic molecular dynam-

ics simulations. The proposed trimeric structure of gp41 TMD [236] could be stabilized

by a specific protein:lipid ratio, or a specific lipid bilayer composition. The uncertainty

about the oligomeric state of gp41 TMD is further complicated by the difficulty to use

in vivo-like membrane structures and compositions in experimental studies, which often

rely on the use of bicelles. These, in combination with varying protein:lipid ratios, can

potentially cause differences in observations with the herein reported MD simulations from

this chapter. Furthermore, it is possible that the gp41 TMD is found in a variety of differ-

ent oligomeric states during its life cycle. The unusual length of the TMD might play an

important role in facilitating the transition along the secretory pathway, overcoming the

effect of the conserved charge R696, which is buried deep in the transmembrane region of

the membrane and would otherwise block the exclusion of the TMD from the endoplasmic

reticulum [138]. Kwon et al. summarize three possible oligomeric conformations of gp41

MPER-TMD [238]: (i) trimeric TMD with monomeric MPER bound to the membrane sur-

face [238], (ii) trimeric TMD with trimeric MPER [236,237,239] and (iii) monomeric TMD

with trimeric MPER [269]. All of these may represent a conformation that gp41 undergoes

during the viral life cycle, enabling the elaborate evasion of host defense mechanisms.

The possible placements and conformations of the trimeric gp41 MPER-TMD in a

model DMPC bilayer were studied, to assess the effects of a thin hydrophobic membrane

core on the unusually long TMD. In all six simulations the trimeric TMD structures
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rearranged into conical or tent-shaped trimers. The structures fell apart quicker than in

the viral-like bilayers. This is to be expected, as the latter are more rigid due to the inclusion

of a large percentage of cholesterol and sphingolipids. Intriguingly, the MPER α-helices

recovered the epitopes for bnAb. The superimposition of the 4E10 and 10E8 bnAbs onto

their corresponding epitopes revealed the striking resemblance. These observations led to

the question, if and how bnAbs are able to access their epitopes in the presence of the

N-terminal Env glycoprotein in the pre-fusion state. A model of the soluble Env domain

was built using a crystal structure of HIV-1 gp140, showing the stability of the structure

in solution. Afterwards, this structure was connected with a previously simulated gp41

MPER-TMD model. These simulations revealed that the distance between the soluble Env

glycoprotein and the MPER domain at the lipid-water interface is not sufficient to allow a

bnAb to interact with its epitope. These observations are supported by a recent study by

Li et al. [270] where subtomogram averaging reveals a 12 Å gap between the lipid-water

interface and the gp120 glycoprotein. To overcome this limitation, a final model was built

with a 4E10 bnAb docked onto its corresponding MPER epitope with a soluble, titled

HIV-1 Env glycoprotein connected to the gp41 MPER-TMD construct. Unfortunately, the

contacts formed by the crystal structure of 4E10 with its co-crystallized epitope were not

fully recovered in the initial set up of this system, as well as the MD simulation. The

modeling of this complete structure required the fulfillment of various constraints, making

it hard to find a suitable structure that also satisfies the putative hydrogen bonds and

crystal contacts in the crystal structure [266].

The undulations observed in the simulations of the almost full-length HIV-1 gp160

construct might be a simulation artifact. The thin DMPC bilayers are easier to distort

than, i.e., the viral-like membrane containing both sphingolipids and cholesterol that make

it more stiff. As no experimental studies discuss deformed membranes on HIV-1 virions it

is hard to argue that the observed effect is not an artifact.

The simulations of HIV-1 constructs in this chapter highlight different aspects of the

viral Env glycoprotein. The conserved residue R696 might carry out an important func-

tional role, given that all simulations show R696 to cause local membrane defects. These

defects could facilitate fusion between viral and target cell membranes. A recent molecular

dynamics study of the gp41 TMD trimer reported that water penetrates into the membrane

core [243]. Two metadynamics studies also reported water penetration due to snorkeling

of R696 [271,272]. Different configurations of R696 could also act as a switch to stabilize

alternative structural conformations of gp41. These conformations might provide a different

interface for the four arginine residues R683, R696, R707 and R709, but also control the

conformation of the MPER and its interaction with the membrane. The recognition of

MPER by bnAbs might be affected by both the oligomeric state of the TMD, as well as its

conformation. Furthermore, a variety of glycans cover the surface of the Env glycoprotein

and shield it from the immune system [273–276]. No glycans were included in the models

built in this chapter, but they might further complicate the accessibility of the MPER

epitope by the respective bnAb.
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Chapter 5

Optimization of molecular dynamics simulation performance

This chapter describes the efforts to develop a software package that optimizes the resource

usage of supercomputers. It contains computational work that was performed at the Max

Planck Insitute of Biophysics, Frankfurt am Main, Germany. Dr. Jürgen Köfinger derived

the equations for Amdahl’s law. This work has been published in the article: M. Gecht,

M. Siggel, M. Linke, G. Hummer, J. Kf̈inger. MDBenchmark: A toolkit to optimize the

performance of molecular dynamics simulations. J Chem Phys, 153(14):144105, 2020. This

chapter contains discussion with Dr. Max Linke, Dr. Sebastian Kehl, Dr. Markus Rampp

and Dr. Klaus Reuter. All simulations, data analysis and interpretations were carried

out by myself under the supervision of Dr. Jürgen Köfinger (Department of Theoretical

Biophysics, Max Planck Institute of Biophysics, Frankfurt) and Prof. Dr. Gerhard Hummer

(Department of Theoretical Biophysics, Max Planck Institute of Biophysics, Frankfurt).

5.1 Introduction
Usage of MD simulations has grown over the past decade and as a result its users are

likely unfamiliar with the implementation details of the underlying software. Various

software packages, so called MD engines, have emerged to orchestrate the calculation

of MD simulations, e.g., ACEMD [277], Amber [278], CHARMM [279], Desmond [280],

GROMACS [165], LAMMPS [281], NAMD [282] and OpenMM [283]. These software were

designed to be efficient at computing the time evolution of particles in a simulation box,

crunching numbers for millions of consecutive steps. Supercomputers are commonly used to

perform the expensive computations required by MD simulations. To run a computational

job, the user can specify numerous parameters in different permutations to control the

behavior of underlying hardware and software. A common desire is to optimize the time-

to-solution (TTS). Here, the solution is an extensive atomistic simulation composed of

104 atoms to 107 atoms and dozens to hundreds of microseconds simulation time.

Users new to MD simulations might miss the details that are required to run efficient

simulations on supercomputers. The wrong choice of parameters can notably degrade the

simulation performance, measured in ns/day, or increase it only by a small margin. A

user might decide to request additional nodes for a simulation and gain a net increase in

simulation performance. While this optimizes TTS locally and is a short time gain for the

user, it diminishes global cluster-wide efficiency. This behavior will, in the long run, lead to

less simulation throughput, a higher electricity demand and cost, and ultimately to a worse

carbon footprint. It is therefore in the interest of every supercomputer user to optimize
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their usage of hardware resources, and, at the same time, keep their TTS to a minimum.

Previously, Kutzner et al. have determined the performance-to-price (P/P) ratio of

many central processing unit (CPU) and graphics processing unit (GPU) architectures and

simultaneously scanned the number of MPI ranks, OpenMP threads and separate PME

ranks with GROMACS 4.6 [284]. In their follow up study, the authors use GROMACS 2018

with more recent hardware and show that the previous observations also hold true when

considering the costs for energy and cooling [285]. Overall, they conclude that a single node

equipped only with CPUs or at most one GPU yields the best P/P ratio. Additionally, four

to eight CPU cores are sufficient to perform optimal computations with Nvidia GeForce

GTX 1080 Ti or more recent GTX 2080 cards. While Kutzner et al. are, for the most

part, interested in running many “short” simulations to perform exhaustive sampling of

phase space, many groups are interested in accumulation of considerable simulation time

for individual MD simulations with a low TTS.

Aim. Here, multi-node benchmarks with varying numbers of MPI ranks and OpenMP

threads were performed to determine the optimal performance. To ease this process, a

standalone software package, implemented as command-line interface (CLI), to conveniently

set up, run and analyze benchmarks of MD simulations was developed. MDBenchmark

was created to streamline and ease the process of finding the optimal run parameters and

settings for any simulation and hardware stack. It is capable of submitting a simulation

to all common queuing engines, scale it over a different number of nodes, toggle the usage

of CPUs and/or GPUs, and also tune the ratio of MPI ranks over OpenMP threads. To

showcase the functionality, an exhaustive scaling study of 23 MD simulations of varying

sizes (4× 104 atoms to 4× 106 atoms) and system compositions is reported. Certain ratios

of message passing interface (MPI) ranks to open multi-processing (OpenMP) threads are

identified that produces the best performance for a range of system sizes.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Additional background on simulations

Modern compute clusters are made up of compute nodes. Each node usually contains

one CPU and can optionally contain GPUs as well as gigabytes of dedicated random-

access memory (RAM). The nodes are connected through a network to exchange data.

This exchange allows the nodes to distribute calculations and compute them in parallel

on multiple nodes at the same time. Modern CPUs are made up of dozens of physical

cores. Each of these cores can perform computations independent from the other cores.

A single physical core can often perform two computations at the same time, a feature

called “hyperthreading” [286]. When it is enabled, the number of physical cores is virtually

doubled. For example, for each physical core two “logical cores” are introduced. Two

different interfaces MPI and OpenMP are implemented to use these resources efficiently:

MPI spawns processes, which will be referred to as ranks in the following. Each MPI rank

can be composed of all cores in a single node or only a subset of the cores. In contrast,

computational threads are created by OpenMP. These threads are made up of a subset of
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cores that are allocated to a single MPI rank. It is important to note that OpenMP threads

share the same memory, whereas MPI ranks do not. The numbers of MPI ranks to OpenMP

threads have an influence on the performance of GROMACS simulations [284,285].

To run a simulation on a computer cluster, the user must first submit a computational

job to its queuing system. To do this, the user has to configure a submission script to

launches the MD engine. In this submission script the correct parameters for the specific

queuing system have to be defined by the user manually. Before starting a simulation, the

simulation box is divided into separate domains in a process called domain decomposition

to run on parallel architecture [287]. Each domain is isolated from the others and only

information at the borders of every domain is communicated with the others. A single MPI

rank is in charge of the calculations for a single domain. This rank then also handles the

communication between its neighboring domains (and therefore ranks). Also, to distribute

the load inside a domain each MPI rank spawns multiple OpenMP threads. The product

of the number of ranks nranks and the number of threads nthreads must equal the number

of logical cores available in the compute node. When hyperthreading is deactivated the

term “logical cores” is identical to the physical cores. When hyperthreading is activated,

the number of physical cores are doubled to obtain the logical cores.

5.2.2 General procedure

GROMACS 2018.8 was used to run all simulations reported in this chapter [165]. The

numbers of MPI ranks, nranks, and OpenMP threads, nthreads, were varied to determine

the optimal performance P (N) for a given number of nodes N . On CPU-only nodes GRO-

MACS was allowed to dedicate around 25 % of available MPI ranks for PME calculations.

On mixed CPU-GPU nodes no individual PME ranks were specified. GROMACS 2018

was compiled with external MPI libraries and OpenMP support, with AVX 512 SIMD

instructions enabled at compile time using GCC 8.3 and CUDA 10.1. Nodes with two

Intel® Xeon® Gold 6148 CPUs (2.40 GHz) were used for all benchmarks. Mixed CPU-

GPU nodes were equipped with two NVIDIA Quadro RTX 5000 graphic cards each. All

nodes were connected with a 100 Gb/s OmniPath interconnect. Benchmarks were run on

specific numbers of MPI ranks and OpenMP threads for a total wall time of 15 minutes, if

not specified otherwise. SLURM was used as the queuing system for all benchmarks on the

available MPCDF “cobra” supercomputer. Example submission files for both CPU-only

and mixed CPU-GPU nodes can be found in the appendix.

5.2.3 Systems description

The setup of each system can be found in the corresponding reference, if it was already

published. In general, the systems were set up with a 1.2 nm cut-off for nonbonded interac-

tions in the real space and a grid spacing of 0.12 nm for PME. An exception is formed by

the systems #6, #12, #16, #20, #21 where a real space cut-off of 1.0 nm was used with a

grid spacing of 0.16 nm. Dynamic load balancing was used in all benchmarks to tune the

cut-off for nonbonded interactions and PME grid spacing automatically. Therefore, the

listed values serve only as lower and upper bounds. In addition, the systems #0 to #21
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were run with an integration time step of 2 fs, whereas system #22 used 4 fs and doubled

the mass of all hydrogens [288].

5.2.4 Fitting Amdahl’s law to performance data

Amdahl’s law was used as a simple model to fit the performance of the herein presented

scaling studies [289]. The law captures the speed-up S(N) of parallel computations as a

function of the number of nodes N using the following formula:

S(N) =
1

1− p+ p
N

(5.1)

where p is the part of the code that benefits from the parallelization, as represented by a

fraction.

Amdahl’s law can be used to express the performance P (N) = S(N)× P (1) as

P (N) =
Pmax

1 + p
N(1−p)

(5.2)

where the maximal possible performance Pmax = limN→∞ P (N) is obtained by

Pmax =
P (1)

1− p
(5.3)

The speed-up that is defined by the performance ratio of going from N = 0 to N = 1,

is called “ideal scaling” and is given by:

P id(N) = NP (1) (5.4)

Equation (5.4) can be expressed as the following:

P id(N) = N(1− p)Pmax . (5.5)

5.3 Results

In this section, the results from extensive MD simulation benchmarks are presented and dis-

cussed. At the beginning the software package MDBenchmark is introduced. The software

is then used to showcase its capabilities to benchmark MD simulations and enhance the

performance by varying certain parameters. First, the optimal run time for a benchmark

is defined. Afterwards, the optimal choice of MPI ranks and OpenMP threads is estimated

at first for two exemplary systems. Amdahl’s law is used to fit the simulation performance

data to estimate the maximum performance. The previous observations are then tested for

all 23 systems of varying sizes. At the end of the section, the option of running multiple

simulations on a single CPU-GPU node is explored.
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5.3.1 Implementation details of MDBenchmark

Four main functions can be accessed with the MDBenchmark CLI (Figure 5.1). Using the

generate command all benchmark parameters for the benchmark(s) can be defined by

the user (Figure 5.1A). A input file of an equilibrated MD simulation has to be provided, for

example a .tpr file for GROMACS. The user then defines the MD engine and version to

use, onto how many nodes to scale the simulations, whether MDBenchmark should choose

CPU-only and/or mixed CPU-GPU nodes and the number of MPI ranks. MDBenchmark

will automatically check if the requested MD engine is available using the “Environment

Modules” system [290]. This feature safeguards the user against typos that can lead to

wasted computational time. This availability check of MD engines can be skipped by the

user. Before proceeding with any write operations, MDBenchmark will prompt the user to

confirm the requested action.

Figure 5.1: Workflow and implementation of MDBenchmark. (A) The generate command
is provided with run input files. An own folder is generated for every benchmark with its own
metadata. (B) The benchmark job is submitted to the supercomputer queue using the submit
command. (C) The engine writes a log file to the benchmark folder. Its contents can be parsed
with the analyze command. The results of each benchmark can be printed into the console or
saved as a CSV file. (D) Using this CSV file the user can generate a plot with the plot command
to visualize the results. The benchmark results are plotted as scaling plot with the performance
(ns/day) as a function of the number of nodes, with every benchmark setting as a separate line.
Adapted from Gecht et al. (2020) [291].

MDBenchmark generates a folder structure with a nested hierarchy that allows the user

to browse the folders and explore files themselves (Figure 5.1A). At the top of this structure,

every MD engine gets its own folder, with the exact version as a subfolder. Here, the usage

of mixed CPU-GPU nodes are denoted with the “ gpu” suffix. If the suffix is missing, then

CPU-only nodes are used. At the last layer the separate benchmark folders can be found.

The folder name defines the number of nodes that will be used in this benchmark, as well

as the number of MPI ranks, OpenMP threads and whether hyperthreading will be enabled

or disabled. The run input file that was defined by the user will be copied into this folder,

as well as a job submission script “bench.job” that contains all settings for the queuing

system. A hidden folder generated by the datreant Python package contains all metadata

in JSON format [292].

Benchmarks can be submitted at once using the submit command (Figure 5.1B).
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MDBenchmark will gather information on all eligible benchmarks and show a confirmation

prompt to the user. Only after confirming the prompt, will MDBenchmark submit all

the benchmarks to the queuing system. All benchmarks that were already submitted are

omitted from the submission, but can be manually added by the user. At the time of

writing MDBenchmark can submit benchmarks to the queuing systems SGE, SLURM and

IBM’s LoadLeveler.

The status of currently submitted benchmarks can be checked with the analyze

command (Figure 5.1C). Upon calling, MDBenchmark will gather the latest data and

print it to the console. Finished benchmarks will be annotated with their performance. At

this stage the user is able to save the benchmark results to a CSV file for future analy-

sis. Finally, the user can generate a plot from this CSV file using the plot command

(Figure 5.1D). The resulting scaling plot shows the performance (ns/day) as a function of

the number of nodes, with each line representing a different combination of parameters:

CPU-only/mixed CPU-GPU nodes, the numbers of MPI ranks and OpenMP threads as

well as the status of hyperthreading. A linear fit is plotted through the origin and the

first data point to symbolize the ideal scaling. Multiple CSV files can be supplied to the

plot to compare benchmarks from different systems, settings or supercomputers. The

MDBenchmark software package is accompanied by an extensive documentation found

at https://mdbenchmark.readthedocs.io/en/. The documentation contains an expla-

nation on all available options and a guide to install the package and how to generate,

submit and analyze benchmarks.

5.3.2 Biomolecular systems are mostly composed of solvent

MDBenchmark was used to run scaling benchmarks of 23 atomistic biomolecular systems

with system sizes ranging from 4× 104 to 4× 106 atoms (Figure 5.2A). 65 % of tested

systems (15/23) have less than 300 k atoms. As is the case for most biomolecular simulations,

the herein studied 23 simulation systems are for the most part composed of solvent: water

molecules make up 55 % to 99 % of the total atoms (Figure 5.2B). Lipid bilayers, if present,

account for 8 % to 45 % of the remaining atoms. All other solutes, for example proteins,

ions, nucleic acids and small molecules, account for only 0.1 % to 27 %. The 23 systems

use a broad range of force fields, compositions, box geometries, water models and sizes as

listed in Table 5.1.

5.3.3 Defining a minimal run time of benchmarks

An ideal benchmark run should provide an accurate estimate of performance (ns/day)

in the least amount of simulation time. A high throughput can be achieved with shorter

benchmarks, allowing to sample more parameters and use the limited computer resources

more efficiently. Benchmarks can be run with a fixed number of steps or a fixed amount of

time. It is easier to define the latter, because this allows the queuing system to prioritize

the benchmark jobs without user intervention. When using a fixed amount of steps, the user

must still specify an estimated run time for the queuing system. Here, the user would be

interested in specifying the shortest time possible, because that would give the benchmark
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Figure 5.2: Size and composition of MD simulation systems. (A) Cumulative number of systems
as a function of the number of atoms. Most MD systems (65 %) contain less than 300 k atoms.
(B) Relative abundance of system constituents as a function of the atom number. Systems are
composed of 55 % to 99 % solvent (blue). Lipid bilayers, if present, make up 8 % to 45 % (orange)
of the systems total number of atoms. Other solutes make up at most 27 % but generally less than
10 % (green). Adapted from Gecht et al. (2020) [291].

run higher priority in the queue. To test the minimum time for a benchmark job, two

differently sized systems (#10 and #21) were scaled from 1–10 nodes and run for 5, 10 and

15 minutes each (Figure 5.3). The shortest run times of 5 minutes provide a fair estimate

of the possible performance, but it tends to overestimate the performance on higher node

numbers with increased uncertainty. In contrast, run times of 15 minutes provide a more

certain estimate for the two systems independent of their size. In the following sections all

benchmarks were run for 15 minutes each independent of their system size.

Figure 5.3: Performance estimated for different run times. MD simulations with (A) 233 k and
(B) 3.6 M atoms were scaled from 1 to 10 nodes and run for 5 (blue), 10 (orange) and 15 (green)
minutes. The average of 5 independent runs with error bars and filled-in area showing the standard
deviation is shown for every data point. Transparent dashed lines show ideal scaling according to
Equation (5.4). Adapted from Gecht et al. (2020) [291].
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5.3.4 Optimizing performance of two systems

The number of optimal number of MPI ranks and OpenMP threads depend on the system

size and hardware architecture. To better understand the scaling behavior of MD simula-

tions across different node numbers and cluster settings, the two systems from the previous

section (#10 and #21) were scaled from 1–10 nodes. Simultaneously different numbers of

MPI ranks and OpenMP threads were scanned, while enabling or disabling hyperthread-

ing to check its influence on simulation performance. The effect of hyperthreading was

quantified for both CPU-only and mixed CPU-GPU nodes using a ratio of the benchmark

performance with (Px(N)) and without (PHT
x (N) ) hyperthreading:

∆Px(N) = Px(N)/PHT
x (N) (5.6)

In the following, the subscripts x = CPU and x = GPU denote CPU-only and mixed

CPU-GPU nodes, respectively. The superscript HT symbolizes that hyperthreading is

enabled. If the superscript HT is omitted, hyperthreading is disabled. Simulations run with

CPU-only nodes achieve the best performance with nranks = 40 independent of the system

size (Figure 5.4).

Figure 5.4: Scaling of two systems on CPU-only nodes. Performance PCPU(N) for systems scaled on
N nodes using CPU-only nodes and different numbers of MPI ranks nranks (colors) with (A and D)
and without (B and E) hyperthreading. The ideal scaling was estimated with Equation (5.4) (dashed
lines; strongest ideal scaling as thick dashed line). (A and B) 233 k atoms membrane protein system.
(D and E) 3.6 M atoms dense protein solution. Both systems scale the best with nranks = 40. (C
and F) Ratios between performances without and with hyperthreading as per Equation (5.6). Both
systems generally benefit from running simulations with hyperthreading for the best performing
rank settings nranks = 40 (filled squares). Adapted from Gecht et al. (2020) [291].

Choosing less MPI ranks can degrade the performance 2-fold for certain number of

nodes. Enabling hyperthreading leads to a slight increase of simulation performance with

optimal settings, whereas with other numbers of MPI ranks the benefits are less pronounced
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(Figure 5.4C and F). Independent of the settings and the system size, simulations on CPU-

only nodes scale well and perform almost as good as the linear optimum, estimated through

N = 0 and N = 1 (Figure 5.4).

The optimal settings on mixed CPU-GPU nodes are different than on CPU-only nodes.

The same benchmarks were repeated on mixed CPU-GPU nodes, scaling the two systems

from 1–10 nodes and scanning different MPI rank and OpenMP thread combinations.

nranks = 40 remains to be the optimal choice for the 3.6 M atom system on mixed CPU-

GPU nodes (Figure 5.5D and E). In contrast, the smaller system with 233 k atoms shows

a different dependence on the MPI ranks. Here, the highest performance is achieved for

nranks = 10, whereas the best setting obtained for CPU-only nodes nranks = 40 results in a

highly degraded performance (Figure 5.5A and B). These results point to the conclusion

that smaller systems require less MPI ranks when run on mixed CPU-GPU nodes. In

addition, hyperthreading does not increase the performance on mixed CPU-GPU nodes

and should thus not be used. When comparing the benchmarks run on mixed CPU-GPU

nodes with those on CPU-only nodes it becomes apparent that the former scale worse. As

noted earlier, simulations on CPU-only nodes scale almost linearly up to N = 10, whereas

on mixed CPU-GPU nodes the performance starts to degrade considerably for the 233 k

atom system on N > 3, but less so on the 3.6 M atoms system.

Figure 5.5: Scaling of two systems on mixed CPU-GPU nodes. Performance PGPU(N) for systems
scaled on N nodes using mixed CPU-GPU nodes and different numbers of MPI ranks nranks
(colors) with (A and D) and without (B and E) hyperthreading. The ideal scaling was estimated
with Equation (5.4) (dashed lines; strongest ideal scaling as thick dashed line). (A and B) 233 k
atoms membrane protein system. (D and E) 3.6 M atoms dense protein solution. nranks = 40 is the
optimal setting for the 3.6 M atom system. (C and F) Ratios between performances without and
with hyperthreading as per Equation (5.6). The smaller 233 k atoms system does not benefit from
hyperthreading. Adapted from Gecht et al. (2020) [291].
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5.3.5 Performance estimates from Amdahl’s law

The scaling behavior of simulations can be captured by Amdahl’s law. As noted earlier,

the performance of simulations first follows a linear increase for small node numbers, but

starts to level off with higher node numbers. This is especially visible for simulations with

a system size of 233 k atoms. Using Equation (5.2) it is possible to fit the observed data

from benchmarks and estimate the maximal performance that can be achieved with a given

system. This helps to better understand if it is feasible to add more nodes to a simulation,

or whether this would not significantly increase the performance wasting more resources.

As a proof of concept the two systems were scaled up to 64 nodes using the optimal settings

as described in the previous section, using both CPU-only and mixed CPU-GPU nodes

(Figure 5.6).

Figure 5.6: Amdahl’s law captures the scaling behavior. Performance Px(N) of two MD simulations
with varying sizes as a function of nodes N. Each panel shows the best performing nranks values on
mixed CPU-GPU nodes without hyperthreading (orange) and CPU-only nodes with 40 nranks and
hyperthreading (blue) from Figures 5.4 and 5.5. Each combination of nodes N was run in multiple
independent simulations of 15 minutes each and all replicates are shown. Solid colored line shows
the fits to the data using Equation (5.2). Transparent dashed lines show ideal scaling according to
Equation (5.4). Adapted from Gecht et al. (2020) [291].

Bigger systems scale better than smaller ones. On a small number of nodes, N < 14,

mixed CPU-GPU nodes perform considerably better than CPU-only nodes for the 233 k

system (Figure 5.6A). At this low node count the system already deviates considerably

from linear scaling. In contrast, for CPU-only nodes the system scales almost linearly and

deviates much slower from this linear optimum. At bigger node numbers (N > 14) CPU-

only nodes achieve a higher performance than is possible with mixed CPU-GPU nodes

(Figure 5.6A). A similar observation can be made for the big system with 3.6 M atoms.

Simulations running on mixed CPU-GPU nodes achieve a higher performance on low node

numbers (N < 32), but start to level off earlier providing less net gain for every node

added (Figure 5.6B). Again, simulations run on CPU-only nodes achieve higher absolute

performances and scale closer to the linear optimum (Figure 5.6B)
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5.3.6 Optimal parameters depend on system size

The optimal number of MPI ranks strictly depend on the system size for mixed CPU-GPU

nodes. In the previous sections it has been shown that the optimal parameters for two

systems of different sizes are the same on CPU-only nodes, but have different results for

mixed CPU-GPU nodes. To further test this observation more benchmarks were performed.

21 additional systems of sizes ranging from 4× 104 atoms to 4× 106 atoms were scaled from

1–10 nodes, while simultaneously the number of MPI ranks were varied on mixed CPU-

GPU nodes. The systems were scaled from 1–10 nodes on CPU-only using the optimal

settings of nranks = 40. Similar to the previous results, smaller systems require less MPI

ranks for optimal performance (Figure 5.7).

Figure 5.7: The same systems (columns) were scaled over different numbers of nodes (rows), using
different nranks values. Optimal number of MPI ranks depends on system size. The optimal number
of MPI ranks (colors) decreases with increasing node numbers N and increases with system size.
The top axis indicates the system numbers according to Table 5.1. Adapted from Gecht et al.
(2020) [291].

The number of MPI ranks decreases with the number of nodes while it grows with the

system size. The data for all MPI rank combinations on mixed CPU-GPU nodes, as well

as for nranks = 40 for CPU-only nodes are shown in Figure 5.10. For some combinations

of nodes, for example N = 7 or N = 9, an unfavorable domain decomposition leads to a

degraded performance. This behavior showcases the requirement to benchmark all systems,

even though the herein presented plots provide a general guidance. Mixed CPU-GPU nodes

perform better than CPU-only nodes on a low number of nodes. Comparing the absolute

performances for the optimal number of MPI ranks using either mixed CPU-GPU nodes

or CPU-only nodes, it becomes clear that almost all systems double their performance

on a single node when using CPU-only nodes, with the only exceptions being systems
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#6 and #12 (Figure 5.8). When running a simulation on two nodes all systems with

more than 233 k atoms increase their performance by a factor of 2. Here, the two systems

#12 and #16 are the exception. It is important to note that the cut-off distance in the

real space interactions systems has been reduced for systems #6, #12, #16, #20 and

#21, while the grid spacing for PME calculations was increased. These settings lead to an

improved performance on CPU-only nodes, but do not change that of mixed CPU-GPU

nodes. Doubling N on CPU-only nodes also doubles performance, but this does not affect

mixed CPU-GPU nodes.
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Figure 5.8: Performance comparison between different architectures. Absolute performances for 22
MD simulations scaled from 1–10 nodes using (A) mixed CPU-GPU nodes and (B) CPU-only nodes.
Numbers in the fields represent the absolute performance values in ns/day. (C) The performance
ratio PGPU(N)/PCPU(N) is shown on a logarithmic (base 2) color scale. The color scale is centered
at equal performance (PGPU(N)/PCPU(N) = 1, white). The numbers in the cells are the actual
values of the ratios. Performance data was taken for the best performing nranks values on mixed
CPU-GPU nodes without hyperthreading (Figure 5.7) for each node individually. For CPU-only
nodes, nranks = 40 and hyperthreading was activated. The top axis indicates the system numbers
according to Table 5.1. Adapted from Gecht et al. (2020) [291].
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5.3.7 Running multiple simulations on a single node

Multiple simulations on a single node result in a higher accumulated performance. The

observation that simulations increase their performance only by a little when being run

on two instead of one mixed CPU-GPU nodes indicates that the GPUs are not fully

utilized. To investigate this, new benchmarks were performed where the same system was

run on a single node multiple times. The system was started using GROMACS “multidir”

feature with n = 1, 2, 4 and 8 identical simulations at the same time. The highest total

performance, the sum of the performances of each repetition, can be achieved when running

n = 4 simulations on a single node (Figure 5.9).

Figure 5.9: Multiple simulations per node increase performance. n identical simulations run on a
single node increase the total performance per node when compared to a single simulation on a
single node (n = 1), independent of system size. (A) The total performance for a single simulation
per node (n = 1, circles, solid lines), two simulations per node (n = 2, squares, dashed lines), and
four simulations per node (n = 4, pentagons, dotted lines) for the optimal rank/thread combinations
(color). (B) The ratio of the total performance per node when running n and n = 1 simulations
per node (n = 1, 2, 4). (C) The ratio of the simulation performance with n and n = 1 equivalent
simulations running on a single node. The summed performance of all n simulations divided by the
performance of a single (n = 1) simulation. Lines serve as guide to the eye. Adapted from Gecht et
al. (2020) [291].

Running more than four repetitions on a single node did not increase the performance

and the data was omitted. When simulations are run in this mode, the optimal number of

MPI ranks is not the same as was observed in the previous sections. The number of MPI

ranks is the same independent of the system size when multiple simulations are run on the

same node (Figure 5.9A). The smallest system of 35 k atoms increases its performance by

4-fold, whereas systems with less than 100 k atoms increase their performance by 2-fold.

Bigger systems are able to increase their performance by 1.5-fold. It is important to note

that running multiple simulations on a single node will in most cases decrease the length
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of a single simulation (Figure 5.9C). Nevertheless the total simulation time increases.

5.4 Discussion

The choice of run settings for a MD simulation is crucial for its achieved performance in

ns per day. For the single user the wrong choice can degrade performance, increase the

amount of real-time required to obtain results and thus delay their scientific progress. In

the bigger picture, wasteful resource usage amplifies this problem even further. Queued

jobs might not start because resources are blocked by too many requested nodes of one job,

thus limiting the supercomputers’ job turnover. On a global scale, running a job on more

computational resources than necessary directly increases energy consumption, through the

hardware of the supercomputer itself (CPU, GPU, RAM) and its accompanying cooling.

In today’s awareness of global warming, it is important for everyone to think about their

carbon footprint. Scientists conducting research through MD simulations should try and

limit their personal CO2 emission by optimizing the resource usage of their simulations.

The accessible command-line MDBenchmark tool was developed to help researchers

benchmark their MD simulations and estimate the best settings to use. The choice of

nranks = 40 are most favorable for CPU-only nodes independent of system size, as well as

for large systems with more than 2 M atoms when using mixed CPU-GPU nodes. These

kinds of systems might dominate the MD field in the future, but nowadays smaller systems

(<400 k atoms) are more common and require different settings, especially when run with

the addition of GPUs. The results presented in this chapter show that few MPI ranks,

i.e., nranks = 8, are the best choice for systems of this size on mixed CPU-GPU nodes

without hyperthreading. The number of required MPI ranks increases with the system size,

as well as with the number of nodes a system is run on. This is correlated with the domain

decomposition that is performed by GROMACS using MPI ranks. A big simulation box can

be decomposed into smaller boxes that can be calculated separately. In contrast, a small

system is not able to be decomposed into many smaller boxes, because it is just too small.

Although the results in this chapter are a good guidance, it is recommended to benchmark

every system and make sure that the chosen settings are indeed most efficient by personal

measures. The MDBenchmark software provides an easy-to-use interface to set up, run

and analyze such benchmarks. The most surprising results stem from the benchmarks of

running multiple simulations on a single node. As the GPU resources of a single node are

not fully used by one simulation they can be shared with more instances of the same. When

running multiple simulations on a single node, each instance produces a shorter trajectory

per day. At the same time the sum of performance for all these instances is greater than

when a single simulation is run on one node. Therefore, if one is interested in running

many short trajectories, for example when trying to observe rare events, it is beneficial

to start multiple simulations on the same node. In contrast, if one wants to produce one

single long trajectory, it remains advisable to run simulation on as many nodes as needed,

but as few as possible. The number of nodes can easily be estimated with MDBenchmark.

The effects of offloading specific calculations, i.e., PME, to separate GPU ranks remains

unexplored. Future work will hopefully automate the search of parameter space, to further
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tune the efficiency of simulations. In the long run, as computational resources become

more and more ubiquitous, researchers should not spend their time with optimization of

simulation parameters and decisions of which is the correct supercomputer and hardware

for their calculations. Instead, a software solution that automates the job submission to

available supercomputers, data management and synchronization, as well as preliminary

analysis and reporting would be suitable for this job.
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5.5 Appendix

Table 5.1: Atomistic simulation systems used in this chapter to perform scaling benchmarks. The
systems vary in composition, box geometry, and size, as well as in force fields and water models:
CHARMM36 [189], CHARMM36m [179], AMBER99SB*-ILDN [293–295], AMBER99SB*-ILDN-
Q [293–297], TIP3P [250], and TIP4P-D [298]. The box geometries are cuboids (C), rhombic
dodecahedra (RD), and hexagonal prisms (H). Reproduced from Gecht et al. (2020) [291].

# atoms Box System size (nm3) Force field Water model Reference

0 35,307 RD 8.0 AMBER99SB*-ILDN TIP3P Unpublished
1 91,120 C 9.9x9.9x9.9 CHARMM36 TIP3P Unpublished
2 95,286 C 10.0x10.0x10.0 CHARMM36 TIP3P Unpublished
3 112,390 C 10.0x10.0x10.0 AMBER99SB*-ILDN-Q TIP3P Unpublished
4 117,390 C 11.0x11.0x10.0 CHARMM36 TIP3P Hofbauer et al. [157]
5 122,730 C 10.0x10.0x10.0 AMBER99SB*-ILDN-Q TIP4P-D Unpublished
6 130,402 C 9.9x9.9x9.9 AMBER99SB*-ILDN-Q TIP4P-D Bülow et al. [299]
7 163,215 C 13.1x13.1x9.1 CHARMM36m TIP3P Unpublished
8 202,512 RD 13.0 AMBER99SB*-ILDN-Q TIP4P-D Unpublished
9 213,722 RD 14.5x14.5x10.3 AMBER99SB*-ILDN TIP3P Unpublished
10 233,433 C 14.6x14.6x10.5 CHARMM36m TIP3P Wu et al. [300]
11 239,306 C 14.6x14.6x10.9 CHARMM36 TIP3P Unpublished
12 265,986 C 12.6x12.6x12.6 AMBER99SB*-ILDN-Q TIP4P-D Bülow et al. [299]
13 279,760 C 15.9x15.9x10.8 CHARMM36 TIP3P Unpublished
14 297,697 C 13.8x13.8x15.4 CHARMM36m TIP3P Hofmann et al. [301]
15 472,859 C 15.0x15.0x15.0 AMBER99SB*-ILDN-Q TIP4P-D Unpublished
16 689,746 C 17.3x17.3x17.3 AMBER99SB*-ILDN-Q TIP4P-D Bülow et al. [299]
17 699,861 C 19.5x19.5x18.1 CHARMM36m TIP3P Unpublished
18 1,219,446 C 23.0x23.0x23.0 CHARMM36m TIP3P Unpublished
19 2,263,618 C 38.2x21.6x31.5 CHARMM36 TIP3P Unpublished
20 3,520,854 C 30.0x30.0x30.0 AMBER99SB*-ILDN-Q TIP4P-D Bülow et al. [299]
21 3,657,069 C 30.4x30.4x30.4 AMBER99SB*-ILDN-Q TIP4P-D Bülow et al. [299]
22 4,059,840 H 34.9x34.9x37.9 CHARMM36m TIP3P Turoňová et al. [288]
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Figure 5.10: The optimal choice of nranks depends on the system size when using mixed CPU-GPU
nodes. Performance PGPU(N) of 23 MD simulations with varying sizes as a function of nodes N
for different numbers of MPI ranks nranks on different numbers of mixed CPU-GPU nodes without
hyperthreading (colored squares). The best performing setting with CPU-only nodes is shown as
reference with circles. Each data point in the performance plot shows one independent run of 15
minutes each. Transparent dotted and dashed lines show ideal scaling for CPU-only and mixed
CPU-GPU benchmarks according to Equation (5.4). Adapted from Gecht et al. (2020) [291].
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1 #!/bin/bash -l

2 #SBATCH -o ./ benchjob.out.%j

3 #SBATCH -e ./ benchjob.err.%j

4 #SBATCH -D ./

5 #SBATCH -J n001_r40_t02_wht

6 #

7 #SBATCH --nodes=1

8 # Set the number of tasks per node (=MPI ranks)

9 #SBATCH --ntasks -per -node =40

10 # Set the number of threads per rank (= OpenMP threads)

11 #SBATCH --cpus -per -task=2

12 # Enable hyperthreading

13 #SBATCH --ntasks -per -core=2

14 #SBATCH --time =00:17:00

15

16 module purge

17 module load gcc

18 module load impi

19 module load cuda

20 module load gromacs /2018.8

21

22 # Set number of OpenMP threads and proper core pinning with hyperthreading

23 export OMP_NUM_THREADS=$SLURM_CPUS_PER_TASK
24 export OMP_PLACES=threads

25 export SLURM_HINT=multithread

26

27 # Run gromacs /2018.8 for 15 minutes

28 srun gmx_mpi mdrun -v -ntomp $OMP_NUM_THREADS -maxh 0.25 -resethway -deffnm

md -noconfout

Listing 5.1: SLURM submission script for a 15 minutes run on a CPU-only single node with 40 MPI

ranks, 2 OpenMP threads and hyperthreading enabled. Reproduced from Gecht et al. (2020) [291].
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1 #!/bin/bash -l

2 #SBATCH -o ./ benchjob.out.%j

3 #SBATCH -e ./ benchjob.err.%j

4 #SBATCH -D ./

5 #SBATCH -J n001_r20_t02_woht

6 #

7 #SBATCH --constraint ="gpu"

8 #SBATCH --gres=gpu:rtx5000 :2

9 #

10 #SBATCH --nodes=1

11 # Set the number of tasks per node (=MPI ranks)

12 #SBATCH --ntasks -per -node =20

13 # Set the number of threads per rank (= OpenMP threads)

14 #SBATCH --cpus -per -task=2

15 #SBATCH --time =00:17:00

16

17 module purge

18 module load gcc

19 module load impi

20 module load cuda

21 module load gromacs /2018.8

22

23 # Set number of OpenMP threads and proper core pinning without

hyperthreading

24 export OMP_NUM_THREADS=$SLURM_CPUS_PER_TASK
25 export OMP_PLACES=cores

26

27 # Run gromacs /2018.8 for 15 minutes

28 srun gmx_mpi mdrun -v -ntomp $OMP_NUM_THREADS -maxh 0.25 -resethway -deffnm

md -noconfout

Listing 5.2: SLURM submission script for a 15 minutes run on a single mixed CPU-GPU node

with 20 MPI ranks, 2 OpenMP threads and hyperthreading disabled. Reproduced from Gecht et

al. (2020) [291].
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Conclusions

The work presented in this thesis contributes to further the understanding of protein-lipid

interactions. The interactions of proteins with membranes are an important function of

biological life, but remain poorly understood. The atomistic details of these interactions

are hard to study with traditional experimental techniques and therefore MD simulations

are a great tool to shine light onto these processes. The result chapters investigate different

aspects of how proteins interact with membranes and its constituents. In the second chapter

the lipid interactions of two AH, those of Opi1 and PIP5K, are studied. The third chapter

shows how the Opi1 AH can associate with the membrane in its multi-step lifecycle. The

fourth chapter considered NMR structures of HIV-1 gp41 and studied their stability in lipid

bilayers of different compositions. In the fifth chapter, the software package MDBenchmark

is presented that help researchers run their MD simulations more efficiently and use only

the necessary resources to achieve the most optimal simulation performance. This chapter

concludes this dissertation by briefly summarizing the results of each chapter.

Extensive MD simulations were performed to study the lipid interactions between

membranes and the AHs of Opi1 and PIP5K. The AHs were first modeled as ideal α-helices

and then embedded into lipid membranes of varying compositions. In the case of the

Opi1 AH, simple model membranes highly abundant in PC were used. In addition to the

uncharged PC headgroups, charged lipid species such as PA and PS were added. These

two charged species do not differ by their total charge of -2 in the simulation, but by their

headgroup size and the charge distribution on the headgroup. The simulations revealed

that the AH of Opi1 is lined with two regions of positively charged residues. These were

named “KRK motif” and “3K motif” based on amino acids that are contained in each

motif. Both of these motifs are able to locally enrich charged lipids with either PA or PS

headgroups around them. Although the membranes are highly abundant in uncharged lipids

with PC headgroups, they are not enriched by the AH. This points towards specific charged

interactions between the lipid headgroup and the positively charged amino acids found in

the two motifs. Most strikingly, in membranes containing both PA and PS headgroups the

AH of Opi1 was able to specifically recognize PA and enrich it at the “3K motif”, whereas

PS was excluded. This observation lead to the discovery that indeed the “3K motif” is

tuned to interact with PA headgroups. The small headgroup of PA fits nicely into the

binding pocket formed by the “3K motif”, whereas PS is too bulky to do so. In addition,

its distributed charges allow its headgroup to interact with the binding pocket in various

ways. This leads to a shorter lifetime of PS in the binding pocket and the possibility to

be outcompeted by PA. In contrast, the PIP5K AH was studied with a more complex
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membrane containing the lipid species PS, PI4P, PC and cholesterol. PIP5K catalyzes the

phosphorylation reaction from PI4P to PI(4,5)P2, so it must specifically recognize this

headgroup and differentiate it from other charged lipid species. Its AH is lined with a

variety of positively charged residues, but does not contain any localized binding pockets

as found on the Opi1 AH. Instead, the amino acids are distributed along the sides and

top of the AH, as seen when it is embedded into the membrane. This distribution of

charged residues allows the AH to intimately interact with the highly charged headgroup

of PI4P. Different binding modes between the AH and PI4P were also characterized. It

was shown that the lipid can start interacting with the AH from afar and be dragged

closer to it by electrostatic interactions. Similarly, when it binds to the AH it can reside at

its flanks at slightly different positions, when considering only the acyl chains. The large

and highly flexible inositol ring on its headgroup allows the lipid to bend around the AH

and reach towards positively charged residues that could not be accessed with a smaller

headgroup. Binding from both sides of the AH has been observed, but it remains unclear

if the full-length protein can catalyze its phosphorylation reaction from either side.

The interaction of the Opi1 AH with different lipids species is just a part in the lifecycle

of the AH. The protein Opi1 is soluble and localizes to the ER membrane with the help

of its AH. The recruitment, association and insertion of the AH with lipid membranes

was studied in the third chapter of this thesis. First, different extensive MD simulations

were set up to study the association of the unfolded AH to lipid membranes. It was shown

that the AH is quickly recruited to charged lipid surfaces, where it associates with the

membrane by inserting either of two hydrophobic residues, L113 or I117, into the membrane.

In the presence of an uncharged membrane, the AH is also able to transiently insert the

two hydrophobic residues into the membrane. Nevertheless it fails to stay associated with

it due to a lack of electrostatic interactions. Different simulations containing membrane

compositions with varying amounts of PC, PE and PA revealed that the sole presence of the

negatively charged PA headgroup is sufficient to permanently recruit the unfolded AH at

the lipid-water interface. After recruitment and tethering to the membrane, AHs undergo

a folding reaction where they form their α-helical secondary structure and embed into the

membrane. An atomistic 18.8 µs simulation captured the folding and insertion event of two

turns of the AH. Unfortunately, no subsequent folding was observed in this simulation and

the partially folded AH was ejected from the membrane after being inserted for a duration

of 10 µs. The folding of the AH stopped at the “KGK motif”, a short linear sequence

of lysine-glycine-lysine. This short sequence turned out to be a switch that is able to

destabilize the secondary structure of the AH and at the same time rate-limit the folding

upon membrane association. In addition, Gly-120 is a highly conserved residue among

Saccharomycetes. These observations were tested in laboratory experiments by Dr. Harald

Hofbauer, who was able to confirm that mutations of G120 lead to a defect Opi1 protein

in vivo. To test if a mutated version of the AH is able to fold quicker, additional simulations

of the unfolded Opi1 AH with G120A single and G120A/K121A double mutations were set

up. Although transient folding of the AH was observed, the full α-helix was never formed

in the simulations. These extensive simulations were unable to fully sample the folding
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pathway of the AH. To overcome this sampling barrier, enhanced sampling techniques were

used to fold the remainder of the α-helix. These attempts have managed to fully fold the

AH outside of the membrane, but were not able to insert it. Nevertheless, the sequence of

insertion and folding remains unclear. Does the full α-helix form outside the membrane

and then insert at the same time, or does it form on a turn-by-turn basis?

The stability of the NMR structure of HIV-1 gp41 was studied in the fourth chapter

of this thesis. While multiple structures of the HIV-1 Env proteins have been solved using

both X-ray crystallography, they always lack the TMD of gp41. Multiple NMR structures

have emerged over the last years that describe the TMD in different oligomeric states. In

three structures, the TMD is trimeric, whereas it is monomeric in the other. To better

understand the differences in structures, simulations of the gp41 TMD were performed. At

first, a monomeric version of the TMD was modeled as ideal α-helix and embedded into

a viral-like membrane. A highly conserved arginine, R696, is found at the center of the

TMD. The monomeric simulations have shown that it preferentially snorkels towards the

lipid-water interface, leading to a highly tilted conformation of the TMD. R696 can snorkel

towards either of two leaflets, leading to two distinct conformations. The interaction of

R696 with solvent locks the TMD in a certain orientation and forbids it to freely rotate

along its principal axis. A second construct containing the MPER domain of gp41 was

also set up as ideal α-helix and embedded into the same membrane. MPER is lined with

hydrophobic tryptophan residues that have a preference to insert into lipid bilayers. The

two possible orientations of R696 also have an effect on the interaction of MPER with the

membrane, as in one R696 orientation the tryptophan residues are all unable to embed into

it. The connecting region between MPER and TMD is found to be unstructured in one of

the NMR structures, pointing to the fact that the observation in the monomeric MPER-

TMD construct might not be of great importance. Additional simulations of trimeric gp41

TMD were set up to study the conformational dynamics of the construct in viral-like

membranes. Similar to the monomer, R696 snorkeled towards the lipid-water interface, but

was limited to the cytofacial leaflet only. This snorkeling lead to the introduction of water

molecules into the membrane leaflet and ultimately to the dissociation of the C-terminal

ends of the gp41 TMD. The C3 symmetric conformation was not recovered in the two 10 µs

simulations after its dissociation. To test if the instability of the trimeric structure is due

to the lack of its N-terminally preceding MPER domain, new simulations with the trimeric

MPER-TMD construct were set up. To reproduce the experimental conditions, a simple

DMPC bilayer was set up to mimic a bicelle bilayer. The systems were equilibrated with

additional caution to try and keep the structures stable. Multiple independent simulations

of the same system revealed that the structure is inherently unstable and dissociates into

a similar conformation as has been observed with the gp41 TMD construct in viral-like

bilayers. Surprisingly, these atomistic MD simulations recover the epitopes of bnAbs whose

crystal structures are available. This made it possible to superimpose different bnAbs

Fab fragments and show how an antibody might bind to gp41. To complete the picture,

the soluble part of the HIV-1 Env domain was prepared for simulations and a full-length

construct of the envelope protein, without the CTD, was constructed. This full picture
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of the Env protein showcases that it is possible albeit difficult for bnAbs to interact with

their epitopes. To properly do this, the soluble part of Env must first tilt to allow for

proper binding of the Fab fragment. Simulations of the Fab fragment bound to its epitope

were ultimately not stable and always led to the dissociation of the fragment from its

epitope. A future model must also be heavily glycosylated, because the glycans will limit

the accessibility of the bnAb even further.

Throughout this thesis MD simulations were used to help answer research questions.

These simulations use computational resources to calculate the trajectories of the biological

systems of interest. As researchers are interested in a quick turnover of results, it is of utmost

importance to run these simulations with a high performance. To do this, MD engines

available at the time of writing parallelize their computations across multiple machines and

their varying hardware. Doing this is a straightforward process, but it is easy to neglect the

fact that adding more computing resources does not result in a linear performance increase.

Instead, the performance saturates after the addition of a certain amount of resources.

Researchers are supposed to benchmark their simulations to use as many resources as

needed, as few as possible. At the start of the thesis no tools were available to automate

this process and researchers often conducted such benchmark scaling studies in a labor

intense manual process. This thesis presents the software package MDBenchmark that

provides an easy to use CLI for users to set up, submit and analyze benchmarks with.

The software allows the user to set up benchmarks that scale across a different number of

nodes, toggle the usage of available GPU resources, as well as the number of MPI ranks

and whether hyperthreading should be enabled. This enables the user to quickly generate

different permutations of these settings and try them out before running their production

simulation. The software was developed in the open on GitHub, where the code is available

for others to verify and extend. All of the features of MDBenchmark are documented in its

online documentation that can be found at https://mdbenchmark.readthedocs.io/en/.

To this date the software is in use by hundreds of researchers all across the globe and

helps to run their simulations more efficiently. As a proof of concept the fifth chapter of

this thesis used MDBenchmark to perform a scaling study of 23 representative atomistic

simulation systems. The results show that it is possible to achieve an increased simulation

performance by only adjusting the number of MPI ranks. When using CPU-only nodes it

is advisable to use as many MPI ranks as available physical cores, whereas the number of

MPI ranks on mixed CPU-GPU nodes depends on the system size. Bigger systems require

more MPI ranks, as their system size allows for a domain decomposition into lots of smaller

domains. In contrast, smaller systems require less MPI ranks due to limitations in the

possible domain decomposition. A surprising result was that running multiple simulations

on the same mixed CPU-GPU node increases the overall simulation performance. This

allows the more efficient usage of resources for certain use cases, for example when users are

interested in running many repetitions of a simulation. It is desirable that MDBenchmark

will be further extended by its users in the future and adapt to upcoming challenges. The

open nature of the software allows everyone to help with the development.

This thesis has shown how MD simulations can be used to study direct protein-lipid
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interactions and better understand the function of proteins. The simulations can also be

used as a tool to propose new laboratory experiments, as observations from simulations can

be carried over. In addition, the power of MD simulations to study the stability of NMR

structures was showcased, as well as the possibility of using simulations as a “computational

microscope” to understand the binding of antibodies to their epitope. The thesis ends with

a practical application of how to enhance the performance of MD simulations and obtain

results quicker.
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